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BASIC DATA

Areae 1,262,000 sq. mirles

Population, 1968: 530 million (end yr. estimaue)

Rate of growth, current estimate: % p.a.

1951 - 1961: 1.9% p.a.

Gross national product at market prices, 1967/68: Rs. 293 billion.

Rate of growth 1955/56 - 1967/68: 3.5% p.a.
at constant 1965/66: -5.2%
prices, 1966/67: 1.3%

1967/68: 8.5%

Per capita, 1967/68: US$ 76

Gross domestic product at current prices, 1967/68: Rs. 296 billion.

Percentage breakdown: Agriculture: 51
Mining: 1
Manufacturing: 18
Commerce & transport: 15
Government & other services: 15

Percent of GDP at market prices:

1961/62 - 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

Gross investment 18 17 16
Gross saving 15.6 13.8 13.4
Resource gap 2.4 3.2 2.6
Government (Centre & State)
current revenues 12 13 11.5





Money and credit: 1962/63 - 1966/67
March 1968 Average Rate of

Rs. billion (Last Friday) Increase (%)

Total money supply 53.52 10.1
Net bank credit to gov't sector 42.52 8.0
Net bank credit to pyt. sector 14.48 18.6

1967/68 1/
Rate of increase in prices

Consumer nrices 2/: - 2.85 10.2
Wholesale prices: - 0.3% 10.7

Third Plan Period

1961/62 - 1965/66
Pubic Rectof.r nnperatq+ions (Rq. billion): 1967/M8 (est.) Annual Averageý

Pul1icsrPrnr plan outlay 22.>6 17.26
Balance from current revenues plus

surplusesof public enterprises 7.88 . 77
Domestic borrowings 4.62 6.58
Total external assistance to public sector 9.96 h.91

External public debt, excluding 1962/63 -

suppliers' credits (US $ million): 1967/68 Annual Average

Total debt outstanding 1/ 6,966 5,hh2
Trot'a-' annu,,al d-Iebtlu service 357 27

1962/63 - 1.967/68

Balance of Payments (US $ million): 1967/68 Increase (%)

Total exports 1,598 2.0
Total ir,mports2,32.
Trade balance - 1,034

1964/65 - 1966/67
-L7U / (J I-UJLIUCLLJd± l-o

Commiu uy conetrioLn of exports 4/ 4U 0 . < U2.5
Debt service ratio 5/ 28% 22 %
rross foreign exchange reserves 6/ $718 million $608 million





IBRD AND IDA OPERATIONS (US $ million)

A. Past o2erations 7/AMoUt coMLMitted U/ Atun dr LL0UIsb ue

IDA 1,010.1 863.3

Total 2,017.3 1,749.9

B. Terms o !uD/TDA operations Weighted average
Rate of Grace Repayment

(January 1, 1961 - February 2d, 1yy) interest period period

(p.a.) (years) (years)

2.16 8.7 41.3

1/ December 1967 to December 1968.

2/ Working class consumer price index.

3/ Eacludes unallocated portions of frame agreements for some rupee
area and where known; these were included in previous reports.

4/ Jute, tea and cotton fabrics.

5/ Debt service does not include debt relief. Debt service payments
for l96/65 to 1966/67 include only part of service on suppliers'
credits. Data for 1967/68 are believed to be more complete.

6/ At the end of fiscal years.

7/ As of February 1969.

8/ Net of cancellations, terminations and refundings.





SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. India's economic situation has been much improved in the past
year after the drought - recession - inflation period of 1966 and 1967.
With two good harvests, food shortages have disappeared, industry has picked
up, so have exports, and prices have been stabilized although at fairly low
and static investment levels. It is not the purpose of this report, however,
to chronicle the year-to-year course of the economy but rather to seek a
better understanding of current economic development processes considered
in a longer-term context. The picture which emerges is a mixed one. On the
one hand, considerable difficulties remain, some of which appear, with hind-
sight, to have been avoidable. This, however, should not hide the very con-
siderable progress that has taken place: the creation of a large and complex
industrial structure; the basic foundations of accelerated agricultural
growth; the development of the transport network; the progress of education
and public health.

2. To claim an understanding of the Indian economy in any context
may seem pretentious. 1/ Nevertheless, some atte=t is made here to examine
a few of what seem to be important elements in the longer run course of de-
velopment, including their antecedents during the last 10 or 15 years (still
hardly the long run in India), some of the problems and policy issues they
create, and what they suggest in the way of promise and disappointment on
the course of India's further economic development. Both the basic engines
of Indian develoDment. aricultural advancement and industrial exnansion-
would seem in rather fundamental but different ways to be going through a
neriod of transition.

3.Thp tranqit.inn taLkinrg plae in naricultuirep act a4 reslt oif recntn
research achievements in the technology of cereal cultivation, the rapid
di.qminatie-in of thin tsrhnn1onv in the ountrsiA alng wi+h +ha aoc^i-4
ated provision of necessary inputs and the willing adoption of technology

1/ Part of the problem of understanding is due, as often stated before

to inadeauate information about agricultural and industrial productions,

commerce, foreign trade and payments and other basic aspects of the
economy. Some official efforts have been made to produce more timely

industrial production series and to improve foreign trade and payments
data but Qn fny- withmut notahle rannilt. Thig in a diffc!iult situ-

ation to explain, because it is certainly not due to a want of competent
statisticians and annonmint with whinh TnAia ir vll -nrvided- There

is a great deal of uncoordinated data collection which is not particu-
1&Y-1jr a tn jnfe"mat non in-itien not uaefiliv organized and

much of it not even tabulated. Statistical procedures in various aspects
of at4iculu+ra1 pro Antion and of inatry Invalve ranreptn Phannelf

with a vested interest in the results in some cases and in other cases
nami+ a + thk k a, lta Phagb" 4o ala a moa Aan1 of

dispersion of interrelated data among agencies which encourages the
-m .1 ym- t h- ma,? gw+h knowveUm The

need seems to be a coordination of economic information according to

authority at a high enough political level to ensure such coordination.
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by "traditional" agriculture wherever circumstances are suitable are now
fairly well known under the label of the "green revolution". Its untapped
potentials are still very large. The major gains in cereal production so
far have been in wheat, but difficulties encountered with some of the high
yielding varieties of rice and other cereals in their field application
seem to be on their way to solution. Threats of other bottlenecks, especi-
ally in the provision of adequate and reliable water and water control and
in the domestic development of fertilizer still need to be dispelled by
programs well coordinated with agricultural requirements. But the means
are there and so is the momentum of farmer acceptance and farm pressure for
continued advancement. Though with temporary interruptions from bad weather,
agricultural development promises therefore to be a stronger force for pro-
gress of the Indian economy in the future than in the past. However, current
development hardly touches the vast numbers of subsistence dry-farming cul-
tivators and agricultural laborers. For them, hope may lie only in very
long-run development.

4. While the transition in agriculture from the stagnation of the
early and mid-1960's to the promise of the 1970's seems well along, important
parts of industry appears still to have a slow hard course ahead in this
period of consolidation and adjustment, following the dislocations which
emerged during the rapid industrial expansion and structural change of the
latter 1950's and the first half of the 1960's. Weaknesses in the industri-
alization effort are more evident now with hindsight, than when devised by
Indian planners and commended by Indian and foreign observers, who recognized
that a longer run alleviation of India's vast poverty and employment problems
must reouire an accelerated development of industry. In the process. a
capacity for heavy capital goods production was built up which, probably for
some time to come. is excessive at nrosnective rates of economic growth.

5. This over-canacity situation came about bennuce of the develonment

design of the Second and Third Plans, with its emphasis on a rapid expansion
of heavy indnitry veared to ambitious prnpotntion of Inng-run economic

growth and import substitution. These expectations proved to be more than
num,iln'hp ri-crmire-p-z (-niilrl cninnnrt. ,t.-offinnn-inal in nhiiI Tn mit-i

the physical expansion pattern would have required a change also in the

probably have meant a politically unacceptable set of income and fiscal

perhaps, therefore, inevitable that the physical expansion program had to
6LV . W CV W 11.L Y1~ V.1 A_MIJ Uj .14aVMXI .C014SCqUIULICCI LJ 1 aA

drought of 1966 and 1967, but by that time the industrialization program was

v. ume eiug, 'ne revival of -nuuusry wi"± pr-uaoly nave to
proceed without much prospect of high utilization of heavy industrial capa-
cLty. The capacity is too large to be taxed by the linkages between heavy
capital goods and manufacturers of agricultural supplies and equipment, road
transport, consumer goods and other currently more dynamic industries. Nor
will exports make up the difference. If it were to be made up, a substantial
increase would be necessary in capital goods demand from within the capital
goods sector itself and from heavy material and equipment using areas of the
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public sector. Such capital goods demands would have to come and be finan-
ced, directly or indirectly, from a larger increase in public investment
than the Government seems likely for some time to be able to afford. How-
ever, as expansion continues in the more active parts of industry and as
government efforts at resource mobilization allow for an increase in public
investment during the next few years, an industrial momentum should begin
to pick-up beyond that which seems likely in the immediate future. Present
policies allowing greater freedom for industry to develop in accordance with
market and profit inducements should improve the general financial position
of industry, stimulate the expansion of the capacities and the linkages with
heavy industry of consumer goods manufacture and other industrial lines
which seem now to be relatively small in the Indian industrial structure and
reinforce linkages with heavy industry. For the next year or two a rise in
industrial production at the recent rate of 5 or 6 percent may be as much
as can be expected. But allowing for a moderate but steady growth in many
parts of industry and in governmental investment it should again be possible
to reach the early nineteen sixties' industrial growth rates of 8 percent
or even higher during the next several years.

7. Ponulation growth at 2.5 nercent or about 1I million a year lies
like a tapeworm within the economy, consuming a major part of the gains from
develonment. India's efforts in the forefront of' family nlannina- including
commitments to whatever the financial requirements of the effort may be, are
well known- The Pffnrt hik hxLd its diffinultin And Rpt-hanks- But RT1
told, the family planning program to date represents a considerable achieve-
ment inI buildin un a onunt.vrw tjo nran nti rn %whi r-h ham hean nacc:rNII

in widespread extension of an awareness of the possibility of family planning,
as .W wel as adotio o~f ,C'Y*

1
U . 'hir nrn ,*-c: i nIn, aIr-a lavn-ma

in absolute terms, even though small in relation to the size of the Indian
popul.ain Herem a 9"Mmin + i+inal awhno deaef lommn+ fP in

prospect. So far the limiting factors on the family planning program have
been,nC , _+flUfl apracb~. an Utcb,"nque~. Ths areO still" .L prU b-

lems, but the technique and approach now appear good enough to justify
f,+her majr ermanp an co'hra hanllan .a nn a erai+ a unu na+an4m+
money. Until now it would have been difficult to push the program much

contact with only a small fraction of the married population of child-bearing
age. Just tne maiuteuance anu quCa"'LlEaive improvemeou ut e program ou
this scale will require a large increase in funds. For an extension of
etec-ive UvVrage o a consierautly larger purt of te turget populUion,
very substantial additional appropriations will be required. And this con-
frVnts Wte GoverumZuL wIth a fimucial quanuary iu Currut ILuancial circum-
stances. At best, it will still be well into the future before the family
planning program can nave a significant effect Un populatLon growtn, anU IL
is not a program suitable to crash methods, as has been learned by sad ex-
perience. So prospects are for further progress, but slow and with consider-
able financial difficulty, not to be easily resolved.

8. One more problem area of development which shows signs of a favor-
able change of course is exports. The export level was stagnant or sagging
from 1964/65 until the past year. And the seriousness of the export problem
can be measured by the wide gap of a billion dollars or more between exports
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and payments for imports and debt service. As noted, 1968/69 brought a
marked export improvement, not so much in the traditional lines as in manu-
factured goods on which any real longer run solution of the export problem
will have to rely. Several factors have contributed to the improvement.
especially the slack industrial activity with substantial capacity available
for exports, as well as an official export drive including large financial
incentives for manufactured goods, reduced duties on traditional exports
and strong 2overnment nressure on potential exorters of manufactured goods.
Overall exports increased over 10 percent last year but steel and engineer-
ing goonn iumned by 70 nercent and will soon constitute India's second lar-
gest category of exports after jute products.

9. It is far too soon and there are too many uncertainties and policy
-oblms to~ becomen, euprhric n-zhnli±. Pwnn'r. -r-*-nPe% a. P-rhAna tha 0-ran.Oaf

------------------------------------------------- opetgets

uncertainty is about the kind of policy prescriptions to sustain a rapid
grwt a

4f exo rts,4
- oncer. doMoStir- Tn- afk~c2 -wm-v-r%-trP tarac nar.o*it+4% 0-ra V

duced, and the compulsions on manufacturers to seek export outlets diminish.
T+ sla,TA n+ 4

11 km nanhlo +^ knar vr,..+a an..rn. 4. +hann n4 -num+nanfe

after the export experience currently being gained, but it will require
.A.d+t+i+mn. ^P _aliey +e% ehanffin" v4-nimaannac, anArraa+mv ntr-nnfayn -Pr%vw the

efficiency of Indian industry than has been evident under the long standing
am sis,4 an 4-a.M_+ ak+4+n+4 an.-A n11-+a mn.+ an+4n 4+1 an-n+k- 4 n +h

effects on costs of production.

10. One more difficulty of the present development situation, which
cut across t.Le whleU. (Aave J."Lmen. prlem4 1 aLI seemsIf to. Ue chron,*'ic' rahe

than transitional is the severe shortage of development resources. For the
U.Lme1 being~ .LL. Lb UI-JC M=V%:1C "I UICiI PUU.L.LL;~I.A. U11CUL W.ir; J.)L .LVCLk,, ULL%. .L.L-

nancial constraints would probably develop in the latter also at a fairly
early stage of rapid inuutril expau.Vu. 1 te puUli secUor, plan ex-

penditures remained about constant during the last three years and sagged
in real terms. This year-s plan outluys may be somewhat larger but not by
much.

11. In the nature of the Indian economy, it is difficult to reach a
high level of public finance in relation to GNP. This has been aggravated
in recent years by a number of factors: large requirements for non-develop-
ment purposes including defense and debt service; a relative shift in income
to agriculture which seems to enjoy a high degree of political immunity from
taxation; the poor earning record of public undertakings which were major
elements of economic growth in recent years but are of little comfort to the
exchequer; limited responsiveness of the revenue system to income growth
(which however is being improved); and within development outlays, probably
unnecessarily large requirements for unfinished industrial projects, especi-
ally steel and to some extent engineering, which are a carry over from past
commitments.

12. In these difficult fiscal circumstances there appear to be many
fields where larger public investment than the Government can afford would
be in the interest of longer-term development. Some of these are indicated
in the report. There are undoubtedly others, especially in education, hous-
ing and other social services and in urban rehabilitation and improvement.
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The absence of a discussion of these latter fields of Indian development,
important as they are, is an unavoidable but glaring omission in this report.

13. This year's budget represents a considerable effort at fiscal
improvement with additional taxation including a courageous move to tax some

of the benefits of recent agricultural advances and changes toward a more
progressive revenue system. Central provision for development is also in-
creased in spite of a rise in defense and other non-development spending.
And this is done in a fiscal context not likely to rock financial stability.
Whether the States will also be able to increase their contribution to
development remains, however, somewhat doubtful at this point, but there is
reason to expect over the next several years a steady rise in public devel-
opment spending.

14. Given the nature of India's financial circumstances the improve-
ment will be slow. It would facilitate the process if some of the rising
agricultural income could be tapped and if there is the opportunity for
industry to expandin accordance with market and profit possibilities. It
would also help development in both the short-run and especially in Preparing
the way for faster growth in the longer-run if foreign aid could be increased
well beyond the greatly reduced net levels of the last two years. Recent
gross non-food aid commitments have averaged about $750 million a year, and
at this level and after deducting debt service, the net transfer of resources
to India through non-food aid would be only about $200 million a year. Aid
available from theqa reduced commitments and the aid nine line still allow
a manageable exchange situation without severe tightening of import policy
nnly% hPnanr imrtY. hvP reanqinein lw with 1nw levplr of invPqtmPnt andl
industrial activity. At current levels of exports and aid any marked up-
awing of the eonomy and Annintei imnort Pannion wnuld h,ave to be re-

strained for foreign exchange reasons.

15. Larger net aid would provide both an increase in resources to
expand ive stment and an easier exchange oa,t .4 - , ,a.,~a4a a,

take place. Foreign commitments of assistance to Indian development should
be mad,r hoevr i, ernitiri that offPe-fAva'. airi will havo' t.r 'hP e-nn%idr-

erably larger in gross terms than recent commitment.levels because of rising
Aeh+ e.rVicn n-A +hn t-haa will -a 4n "aaain A4fin,lfw,r in afftin, +hA

transfer of aid. Just to maintain last year's (1968/69) level of net aid

million including food aid, or about $1,050 million of non-food aid. Commit-

future if the current level of net aid disbursements is to be sustainedin
~11C 11.L~: ±.L. C"A L , LAA4 CLA%1.U.LL,1 VVI LAIU-LJ .411 JLVC.;1.LLUf4 11.16L1I .1 b 1 st..en4%j-

and import levels gross aid requirements could be reasonably expected to
reach abuuu A.p,Vuo mU.LL.L.Lon wuit'.Ln tne neAU ICW YCtUb. ±LLIUECuZrcuuug UifIc.LuUY

in effecting transfer of aid in this magnitude can be expected because of
the likely declining importaunce, withln aiu requirement toUals, of 1U. aU,
along with growing complications in transferring large magnitudes of gross
aid on a country-ieU anU project-tiae basi.
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16. Perhaps in present aid circumstances it is unrealistic to assume
larger aid flows in considering India's development prospects. Desuite this
and the other difficulties of domestic resources, industrial adjustments and
export uncertainties, an annual growth in national output of 4 or 5 percent
is a reasonable expectation for some time except in years of bad weather.
The favorable agricultural outlook and present prospects for moderate indus-
trial expansion should support growth at this level. Policies will also be
needed to make the most of the agricultural opportunities; to encourage
industrial adjustment, efficiency and resource generation; to promote further
export expansion; and to expand the scope and effectiveness of the family
planning program.

17. It may be difficult, however, in the medium term to reach still
higher growth rates or even to sustain those which appear probable in the
shorter run. Without larger foreign help, the prospects for an increase in
the investment levels which would give more solid support for longer term
growth are not very Dromising. Therefore, unless there is an unusual com-
bination of fortunate circumstances and a high growth preoccupation of policy
there is the chance of the develonment Drocess running down after a while
because of bottlenecks and production shortcomings that higher investment
levels might have avoided.



I. INTRODUCTION

The Recent Course of the Economy

1. The Indian economy has fared much better this past year than in
the drought afflicted and depressed years of 1966 and 1967. Harvests make
all the difference for an economy that operates so near the subsistence
margin, and food supplies have been comfortably above the margin after the
all-time record harvests of 1967/68. The weather was favorable in most
places. But improved farm practices, mainly in wheat cultivation, and pro-
vision of the seed, fertilizer and other inputs necessary to the adoption
of these practices also contributed to the record harvests. The weather
in 1968/69 has not been quite so good, but the crops are still expected to
be near last year's record with perhaps a somewhat better supply position,
since some of the 1967/68 crop went into rebuilding drought depleted stocks.
With these developments. the national output increased in 1967/68 by about
9 percent in real terms, after a marked drop due to the drought in 1965/66,
and virtual stagnation in 1966/67. In 1968/69 the combination of level
production in agriculture and some expansion in industry suggests a growth
in real GNP of about 21-3 ercent.

2. Pavnrahle nonsenuennes have snread well beyond agriculture and
food. Industrial production has finally picked up after nearly three years
in the dnIdrnn Thiq revival so far iq hardly Rnenatsinar. havin' bv-nansad

much of the capital goods sectors of industry for reasons subsequently dis-
elnaad. Neverthelenss the inrr-nne"d manufacture of encumr annan vehilea

and agricultural supplies and equipment has been enough to raise the index
of inAutialv -nvdn,Aie n hv A iunpreanf in 1ioA after hardly any gain in

the preceding two years.

3. Exports also broke out of the sluggish pattern of the 1965-1967
na..4 ,A t.

4
+h- a uraina 4,n'aea n# f,na +-ha., 18 moan+ MAa.+ av...awke+ aho.aA

in the increase, with the important exception of jute products and tea, but
44. ..... -- 44.I.l..1. ass.an4. +had, +kba.a ,aa a ab.'o... .4a. 4., mode4la am.-4n.1. was %.s.LUlary enovuA agiug that there was a SouaMp it aen aN mV&l0 , enagi"n

eering goods and other manufactures. The spurt in manufactured exports was
a faorable hw-prmAu1nd ni t~~srhe lo lo-d_wn, .eflecting the effots
of industry to find alternative outlets to the domestic market. It can also
ba c iaA4+aA +o +ha stnn 4-an+44a anA _an,,Pn n-P a_n,wanm+ av.-n.

policy. The experience of increasing the sales of Indian metals and engin-
~J..... .... 34AL A4s;w"Ia some oP 4-U- -e P -.a_.4 *.a 1 ,-.4. n...n

4
-

ee -n goods. .-W-roaA %"%A IL.%" IJ m.I A. IU= SLWVA U.S V .L~ LLI JWC.LD G6VU.i~ I to bJ W

stagnation. On the other hand, euphoria is hardly justified after only one
year' J4.M-pru-Veenu, man wdtu a C0nusuid=eab.J variation .u nu 4-U- uuum

motivations, andcompetitive capabilities for export among different indus-

i.. Larger expors by aout $150 million and fuoU import .quiremenw
which were smaller by about $250 million also helped the balance of payments.
Part of the improvement was offset buy an Increase in debt service by about
$75 million, and while the total payments deficit was reduced, it still re-
mained at more than a billion dollars. Aia fows made up the difference and
allowed for a small improvement in reserves after deducting a net repayment
of $78 million to the IF and $30 million to the BRDU. All this made the
difficulties of managing the liberal import policy on a foreign exchange
shoe-string a little easier for the time being. But it seemed likely to be
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a short respite, considering the sharply reduced levels of new foreign aid
conmitments in the last two years. 1/ the mounting size of foreign debt
service, and the fact that non-food imports have remained low in the last
thvrep vpn-rn hPrAnqP of the slow industrial nace. There was not much imnort

response to the industrial revival in 1968, but imports can be expected to
inrPacf if the industrial nick-un is sustained.

r. On the % n--+.i financistl frnnt thp-rr wa_ stin1r imnro-VemrWnt. in thoa

past year as national output and demand were brought into balance, and the
-4n 1 wIail a no a+a'hi 11 -7aA nfer 9 v%eranvc r%f mranivti nr -v-4na Thii una n
.p-- -- e s------e- -af - -'1._- of _ _ -1t -- _ I ........- _ -

considerable achievement in one year after five years of accelerating price
ineasea ch4ch hono+a th price level byr ao+ 65 percent. The stab1l4za-
tion was attributable, in considerable measure, to the improved food supply

S+JO+4 But ±)+4+J also r-flet+d a firm -14- 1,clA-,rflJL4r W suceedeAdA
in holding expenditure reasonably close to fiscal resources and in keeping

UM WAL CAb R UUtran Actins, UU= A1Ck4 DAu.0.O.U.L.L.LtonULU "Do
meant balance at a low level of development. This was the third year in a

plan expenditure and public investment have fallen over the past three

side - a lag in revenues behind the growth in national income and expendi-
ture as well as in the past year, uum decline in capitas receipts for Uot
domestic sources and foreign aid. In the previous two years there were also
competing claimS for atUounaL expendiUure due uutaly ou droughu reIef
and food subsidy measures, cost of living adjustments of salaries, and added
debt service payments. In the past, year the non-development spending was
held steady but this left room for only a very modest increase for develop-
ment. This year's budget (for 1969/7O) does allow for some step-up in cen-
tral financing of development but it is not clear that the States will be
able to follow suit and for the puolic sector as a whole any increase is
likely to be modest. As for the 1969/70 financial outlook generally, pros-
pects are for another year of stability.

7. Financial stability with pinched development spending in these
straitened circumstances is hardly an unmixed blessing. It represents real-
istic policy acceptance of the hard choices which have been required to
restore a better internal supply-demand balance in circumstances of slow
resource growth. Faced with the difficulties of the resource problem, sub-
sequently discussed, the financial authorities have cut the coat according
to the cloth. But it makes for a skimpy coat.

1/ New aid oommitments (excluding PL 480 food aid and Aid at t70-RO millin

a year from the Eastern European Countries) dropped from about $1,200
million in 1Q66/67 to an average of Abont 179R miiiin in fh at fW

years. Meanwhile, debt service increased by about $200 million to
ahout S5O million in 1QIR/o



II. BACKGROUND

The Difficult Growth Process

8. Broadly, as indicated, the Indian economy is looking up; but it
also has a mixed look with parts of agriculture and industry advancing and
other parts lagging. The current financial stabilization after several
inflationary years is not an unmixed achievement, representing as it does
financial balance at a low level of development. Such a mixed economic
picture is not unusual in India. It reflects the wide regional and func-
tional variations of the economy, its loose integration, and the marked
year-to-year fluctuations of important independent economic influences. The
buffeting the economy takes from weather and crop variations is well known.
Agriculture, which accounts for nearly half the value of national output
has sustained a rise in output of 2.5 percent or more a year for two years
in a row on only two occasions in the last 20 years. During the span of
the Second and Third Plan periods (1956/57 - 1965/66) there was an absolute
drop in agriculture in four of the ten years. Other spurts and lags stem
from changes in foreign markets for Indian exports and uneven and uncertain
flows of foreign financial assistance.

9. With the irregularity of these important independent influences
on development, it is difficult for India to build a concerted cumulative
momentum for sustained growth at an acceptable level. And this is an imoor-
tant explanation, along with the slow secular pace of agricultural growth
during the last 15 years. for an average increase in real output for the
economy as a whole of only 3.5 percent a year. This is hardly an impressive
development record. especiallv in per caita terms with population arowing
at 2.5 percent a year. Furthermore the surface statistical appearance of
the Indian economy has not chanwed very much after 15 years of develonment.
Agriculture still contributes just about half the value of national output,
as it did in 1950_ and the share of manufacturing has remained at about 15
percent despite the emphasis of development policy on industrialization.
The large majority of the poulation - probably almost as large a majority
as in 1950 - still consists of subsistence farmers and farm laborers.

Changing Structure

10. Nevertheless, such statistical appearances are often deceiving,
esnnrially if nnf, nnnaidern the imnortant chanot of' mnior dvPlnpment Rio-

nificance which have taken place over the last decade or so within the com-
Ponents of the economy labelled "manufacturing" and "o-rirulture"_

11. Within, the apuatuig~ ttr there 'has beepn ap--r% nnt%& .a"s-

formation of the industrial structure. The predominant manufactures in
1O0CM 4-v- ,naA 1jn3 ht Inn in lik ntrn *av+lga ina manufan

tures and processed foods. Now the industrial pattern has become much more
advanctu cpre l f hea invetl nte goods and industlt a the lad -- r-h ast
manufactures of heavy investment goods and industrial materials in the last
.10 O. yer - thng lik stee and A~ othe metls, electica an' %L' . A.UU



equipment, fuels and chemicals, and transport equipment. In the early
1950's the food processing, cotton textile, other consumer goods and jute
industries accounted for about two-thirds of the value of total manufacturing
output. Capital goods, petroleum and chemicals were less than half that
much. By 1965 the situation was nearly reversed with consumer goods and
jute down to about a third of the total, while capital goods, petroleum and
chemicals accounted for about half the total output and for about 70 percent
of the total capital invested in industry. Furthermore, the larger price
increases in agriculture than in industry in recent years tend to obscure
the fact that in terms of physical output the growth of industry over the
last decade or so has been more than twice that of agriculture.

12. India's industrial achievements in size and advanced structure
since the 1950's may easily be lost sight of in the vastness and predominantly
agricultural character of the economy as a whole. Actually, India has long
had a large industrial sector by world standards. It probably ranks within
the first 15 countries of the world, and at the top among developing coun-
tries, in total industrial production. With the industrial advances since
the mid-1950's, and as a result of officially fostered concentration on im-
port substitution, India now produces nearly all its manufactured require-
ments other than highly sophisticated and specialized kinds of equipment and
components. Some indication of the changing character of industry in the
direction of larger and more capital intensive plants is the more than doub-
ling, between 1959 and 1965, of average capital per factory and per worker.
All this should not. however. suggest that the transformation and functioning
of the industrial sector has been smooth, efficient and according to plan.
Such has not been the case, as subseauently discussed, and currently some of
the most difficult aspects of the Indian development problem lie in the in-
dustrial sector.

13. In a2riculture, the record is in some ways the reverse of that in
industry with rather unimpressive gains over most of the period since the
mid-1950's but with the recent emergence of an arricultural situation of
great development promise. The statistical record of agriculture was one of
arowth at about 3 nercent a year in the first h&lf of the 10M'q a"nd lPs

than 2.5 percent a year on the average since then. Yet again there have been
rn liativa oiitural chuan takinLynl almP hpl nw tho antia+fnl aiifPa-a

- changes emanating from research into the adaptability of new technology to
Tndinnin4+jnnu, the Ai+Arilninn1 4nf,w+.haaa pyitl iial ainAmn

ments in agricultural incentives. The culmination of all this in the recent
and aradn g -d-Oa "ni+n hr fewnmfa of effoativgb mfafu+hAa ^P 1,4-V% y-;A4 -, 4-

. r;- --- j - -- 6- ___e-..''a a .~. J~tJ 5  5U AS

cultivation - the so-called "green revolution" - has considerably brightened
Ini' develop-"t -or -on So far, with in the aid eaneoInn

agriculture, only a fairly narrow band of cultivators well situated with
reseca +wo.S .t i4m in a m--4+-a to make 1he most of ths nAw +eclnn-logr-

And even for these formidable obstacles can still be foreseen along the future

there is every prospect now of a very impressive record of additional agri-
cLturIa-l output L11 t,U~ LL, UCUCLC.

14. Financially, India s record siuce 1950 has again been mixed in
terms of mobilizing resources for development. There was outstanding pro-
gress during the early 1950's in increasing national savings from a net
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fiaure of about 5 nereent of net national Droduct in 1950 to about twice
this figure by the mid-1950's. Then it sagged but climbed back up to about
10 nernent aain at the beainnina of the 1960's. There, however, the unward
trend levelled off and more recently the saving rate has declined a little,
nartTv hrsuse of inn-ranped current nublin ernenditure - de?nne and other

- in combination with sluggish public revenues, and partly because of sag-
crina entprnriqP nrofito PinoiklIv durinv the nrnlnnapd repaninon of the

last three years. Severe droughts and poor harvests of 1965 and 1966 played
their nrt in all this hu rnntributing tn the unusual .itatin of l0'5-1Q7

when there was both a general recession and rising costs because of nounting
fPoA and 4mp-rt pices. rof 4 ta suffered in tn and ao di4 sav4n rates.
Another contribution to the domestic saving difficulties of recent years

he. hean% +hs ,,ar. Cann4 a1a+,-fo 0-awn h of +h e krynr pulli inve nwana

in industry during the late 1950's and early 1960's. Finally, there is the
'for+nmae we14+- nor T-A4.- ,P4.a1 offm4- onA nc enw4 n u 4.414=

ties, that with all the promise and achievement of the "green revolution",
the.L .icome1 benefits J.JL0- .L-Ag5 lj -rfrm e1en thaS owu&gba mos-L0 acrudngL U.1 C-M

already better-off small minority of the farm community, appear to enjoy
b U~~UII.L.. yJ..A I.LO.L IIWU"ZU JF .11-Ol .LU"Il .. L "LOA %,UA&%,.LV&4 - U.1LVULI LUL ULIC LC6LU,

Budget an attempt has been made to end this.

15. The external component of the financial picture has had few bright
episodes DUnce J9P. Except lor UrIef Upurts in the early y5Ub atnu agau
in the early 1960's, exports have been sluggish on the whole, and the promis-
ing jump in non-traditional goods in 1968/69 is the first encouraging export
advance since 1963/64. Meanwhile, despite all the import replacement effort
imports have risen fairly steadily until the recent recession, and so has
external debt service. This has meant an ever-widening payments deficit -
now well over a billion dollars - and increasing dependence on foreiep aid
which went up substantially during the late 1950's and through the mid-1960's
but which has recently dwindled and become quite uncertain.

it"). Such then is the broad picture of the indian economy at this point
on its course of development - with agriculture, in its better situated
parts, as the more dynamic and promising sector; with industry moving forward
again in many lines, but in others sluggish and burdened by substantial un-
utilized capacity; and with finances strained to sustain even a sluggish
investment pick-up, especially in the public sector, without inflation.

Development Strategy: Plan and Practice

17. This is a picture quite different from that foreseen for these
latter years of the 1960's by the planners when they devised India's devel-
opment strategy for the last half of the 1950's and the first half of the
1960's. That strategy envisaged heavy, capital-intensive, import replacing
industrialization as the pace setter for development acceleration. The size
of investment in this industrialization was moved up from its modest place
in the First Plan period (1951-1956) to the center of the piece in the Second
and Third Plan periods (1956-1966). A major effort at rapid industrialization
was considered, both within the country and abroad, a legitimate strategy
for India in the absence of promising alternatives for speeding up the slow
pace of development and dealing with the country's vast and intractable
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problems of unemployment and under-employment. Agriculture was certainly
not neglected in this process, nor were other sectors of the econon. Per-
haps agricultural growth could have been larger with larger allocations of
resources - e.g., with more fertilizer imports, more provisions for research,
and more rapid progress on irrigation programs. Nevertheless, until very
recently the scope for advance in agriculture was limited by the limitations
of known technoloxy. Aricultural gains foreione because of the industrial
reorientation of development strategy during the late 1950's and early 1960's
were probably not of a size to invalidate the strategy. provided industrial-
ization had gone as envisaged by the planners. Unfortunately, it did not go
as envisaRed. Industrial expansion did actually move forward rapidlv during
the Second and Third Plan periods. Between 1960-1965, the industrial produc-
tion index increased at an average of 8 Dercent a year. and it was only in
the last year of this period, 1965, when the rate of increase slackened.
Structural changes takina nlane in the process are reflented in some of the

rapid rates of annual increase in heavy industries like basic metals, 16 per-
nent per var; machinery (non-eletrinal)_ 28 nernAnt: electrinal manhinery,
21 percent; transport equipment, 21 percent; petroleum products, 11 percent;
and chemi-als, 11 percent.

18 Tn the nrocess there were underutilized eanaitien trnateti het-nia

of physical imbalances among inter-related industries and of technical and
mansrvial Aiff4nltiaen_ Tf in impt+nt in thin oannection, howeavr, +
note that much of the new capacity did not emerge until after the Third Plan
na 4Ir Af ha +al1 au)t4 m-n - _ndne investment in the Th4ir Plan,,

more than 40 percent vent into plants, almost all in steel, heavy machinery
anA haer ealec+v4 calq an4mprent xi weh4 Ah na& a+411 iik44i 4 ah%%a +ha .,A aP

fl .. J S.t f ... ----. *- - --e _ 11 _iis e

the Plan period. It was therefore toward the end of the period and subse-
nnan+1w +h,n+ +hla no.

4 
atne imsleA 4.n+m.an hakenan nnafd.

4 
. anA Aan.A hans.

apparent as large new capacities emerged at a time when the resources neces-
ar .o suain +he exansioan o# ftmanA -v - n -- h-m-4- 0-- -0 4-U-

resource difficulty can be blamed on bad luck. The burden of financing most
o. Lae inAu. r.Lall expansion ando A L a d% l t A MiWL1-6 L L M V.AU O%L mUV&_O L_W

quiring heavy industrial goods (power, mining, transportation) fell largely
or, fiscaVl reorcs JLUCL JD.u.. L~L.I WC&O aggaTuu C&rsuto

the China hostilities in 1962 and the tensions culminating in the Pakistan
hostiLiti6 of 1965. 4heW AU to iu%rCCWU o Unu uOpcnuug whacu, altougu
it benefited some industries, nevertheless diverted resources away from heavy
investme.

19. There were heroic increases in taxation in the atmosphere of the
war with China which more than covered the jump in defense requirements, and
there was some rise in budgetary savings, available for development, over
the Third Plan period. However, as during the Second Plan period, the devel-
opment effort continued to depend increasingly on external assistance and
deficit financing. During the First Plan period foreign assistance was equiv-
alent to about 6 percent of total public and private investment, and budget
deficits to about 10 percent. These ratios increased to about 16 percent
and 14 percent respectively in the Second Plan, and were about 22 percent and
10 percent in the Third Plan. Although deficit financing was relatively
smaller in the Third Plan than in the Second, the monetary consequences were
greater because during the early years of the Second Plan period there was
a large offsetting drawdown of foreign exchange reserves.
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20. Along with the deficits and monetary expansion of the Third Plan,
there was additional pressure on prices from the supply side with bad luck
from the weather and crop conditions. Agricultural production remained more
or less stationary during the first three years of the Third Plan and then,
after only one favorable year in 1964, took a severe drop with the prolonged
drought of 1965 and 1966. Prices, especially food prices, moved up at an
accelerating rate. This had one important advantage of improving agricul-
tural incentives, but by 1966 the rate of price increases was no longer con-
sidered tolerable. A halt was called to the continuing rise in development
spending including spending on the main sources of demand for heavy indus-
trial output - industry, transport, power and mining.

21. With this the steam went out of the rapid industrialization effort.
No source of demand, other than rising government spending, had emerged on a
scale to sustain it. Industrial production levelled off and larger excess
capacities emerged in such heavy industries as metallurgy, structurals,
machinery and electrical and transport equipment. Perhaps without the bad
luck, the rapid heavy industrialization process might have gone on somewhat
longer. But again with benefit of hindsight it can be seen that the finan-
cial foundations of the development effort were already shaky in the Second
Plan period. So long as most of the burden of financing a substantial ex-
pansion of demand for heavy industrial output remained on the budget, the
nrocess was nrobably destined to become unmanageable even with better luck.

22. There were three other nossible sources of demand from which some

help on the demand problems might have come - from the producers of consumer
vnndR_ f-rnm ArnrtR_ and from within the heanvy and intermpliatp onnds qirtnr

themselves. However, there was not much place in the development strategy
for manufacturers of onnnumer and r arnrta an annrten of demand for hanvy

industrial output. More was expected of rising inter-industrial demand based
on internal generation of resnurces within the heavy and intrmedia infinla-

trial sectors but the financial results were disappointing.

23. There was probably not a great deal that could have been expected
at the time from the consumer nnoa areas of the e'nnnomr eanecinall nyaceading

the recent technological opportunities opened in agriculture. Consumer manu-
fac+ure. in T-A a An ^n+ r%v-fafv%a.a wmr Ymnh AamonnA Avan+1v, 4"i v4 +1-

for heavy industrial output in spite of the vast size of the Indian consumer
marke+ n nusmbaes of cnsumae and a at+e of n+atinal conasumption w1hich is
ms a~V A . uAwAM & - Join. .. UA LwA - A.

moderately high by international comparison. Large scale consumption is con-
.L.LLLU%A %IV 06 LW %7 JMW/.L'J~ UWJJ%U

9
'a L.L'UD, U .VIULM6 .V L U WI.1 - U~ ULL

production of these does not require large investments in heavy capital
~U~.L~hU~L' . uq L m&(.05N-' A& Mtu w.L%o UL h 

0
Vj 41.S0U O.LIW vAUL.LW%.JUS %o&Lq- %#.LQUD-

portation system, although food and other consumer goods are not yet all that

been an important source of savings, concentrated as it is in foodstuffs and

lation in recent years. As for other kinds of consumer goods which might
have stronger linkage with un'vy alv uuuuuz1 11n Cunsumuur durau.l: nud usner

metal and electrical products, these are very small in the Indian consumer
pattern and have a much smaliler share if total industrial output in India
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than in other countries with large advanced industrial structures. Perhaps
food production will become an important source of demand for heavy industry
via agricultural equipment and chemicals, but this is a fairly recent devel-
opment, has not yet gone very far, and was certainly not an important con-
sideration in the Second and Third Plan industrialization strategy.

24 . Neither was export development given a major place in the strategy;
as for the particular products of the heavy industrialization effort, exports
were not even envisaged. There was recognition in the Third Plan of the
need for export growth. However, policy efforts to this end were largely
oriented to the short run tactical problem of coping with the critical ex-
change difficulties encountered in the late 1950's and again in the mid-1960's
rather than to establishing an export capability with promise of continuation
for the longer run on an internationally competitive and profitable basis.
As for the strategy to deal with the foreign exchange problem, reliance was
placed almost entirely on import substitution supplemented for a time with
foreign aid. And this had its contradictory aspects. Import substitution
has been pursued without much concern for efficiency and cost. This did not
of course mean import elimination and import requirements have risen until
the recent recession period. But it did mean higher cost and a weakening
of India's competitive position and, therefore, worked contrary to the rising
need for export expansion including expansion of a wider variety of manu-
factures.

25. If there was little reliance on the consumer and export sectors
for rising demand for heavy industrial output, the strategy did expect part
of such demand to be financially supported from resources generated within
the industrialization process itself. Here it was disappointed. There were
a number of reasons for this. In the first place, much of the industrial
investment was of a long-gestation character related to distant rather than
early prospects of economic growth and demand. Hence there could be no ex-
pectation of early internal generation. One trouble was, however, that this
category turned out to be larger than expected because of prolonged delays
in industrial project execution and this contributed to the very large part
of the public sector industrial investment in projects still uncompleted
at the end of the Third Plan period.

26. In the second place, the financial record of a large part of the
comnleted Dublic sector industrial exDansion has been noor. The record has
been set forth in an official memorandum submitted with the 1969/70 budget.
This shows that out of 55 operating Dublic sector enternrises. accounting
for Rs.32,000 million of investment, 2 4 had net losses after depreciation
in 1Q67/68 of Ra-8O million which financiallv overshadowed the fact that
there were net profits of Rs.480 million for 31 enterprises. The heavy
1eSPrR in thiq vnnord have been the heaviAnt induRtrriz ne-nunting for nArv
two-thirds of the total investment - Hindustan Steel Ltd. Heavy Engineering
Co-rat.nion, 'Ra-t Upqv R.1pi-t-rinnIn, T.t.ti_ Miningy anAi Alliati M ridavnr

Corporation.

27. Something more is said later on this lack of internal generation
af nume nrCo s i s prt o th vihciou ci +of. por ia-

a number of causes. Part of it is part of the vicious circle of poor finan-
~~~lews of tb emrgnc of aL tim when dem J Z~ ~ VLL L~L 's
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growth was lagging and capacity was idle for want of more financial resources.
The drought and recession of 1966/67 of course aggravated this demand-
resource shortage. There were also a number of other elements to the problem
- poor project planning, limitation of design capacity, technological diffi-
culties, shortcomings of management and management technique, and labor
troubles. There were also inefficiencies and adverse financial effects
attributable to competing objectives of policy - e.g. location in the inter-
est of backward regions, price ceilings on basic supplies, price regulation
and quotas to protect favored sectors like handicrafts or small enterprises,
etc. There were further complications in the nature of the approach to
execution of the industrial plan. The industrialization effort was conceived
in terms of achieving a framework of physically inter-related industrial
capacities at a future time. The process by which particular industries
would move toward their respective positions in the future framework was not,
however, charted, nor could it have been with any sense of realism. The
actual process could only proceed by approximation and adjustment. But this
required a system of information and procedure which would signal auickly
the emergence of maladjustments among inter-related industries and the di-
veraence of the economic climate from exectation, and which would ensure
appropriate and timely adjustments in the process. There was no such system,
and so uch of the effort proceeded by uncoordinated imnrovisation and han-
hazard adjustment. And this again was detrimental to the internal generation
of savinr within the industrialization nrocess.

28. Mueh of the nhvsical and financial difficulty nconuntered in the
course of the industrial expansion can be looked upon as the cost of a
strateav of "fnred draft" indiqtrlalizatinn vhieh nvPr-taYa mA aAIarl-Ial

technical and administrative capacities. This cost has turned out to be
hiah- hiahPr than foresepn or allowed for, and thprpfnre a noaimic Pl2 in
the development strategy.

29. Thus much of the financial burden of the development effort fell
on the budget. The knren was snained for a wh41l through use +he

sterling balances, rising levels of foreign aid, and expansionary deficits.
Rut no nrnonm wan daviapA to brine the antta n % 4ne- r nYnme Ajsr 4

bution, and saving in harmony with the pattern of production and investment.
income cntinued to o in large measure for e-rent consumption goods 1

cluding government income for defense consumption), and the great bulk of
rivate consWum+ption wan Of a kind which required ttle in, the way of heav-

capital goods. Nor was the production of consumer goods allowed to be a

course quite out of phase with the investment program which was oriented to-

and income distribution policies conducive to rising levels of saving., In
tuse ircumanesuIthe %Guv'W mou.m wn4 va-S LwLJ MU. IVr a WU.L.C Lu Larry L.ne
financial load. Either the financial pattern had to be adjusted to the in-
vestment pattern or tU invWment pattern to the fiUancial. I was pernaps
inevitable that the investment pattern had to give. Even with better luck
the fAl burUen couu probaly noVt he been supported very mUcn longer
than it was without a substantial and probably politically unacceptable shift
i income and filcal programs to induce and capture t-e saving necessary to
finance demand for the added industrial capacity.



30. India's development performance since the mid-1950's is, thus, a
story of both achievement and disappointment. On the one hand, difficult
maladjustment between capacities and demand have emerged within industry;
there is a serious shortage of internal resources for development as reflec-
ted in a modest and recently sagging rate of national saving and insufficient
budget funds for much increase in public investment; and despite currently
encouraging trends, the position of exports and of the balance of payments
is still weak without much growth or growth prospect in the traditional
exports and with high cost and with many obstacles still in the way of con-
tinued expansion of non-traditional manufactured exports. And very much in
the foreground of problem areas is the steady accrual each year of about 13
million or 2; percent in the population. On the other hand, the foundations
of a sound population control program are now being laid; a vast industrial
potential has been created; and major and extremely promising gains have at
last been made in the technology and actual volume of food production.
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III. OBJECTIVES

The Planning Process

31. The confines of available development resources continue to be as
restrictive as they have been for the last few years. This year's budget
(for 1969/70) will allow at best for only marginal increases in public out-
lays for development on a stable basis. And in present circumstances, it
is difficult to foresee a considerably easier resource framework for develop-
ment in the near future.

32. This is hardly a congenial atmosphere for the preparation of a new
Fourth Five Year Plan for the period 1969/70 - 1973/74. The draft of this
new Plan was still being finalized as this report was being written. Hence
this discussion must be confined to the indications of current development
straterv, financing and priorities as reflected in the recent Annual Plans,
the Budget, and elsewhere. It is doubtful, however, that the new Fourth
Plan when comleted will diverse very much from recent patterns of nolicv
or investment nor is it likely to introduce any significant new initiatives
on the develonment front.

'i. First. a word may be said about the nlace of -nlannin& in the con-

text of current economic policy making. In general, the role of any plan
with rPn-rt to noliev is a nomination of indintivp_ adviRnrv and oner-

ational elements. The relative place of these elements in current Indian
n1annin& is nuite different. from the nant. PlAn in the nat. werp cnneived
primarily as operational instruments to reach articulated perspective designs
for the economy in hoth t.he medii,n nnl noaxr -irn Th neacant n1nr-'a n-

planning as reflected in the Approach to the Fourth Plan published last year
, the P1 4n"ia (1rimmicainn ja mnv-Aa 4n.4eativ- Aahrai ,n4Anr 4aan iPaAo

--- C5. -- .... ------------- -A bl p)14e 4-s

economic development, with specific operational targets for investment and
ou +npu confinAto- p+ . ---m of +he Cn+tal GiveaUimen+ and t a f ar eas o
high priority extending into the private sector like steel, fertilizer, etc.
For the rest o+ th +h nrat+ adactr and for Sta+e programs, produc+4o and
investment are presumably to be left to private decisions or to State and
1ian1c rAn+en.mm n+f4 , anAnnA nn,hom in.c4, new.44 n.i - A4 -an+ 4anna h. a-PP4 - i

policy and by the transfer of central funds to the States and to private
inAvetmentALAAD, buL4 notD stee fro theJ A2 SCent-re. SDU"nL1.i=ek .0n1e-4%-eL Ilan

ning appears therefore to have moved away from the front of the stage, and

have been the actual operational instruments of official development programs

Lu.n ULLu.U. US 1PL6o.L0 UuwaLu USnC LU.LLtUILVt CLUU C.uV.LburVy 1aLUre
of planning is partly attributable to the severe and uncertain resource lim-
itations and a counquenut iurease in the role of financial authority in the
process of development decisions. It probably also reflects a changing point
of view toward centralized planning because of wide and disappointing cUver-
gence between development as planned and as realized. Confidence is less
evident in the possibility of development according to plan, with increasing
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awareness of the many critical variables in the Indian development process
which are unknown or which behave in an unknown or unpredictable way, or
which are beyond the range and capacity of central direction. Finally, the
place accorded central planning in the past has been eroded in the process
of political and economic decentralization of authority in recent years.
The political and economic authority of the States has been relatively en-
hanced in this process, including State influence over economic policies and
the allocation of resources within their boundaries.

Development Directions

35. One may consider various manifestations of current development
strategy and policy from the standpoint of what appear in present circum-
stances to be the most important elements of an appropriate effort to speed
up development. Obviously there are many facets to a suitable strategy for
developing an economy as large, complex and troubled as that of India. Some
of the key elements should probably be:

(1) In aariculture, to capitalize on the opportunities opened by the
new technology for more efficient cultivation wherever the physi-
cal circumstances are favorable, and for the vast rural areas not
so favored to concentrate research and institutional improvement
on the development and aDplication of techniques which will foster
agricultural advances on a wider base than at present.

(2) In industry, to continue the promotion of industrial growth as an
essential for significant long-run inroads against India's oovertv
and employment problems. However patterns of industrialization
renuire better balance than in the past among caital, intermediate
and consumer manufactures, and between long and early maturing
invARtments. They also require directions and conditions of indin-
trial growth which will foster a much larger accumulation of in-
vestment rmgnurr-s from earnin&s within the industriali7.Ption

process.

(3) In population control, to continue the large family planning pro-
g-m, and to~ expyand it jin aia n ntji 4m-rytq J+ in afferf-iua*nsaaa

domestic saving by policies of pricing and efficiency which will
Ube JLtU. co d c tol 1,4 0.-4- -- +--+ .1 4-S +1,,- I A~A.S

ceases; by fiscal measures to raise public revenues and public

through taxation and collection of revenue potentials (including
those inU aric.ulLue~j toJ I..ke ex-nI- conistent w ih lacucu p1r-

duction requirements and incentives; by increasing the responsive-
ness of revenue to incOme grOwth; and Vy cucuUagement of greatr

saving from individual income. Such measures can probably be
really effective in ru.sug te rate of unional saving oUny in a
more dynamic economic setting than India has experienced in the
last few years.
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(5) In the balance of payments, by increasing foreign earnings
through continued emphasis on facilities and incentives to in-
crease both traditional and other kinds of exports, by explo:L-
tation of tourist potentialities, and encouragement of imporb
substitution where possible but with greater concern for cost
and efficiency than at present.

(6) To build the infrastructure required not only to avoid bottlenecKs
to the expansion of production and trade but also to facilitate
and motivate such growth.

These are rather general prescriptions, and they need more specific examin-
ation in the Indian context and against the background of India's past and
recent development record, previously discussed.

36. Briefly, Indian development strategy and effort appears to be
moving in these directions. It has already done so in the predominant empha-
sis of current policy on agricultural production, on exports and on family
planning. And there are shifts taking place in industry toward greater free-
dom for the private sector to develop where led by markets and profits rather
than government targets, and toward public industrial investment with less
emphasis on long maturing heavy engineering and more on shorter term supply
requirements. However, change in the public industrial effort is still
encumbered by past commitments to slow maturing high cost projects. Import
substitution remains an over-riding objective without much concern for cost.
And all along the development front there are severe constraints because of
financial shortages. Fiscal efforts are being made to mobilize more resour-
ces but gains are slow in a slow moving economic situation with competing
financial claims, and there are other inhibitions - political obstacles to
taxation in the dynamic areas of agriculture, and mixed motives in industrial
poliCV which limit the resource generation potentials of industrial activity.
The subsequent discussion deals with problems and prospects in some of the
important areas of development - agriculture. industry, transportation and
power - and considers also the nature of the domestic resource problem and
the extort and balance of Dayments situation and prospects including some
assessment of foreign aid requirements.



IV. THE POPULATION PROBLEM

37. Between 1901 and 1921, the population of present day India in-
creased at an average annual rate of less than 0.27 percent. Between 1921
and 1951 the average growth rate was about 1.2 percent, and Incua's second
Five Year Plan, published in 1956, assumed that this rate would also prevail
during the 1951-1960 period, and rise slowly thereafter. On this basis, the
population was to reach 500 million in 1976. In the event, the decennial
growth rate of the 1950's turned out to have been more than 21 percent (most
of the faster growth presumably came in the latter part of the decade, and
one can estimate that the growth rate reached 2.4 percent towards the latter
part of the Second Plan period). The 500 million mark was passed in 1966.
The present estimated growth rate of population is 2.5 percent per annum, or
about ten times faster than in the first two decades of the century.

38. This acceleration of demographic growth has tremendous economic
implications. Part of investment effort must always go into catering to the
capital needs of incremental population. When the investment rate is high,
or when there are large economies of scale in the utilization of capital
goods or natural resources, (so that the incremental population needs rela-
tively less capital than the average population) this may be a relatively
light burden. But India was already overpopulated, and population growth
drew with itself few economies of scale. Furthermore, only a small fraction
of her National Income was available to be invested. As most of this invest-
ment had to go into providing capital to the incremental population, very
little was left over to finance an increase in the per capita stock of capi-
tal and thus to promote the growth of per capita income, which grew less
rapidly than expected. In these conditions, the rate of savings could have
been raised only by preventing even an extremely modest increase in per
capita consumption from taking place. This was simply not feasible within
the Indian political framework, and in fact the rate of savings relative to
national income showed no significant rise after 1956.

Family Planning

39. The realization that population growth was much faster than previ-
ously thought was not translated into any fundamental revision of strategy
for the Third Plan. In principle, Population control was since the beginning
part of development policy, and in this respect India was second to none.
However, the financial allocation for Family Planning, very small in the
First Plan and amounting to Rs.50 million in the Second Plan, was still only
Ra.270 million for the Third Plan- less than one third of one nernent of the
total financial provision for the Plan, and little more than half a rupee per
annum per fprtilp enunle. FurthPrmore on1v about Rs.250 million were antu-

ally spent, of which Rs.119 million in 1965-66, the last year of the Plan.

4o. Attitudes to population control underwent an almost revolutionary
Phano wnrd 1std 11ie a nrefeitati he n ulTinp+jroblem stea

Previous Indian studies and reflections on the population problem started
,.n* ,~. ,~, ~+1-m~ onmda + i nan flio nPAji ~ ~n re iar rich +.rit c-^et ve dev ^
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(IUCD) was developed abroad and presented with great fanfare as the ideal
contraceptive tool for underdeveloped countries (a claim which proved to be
somewhat exaggerated). At the same time, the acute food crisis was focusing
attention on per capita food availabilities. Last, but by no means leant,
family planning was now becoming a matter of concern the world over, as wit-
nessed by the sudden interest taken in the matter by various national and
international bodies. In any case, the priority given to population control
suddenly became real and great. Expenditure on family planning equalled
that of the previous four years in 1965/66, and increased threefold in the
next three years, to Rs.370 million in 1968/69.

41. All told, the program has been reasonablysuccessful. While the
IUCD failed to respond to the exaeerated hopes Placed in it - partly because
of a somewhat uncautious crash program approach, pursued upon foreign advice
- voluntary sterilization has had unparallelled success in India. About 1.5
million sterilizations, both male and female, were performed in 1967 and
about 1.8 million in 1968. An imaainative Proaram for the subsidized distri-
bution of condoms through the retail outlets of mass consumption goods has
alao been undertaken. However- as has been hiahlighted by the findings of
the recent second United Nations population mission, population growth is a
nroblem which nan be tAekled only throuh a lone term and very coatlv effort.
The effective population control program is so recent, and its beginnings
were n nmn11 that until ahout last year, financial resourcen nrnhahly did
not constitute a major constraint on its expansion; there would have been
hnm,-n and &Administratve haivenoans to inKrnino It msre rndly. Haw

the program has now reached a level where its costs are comparable to those
,.f^ n+hawmarn "0n1"ma anA 4+ 4a n ainih4art +n thox e-nnctwminta wiainc
out of the overall resource shortage. 1/

42. Yet the costs of meeting the population problem are high. India's
n1 -+4on. 4s A4v4A AA 4n+^ Ih -4^k vnA a n rainvn ^P mvw ^ lin,ai ama 0vria OrIA

*0' . .J -- e -A -- -5I -- - _ - t5-15,. --b'b 0 '

thousands of fully endogamous communities. Four fifths of it are dispersed
i4_ man o +k -i""a n h f a mi-;ll iam - v11sa me_+ Mg wh_ Sn un+t cnmna netdt
all-weather road. To bring the message and the means of population control
e-Pf-+4vw +.1 1T +hiam w4nm v4+h in +hg navi+ 4iwma wanha au iilA vmnnrive ain

enormous effort for which financing is nowhere in sight. Present thinking
Js eo exe n +(JA ,.- m+ fa414+4Ae g h ik mw ffen4waTw ,an,h .nl'

about one third of the population within the next five years. Even this
las been estlae-44a +ow require abOat; DRs 7r '""Jo1n C +4a +es tu muntrw
HOD~ UCCH1 b C .AmLuGU MV' A WAAG VU~ I M ..Je IAVH~ - t/ UNI.D i U==B ulaw

spent on family planning during the Third Plan period and almost double the
auue"' rate of expendiuesn on tnsl pJ-0e-aM LLL L;IVfW7*. Buto fr th nnc ial.use
limitations, the program could expand much faster than this, though possibly
not qui-Jte fast enr,ough & - to cover the whole POPul-1io+ before the end of five

years. However, all the families covered by the program would not immedi-
Mately and effectively 'Limit birthLSL to EtIO or1 three. X FurtherLmoreVA, death4 rates=
- in particular infant mortality rates - must continue to fall; there is a
partly causal interrelationship between these tW supects of demographic

1/ in 1968/69, Plan expenditure on population control was equal to about
14 percent of Plan expenditure on agriculture.



transformation. 1/ Therefore, even if this enormous population control
effort could be made, its short-run impact on population growth might be
relatively small. As we have noted in our previous reports, however success-
ful and efficient India's population control effort, it cannot be expected
substantially to decelerate population growth in the near future. Of course,
this is not an argument for reducing the scale of the effort. Without an
effective effort to bring it under control, population growth would still
tend to accelerate. Furthermore, there are few areas where effort brings
immediate fruit; had the revolutionary expansion of the program been under-
taken in 1960 rather than 1965, we might now have been on the threshold of
getting much more tangible results.

V. AGRICULTURE

43. India's total farm output grew by about 3 percent per year during
the period 1950-68, somewhat above the average rate of population growth
during the period but, as already noted, substantially below the develop-
ment needs of the economy. Progress was halting and unsteady, with signif-
icant declines in foodgrains output one year out of every four throughout
the period. With more than three-fourths of India's farmland rainfed, the
amount, distribution and timeliness of the monsoons have been and remain
the main determinants of annual farm output. Thus, agricultural production
gains during the early and mid-1960's were negligible, largely on account
of poor weather, culminating in the catastrophic droughts of 1965/66 and
1966/67. the worst in 60 years of recorded weather history. The droughts
had far-reaching consequences. By dramatizing the vulnerability of an
agricultural economy increasingly constrained by land scarcity and tradi-
tional technologies, major policy changes were brought about. Allocations
to agriculture for supply of fertilizer and other modern farm inputs were
stepped up. Groundwater utilization under private management recorded
imressive gains. Large seed imDorts were arranged and the spread of new
productive foodgrains varieties was speeded up. Favorable farm prices
nut steam behind the new strater, vindicating the Dolicy assumption that
Indian cultivators are responsive to incentives and eager adopters of
nrofitable technologies. In North India- the nrodution imnaet of the new

policies was spectacular under the impetus of the new wheat technology.
And with the pnrnine of additional rtanxrnh h"akthronrhQ in naddy and

other cereal crops, the prospects for accelerated and broader based agri-
cultural n-rnaea are nn-

The New Technolo -

4)I T.4- men e%v, In-hn couni es,. rf Asi a, Tnrl4o h.e ^-, begn-t,-

the enormous potential of modern plant breeding research. Some new crop

f/ n U .LIC.u .LLeut unmuser u u'"LL-1n WVuLLU Ua=U luu %IVUCU.L.Luc Lu.LCOD LL A.1

clear that a large majority of children survive to adulthood.
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tropical and subtropical location, large untapped water resources and ebun-
dant labor. Their net nroduction imnact has an far been limited to favor-
able areas. But little doubt remains that a deep qualitative change in
azriculture has beiun and that sianificfnt zroundwrk hnq been aid for mnre
rapid production gains in the near future.

45. The most dramatic breakthrough so far has occurred in wheat, the
second mnst imnortant cPeal in Tni4a fOlevwine tho Votlanas nf f.Er% AWNT?
Mexican varieties in 1965. About 14 million acres, 40 percent of the total
wheat area, ins irricated. he n w!hao+a whi^h amon A rm " m4114n

acres in 1967-68 should have covered 12 million acres in 1968-69 and are
likly +r spnfa A a +-resha .of tP oh. 4- -n aa+aA nen a + yan. 1h

rapid spread of the new wheat technology is partly due to the adaptability
oP +l.. Un AMlexPs +ndrN TA4 -nv

4
rnmenm.m+ an theA + fed "44 tyP 4wate~* .1h LCb..%L AYC*US *% ~ U~0V~ WWM,~ L A L AC% A.3. L .L J A.± CL %,

control during the dry rabi season, when wheat is grown. It is also ex-
P1ineddA 1-, 4 ors,ake prices and +he wvre-i1 "41"'46 ty 4goA Onm nd--ann

I-LAJ1. V'Y .3 .L CIJ.L ~ Ai. A U " G"J. ~C 6W.I .. L.& Lo 0 %A.l .LC.LMIA IA .W JLVL.

ship in North India, particularly Punjab and western Uttar Pradesh. Even
mUoe OaLgrklfiante us uen "uth relaso u a contnuuu strem of unw uL.-L,!'SuA

yielding selections, some of which have the amber color and cooking qualities
,V..Lk=UU.Y WLIC AMLA.LCL LUUVUD LL.L_S

. Pauy in toe main cereal crop, occupying about 30 percent o1 the
foodgrains area or about 91 million acres of which about 34 million acres
are irgatU. Iu coutrast ou whuat, nlle new paudy UVC%J.11U.LuKy unz 1au

a relatively slow start and offers little prospect of dramatic production
gains for at least two years. In 196o-o, less than 12 percent or the
irrigated paddy land was sown to the new imported varieties and their fur-
ther spread was encountering resistance in many areas. With assured water,
good drainage and suitable agronomy, imported varieties such as TN1, IR8
and IR5 are able to yield twice or three times as much as the best local
paddy varieties. But they suffer from high susceptibility to virus and
bacterial diseases, particularly under the wet conditions which prevail in
India during the main paddy growing season. In addition, they have poor
grain and milling characteristics and are, therefore, marketed at a discount.
These defects, combined with unfavorable paddy prices in some major rice
surplus districts, have so far stood in the way of a major rice production
breakthrough. A number of new dwarf paddy varieties with shorter durations,
the ability to respond to high fertilizer applications and better grain
quality are now being evolved. Already, two new indigenous varieties repre-
senting substantial progress over the imported dwarfs have been released.
However, additional varietal improvements may be required and an agronomy
suited to the new varieties needs to be evolved for the widely variable
ecologies under which paddy is grown.

47. High yielding hybrid varieties of maize have been available since
1963. Other hybrids and new composite varieties (the seeds of which do not
require replacement every year) have been released since. All these rariet-
ies perform outstandingly only in well irrigated and drained conditions,
available on a small fraction of the total maize acreage. By contrast, the
new high yielding sorghum and millet varieties have been found to yield
better than traditional varieties even under drought conditions. Their
capacity to absorb fertilizer under such conditions, is however, limited
and. hence the net benefits of the new technology to low rainfall areas,
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while not insignificant, cannot be expected to be very great. In 1967/68,
about 4 million acres is estimated to have come under hybrid maize, sorghum
and pearl millet cultivation - about 5 percent of the total area under these
crops. Continuous expansion of the acreage under hybrid coarse grains raise
problems of disease resistance, insect attack and improved agronony, calling
for stepped up research and extension efforts in the years ahead. Moreover,
there is considerable scope for further varietal improvement work on barley,
pulses and various millets which, together, account for about a fourth of
the total foodgrains acreage.

48. In sum, there is little doubt that substantial yield can be ex-
pected to flow from the new foodgrains technology. Recent developments
have confirmed that the Indian farmer is eager to take advantage of profit-
able innovations. It must, however, be emphasized that the "green revolu-
tion" is dependent on continuous and adequately supported breeding and
research programs, on the use of improved practices of all kinds, including
availability of quality seed, fertilizer, pesticides, machinery and suitable
water delivery systems and, last but not least, on adequate production in-
centives for farmers, large and small.

The Water Constraint

49. In 1965, the new agricultural strategr was launched on two basic
premises (a) that agricultural progress was being held back, not by the
backwardness of the farmer, but by the paucity of profitable innovations
and the shortage of modern inputs, and (b) that large production gains
could be had by concentrating quality seed, fertilizer and other scarce
inputs in relatively small water assured areas. The first principle has
stood well the test of experience. The second, not so well. With the
exception of North India, lack of adequate water control has turned out
to be an imnortant obstacle to the Denetration and snread of the new tech-
nology. The task of defining water assured areas, estimating their capacity
to absorb new innuts and rearina un the rural administration to market
large quantities of inputs has turned out to be extermely difficult.

50. The proportion of the cropped area enjoying adequate water control
may also have been overestimated Tha fnot in that in mn waather vaa

most of the new agricultural innovations are unprofitable or involve con-
alA ahla rik over a l a-.-- prnortion of the nhea plasslfid n irri gataeA

as well as on the rainfed land. Much irrigated land is vulnerable to rain-
fall clvvira+ions being wa r ameall ,ur .ka W4+1 4"aAmn a+ o+n-om

else by extensive canal systems deliberately designed for drought protection
anA *44al A+ iP4ralgA 4 i +4in and hnna e an +^., Aal4-b 1 e to_#4 .4esufi +en anA

timely water to farmers located at the tail-end of the distributaries. The
risk of +to 11++1e wat+r is nammanAaA b1na hf+ A +.J t anh Y.sn. a=
is often the case, drainage facilities are poor.

51. The paradox of India's water situation is that agricultural devel-
upmet utlays nave "Lug empsied irigau.Lon. S.uce iunp=nunce, the
gross area irrigated has gone up by an impressive 34 million acres. However,
tn Uanrctuy e, ue CrLgatuu oCMU eted were V varyug quatLy.
Furthermore, the productivity of the new irrigated areas had, until recently,
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been limited by available technologies and had to compensate for the decreas-
ing quantities and quality of dry lands coming under the plough - another
burden imposed by India's unchecked population growth. In fact, the propor-
tion of irrigated land to the total cropped acreage remained virtually
constant (about 20 percent) from the beginning of the twentieth century till
the early sixties when India began to run out of uncultivated arable land.
By the end of 1968/69, it had gone up to 22 percent and with the projected
increase in area irrigated during the Fourth Plan, it is expected to reach
about 25 percent by 1973/74 which would give India about 108 million irri-
gated acres. This would still leave about 90 million acres capable of being
irrigated in the future.

52. The water resource development task requires massive investments.
The total cost of major and medium surface irrigation projects initiated
since the early fifties is Rs. 26,500 million (Us $ 3.5 billion equivalent)
for an irrigation potential of about 46 million acres. However, only about
Rs. 16,000 million (US $ 2.1 billion) has been spent so far and the result-
ing irrigation potential so far utilized is less than 20 million acres.
In other words, less than 45 percent of the irrigation potential of the
projects is being used, against expenditures amounting to almost 60 percent
of the total investment cost. The traditional emphasis of Indian irrigation
policy on large-scale projects with long gestation, the dispersion of avail-
able resources on many projects because of competing regional interests.
the use of labor-intensive construction techniques (probably justified by
the low opportunity cost of labor) and, finally, the usually small provisions
for field channel construction and supporting agricultural services account
for the lag between costs incurred and benefits realized.

53. In order to reduce this lag. top priority has been Riven to the
completion of continuing irrigation projects and very few major or medium
irrigation schemes have been initiated since 1965. The policv is motivated
by shortage of investment funds and, hence, indirectly by a policy of water
charges which does not fully cover dereciation and interent onata. Tf
continued for long the corollary of the policy may be an eventual slodown
in the benefits realized from irrigation investment at a time when viter will
almost certainly be more limiting to agricultural progress than it is now.

54. More disturbing for the years immediately ahead are the limited
objectives set for water use researnh. land shaing FielA channnel anntruc.
tion, land consolidation and supporting agricultural and marketing services
in the command areas of maior and medium irrnticn themes Whereas mba

tional irrigation potential of about 13 million acres is expected to be built
tin during the next five years, over and above Rome LA mil4nn a ea ne Pvia+inr

irrigation from major and medium surface schemes (on which the irrigation water
in far from hoina -ffiiently used) nomnrhonnive av-* AM01nVM""t wk C - i
unlikely to be undertaken over more than 20 percent of the increased irrigated

-reage over the n--+ fiv- vAirm- AAmi++e3ly van*ntas 14-4+a+4---, AmedC

encies of past water research work and the scarcity of personnel trained in
aB41 a",n u+a.. m.an m+ 9.Aa+9e,+ he ana m a+ h4wl%k effC+4.. 1 l..A +A er

-j -- -.. r. - -- k-----, wu. . tLUW J.WAA anlAU w4M.U

development work can proceed. Yet, the conclusion seems inescapable that a
v.atoy oen exi+ti-ng -n0?4 -P-Po+ shoulA he planned +o "myje-ctwe Lt-.-.
zation on existing projects.
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55. In sum, whereas the importance of irrigation to smooth out pro-
duction cycles and diminish inter-regional disparities has long been appre-
ciated by India's policy makers, the crucial role of assured and timely
water as input to a highly productive agriculture has not, hence, the public
institutions governing the design of irrigation works and the use of irriga-
tion water are not yet fully adapted to the needs of India's new agricultural
technology. In many areas, knowledge of the aquifer resources is slight and
exploration programs need strengthening. The task of basin-wide investment
oriented studies has barely begun. More adaptive research in well design
and technology is needed. The private drilling trade requires guidance and
encouragement. Finally, coordination between irrigation and agricultural
departments is poor at the local level. Fortunately, with the rising returns
of water control investment, farmer-based pressures for more assured irriga-
tion have risen sharply and policies to meet this mounting demand have begun
to be framed.

56. For example, improved coordination among public and private
agencies has been achieved on comprehensive area development schemes spon-
sored by the Agricultural Refinance Corporation (ARC). By mid-1968, ARC
had sanctioned land development schemes in about 25 ayacuts (commands)
involving 1.6 million acres. Similar schemes emphasizing improved water
management on the farm, have been initiated in Mysore, Punjab and Uttar
Pradesh and a few more may be undertaken over the next few years. Policies
designed to encourage private investment in minor irrigation have also been
significant. Better farm prices, more productive grain varieties and in-
creased fertilizer availabilities have created a booming demand for wells,
tubevells and pumpsets, fortunately matched by rising domestic production
of electric motors, diesel engines, pumps and steel tubing. In many States,
installation of wells, tubewells and pumpsets, within the command of major
and medium schemes, has received official encouragement and additional
credit for minor irrigation development has been made available through
the Land Mortgage Banks. Lending programs sponsored by ARC have emphasized
selective, comact area development and have ensured technical and economic
assessments of the schemes. Considerable expansion of such prograim is
warranted.

Seed

57. In the field of seed production and distribution, as in irrigation.
India's rural administration and its infrastructure are being reshaped to
translate technological breakthroughs into ranid nroduction rains. The
National Seeds Corporation, set up in 1963, and now a dominant factor of
India's arowina seed industry has made nonsiderable nroorean althouh it
needs further strengthening on the marketing side. A new seed production
venture involving the UP Arrinultural University nPighboring nrnolmannive

farmers and the National Seeds Corporation is another departure from the
institutinnal nsatterns of the nat. Yet. the arrangements for ertifia
seed production and distribution (still mostly run by government departments)
are Often Anttee in amall ineffirient farmn- and rarely equinnua With

proper processing or storage facilities. Arrangements for breeder stock
nui+-Ifr onj-rI AnnA ?imAininrn appri atnrk -nYnAi,+Anvs% a-onlar% trhnr W4+.
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few exceptions, State-level mechanisms to enforce the Seed Act are not; avail-
able Finalr +ha nl4 ,ro+ a anA 4 A,a+-r nanA inreaneA ennouwnam-nt and

support.

Fertilizer

58. More timely water together with better seed, and increased cropping

These innovations share a common feature - they absorb large amounts of

out assured water, most of the new cereal varieties involve too much risk.
A numuer vi Utem are pruftbleu ma U De cause they open up mu.Lp...z.p py u

opportunities. This, in turn, usually calls for dry season irrigationl. In
asort, programs to promote irrigation, Ugh yielding crop varieties nad
multiple cropping patterns are mutually reinforcing and, as noted above, the
urge to combine them with fertilizer distribution programs, in a single
"package", is the central feature of the new agricultural strategy. As this
strategy is further deployed, the same factors vhich influenced ferti"zer
consumption since 1965 will continue to be relevant.

59. Given India's low level of fertilizer use (less than 5 kg. per
cropped acre) and the considerable scope for crop yield increases, farm
consumption of chemical fertilizers reflects not only the adequacy of
fertilizer supply actions, but also, the effectiveness of complementary
agricultural programs which influence fertilizer demand. Throughout the
Third Five Year Plan there were widespread fertilizer shortages and, hence,
fertilizer supply policies were the main determinants of fertilizer use.
Under the new agricultural strategy, however, fertilizer supplies were
rapidly stepped-.up through additional domestic production, increased pro-
visions of foreign exchange for imports and liberalization of fertilizer
marketing. By mid-1968 a turning point had been reached: fertilizer stocks
began to build up, though not necessarily to excessive levels.

60. Available data suggest that, after taking account of likely stock
expansion, fertilizer consumption stepped up from about 15 percent per annum
gross rate for the period of 1955-65 to about 30 percent thereafter. How-
ever, this reflects the combined impact of a greater capacity to absorb
fertilizer through introduction of the new foodgrain varieties and of a back-
log demand for fertilizers built up over several years of restrictive fertil-
izer supply policies. A similar combination of factors is not likely to
recur over the next five years. Indeed, with a growing fertilizer consumption
base, sustained growth of fertilizer consumption at the tune of 20 - 25 per-
cent annually over the next five years will call for rapid institutional
change in the field of fertilizer credit and distribution.

61. Roughly speaking, we estimate that every additional acre of gross
irrigated land sown to foodgrains gives rise to an immediate increase in
demand for fertilizer nutrients of about 30 kg./acre. Similarly, the intro-
duction of a high yielding crop variety is estimated to boost demand by an
extra 25 kg./acre on the average. With the fertilizer consumption on tradi-
tional varieties around 5 - 10 kg./acre, this adds up to an average applica-
tion of about 60 - 65 kg./acre on high yielding varieties. Of course, as
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seed quality, water control, agronomic practices and fertilizer distribution
systems improve, fertilizer absorption capacity should rise gradually. For
example, a realistic expectation might be for average fertilizer usage on
irrigated high yielding varieties to approximate 80 - 85 kg./acre by 1973/74.
On this basis, after taking account of likely expansion in multiple cropping,
an increase of the foodgrains irrigated area at the rate of 3 million acres
a year and of high yielding varieties program coverage at the rate of 5.5
million acres annually (as tentatively proposed for the next five years)
would mean a total foodgrains demand for fertilizers of about 4 million tons
by 1973/74. This would be consistent with a growth in fertilizer usage by
foodgrains of about 23 percent a year. A higher growth in total fertilizer
consumption would reflect a more than proportionate increase in fertilizer
usage by commercial crops.

Medium Term Prospects

62. For the next year or two, the major thrust of growth will continue
to come from Puniab. Harvana and western Uttar Pradesh as the amber colored
dwarf wheats go on replacing traditional and red wheat varieties on irrigated
land. Thereafter, the wheat revolution is likely to taper off. Indeed, a
sharp slowdown cannot be ruled out given the close race between research
scientists and new strains of wheat rust, on the one hand, and delays in
implementing expanded schemes of applied wheat research, on the other hand.
In any case. it will be increasinglv difficult for the North to sustain into
the seventies as rapid a growth rate as enjoyed since the mid-sixties, for
this will require adontion of increasinlv comnlex multinle cronnina tech-
nologies, much heavier fertilization, more plant protection measures and,
at the same time, as nntpd hplow- a skillful shift of farm r soureps teo

commercial crops and livestock products.

63. Such a development process, if it is mastered, will call for
increasingly sopisrticrataed PaT" -nrAiinirm sky,nrei Tn-1rnrk fahi isz n

hence, will require high incentives to management. Beyond the all-important
pric poicy robem, hishasmajor Imp lications for the future pteno

land use: it will strengthen the trend of land consolidation into larger

logies. This is evident from the fact that demand for tractors and farm

wheat belt, reflecting the crucial importance of timely farm operations at
'uLii L yJ.L U _L V4 O.L. L U 4 1 .L iLU IJ~ ro-VJL L U LL U .LIL ",.LL 6" C6&

farming activity through labor intensive methods.

64. One distinctive feature of agricultural growth in the North is
a 'LesniLUg uepenuence vu weauer tnrOuguh CAPtUw1o.LnU u p1.LVUU grouuuwa.er
utilization. The short-term benefits of such development are large. How-
ever, unbridled private exploitation of groundwater is fraught with consid-
erable long-run costs when the groundwater table is allowed to fall contin-
uously. An important task of public policy is to provide an appropriate
framework for private investment in groundwater utilization throughout the
indo-Gangetic plains. This requires more detailed knowledge or the grouna-
water aquifer and its recharge.
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65. Agriculture in the West is more dependent on rainfall. Given the
breakthroughs in plant breeding with respect to maize, millets and sorghums,
the prospects for agriculture in Gujarat, Maharastra and Madhya Pradesh are
promising although research schemes for jowar and bajra require additional
support. In any case, with the recent drop in coarse grain prices from
their high drought levels, the production focus may increasingly shift to
commercial crops and the expansion of dairy activity. For all these endeav-
ours, expansion of irrigation facilities has considerable priority.

66. Growth prospects are less certain in the South and the East.
There, irrigation is not, strictly speaking, the limiting factor except in
the sense of assured and timely water suplies and adeauate drainage systems.
Some thirty million acres of irrigated paddy fields in the South and the
East await suitable dwarf Daddy varieties and the dissemination of agronomic
and water management practices without which "miracle" crops cannot be grown.
Fortunately, as already noted, India is operating a large-scale and well-
coordinated research effort on paddy. Once a new generation of suitable
hiah vielding naddv varieties is develoned, area by area. the limiting factor
may be institutional, involving problems of seed production and distribution
and of extension edunation. In the maior ri-e deltas of Madras and Andhra
Pradesh, where cropping intensities are already high, the water constraint
may Plr- he felt unlpnr Rnhntantial investments in ir-riantion avqtpm renov-

-V _-_ _ -e --- n - aon---o
ation and improved water delivery systems are undertaken soon.

67. For the country as a whole, then, foodgrains output prospects
are nrnmisina. Pnr stati Zti f and the eAVAtic influence of weather nre-

clude a quantitative diagnosis of recent trends. Yet, overwhelming qualit-
ative avidn pn^a int in an acelrai+n of av4culr+ial promvea TLking

ahead, and taking account of likely plant breeding breakthroughs, foodgrains
output should grow at a compounad onnual + rate of 4 5 e-+ ""roe +he next
few years. The upper bound of this growth range may not be reached from
next yaer onwAit wthout nns4deable luck oon wea+her. Tha h h4* a w ,-,A im y

a rate of institutional evolution in research, extension, input distribution
and wat+r nAdm1 nist+in

4
n wh4 w1ich fenma harnd weal 4 ++4 expectat4on 4n +hae

light of recent experience. In fact, even the gradual gearing up of the
PaA-rae nannm .. F,an + h- reasent g.rw+ .a+ nr 2 n o 1 10 pana+ +a

percent and more (yielding an average annual compound growth rate over the
.ta.v,e+ ae.. Wr...~ -0 0: 

4 
t- . 5 percent~ 1 -11 - d-,,. A-4PN .. 1- 4nsoA.,4-,,+4onaln

innovations and a firm commitment to support the growing dynamism of the
sector with auCequate rsovurs ovinpautosu anasiJ"Wu ama-weU vuu

growth is nevertheless feasible and, if achieved, would make a considerable

of foodgrains imports to negligible levels by 1973 and the build-up of size-
au.e puulc stocka U graun (0uounu. ) - U m1i-L.Lon toUj W.16nuL UnUUr .L11a.-
tionary pressures on the food front.

Problems and Opportunities

68. Success in moving the foodgrains sector towards self-sufficiency
will of course not spell the end or India-s agricultural problem. Indeed,
the break with past trends will itself generate a new set of problems (and
priorities) some of which have already become apparent. First, there will
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be more strain on the existing marketing system. With the sharp increase
in market arrivals at harvest time (such as witnessed last year in the
North) more storage on the farm and at the markets will be required in
surplus areas to avoid post-harvest price slums. Marketing intelligence
systems will also need to be improved and the Food Corporation of India
will have to operate more and more as a complement rather than as a substi-
tute to the private foodgrains trade. With the advent of short duration
varieties harvested during the vet season, there will be a rising demand
for threshers, driers and other such equipment. Finally, as scarcity con-
ditions fade. the movement restrictions still imnosed by the food zones.
and compulsory procurement practices which still hinder the foodgrains trade,
will hPrnm innrunRingly numberqome and more and more (nqtlv in terms of the
foregone benefits of regional specialization.

69. To the extent that foodgrains production and marketing problems
ae sucsi-locafn1eul hanla thr wi11 he mnnti naaae +e% nhi4+ va-
sources to other food crops (such as fruits and vegetables) industrial
ma,te+ial nra C n 14 ,a+nadrk nor.An,t+a (no+hio l. An4 wl Th 4.4 11 -na
the way for still more intensive and productive farming. It should be noted
+ha+ f,-m 1050A +o 10 +h. %ni+-+ A eP JJiia+-4ol waon ,a+o- 4 .l wa --- a-
faster than foodgrains production. However, with the exception of cotton,
+hJ ese prodct +4n __;. --'n - I. -IT k-__A __ +IA, _-P 1- 2nnA A-V_+-A

to foodgrains - a shift made possible by increased foodgrains yield. More
ndA is 1le"y +o become avai41sk'I fm -- ^an4 1 -nA -P-Ad- --an as +he

foodgrains "revolution" proceeds further - particularly where multiple
A. .5 pOLL U~.A. L JJ I~.L 'A1. U.LU AJJ J =JU CLOJJ UJ.1J.LV.

e.g. cotton or groundnut after a short-duration paddy crop in the irrigated
4L .ac+ L f LI the Swout.111. J-14Z. .L U Le .tbl.I. 4-U- WOLL IJ.L~0..£J

commercial crop production lies in the scope for yield increases and the
paou sucu progress i u e nuL r me s for uc UugrU.L"b - "u-
volving problem-oriented research, more water, better seeds, increased
fertilizer uizaonand adequate plant protection measures.

v0. i the case of Jute, India s leading export, the shortage of
high quality fiber could be met through a number of coordinated public
actions aimed at stabilizing jute prices relative to paay, making minor
irrigation facilities available to jute farmers, promoting private invest-
ment in improved retting facilities and stepping up the supply or quality
seed, fertilizers and plant protection materials within favorable areas of
Eastern India. In the case of cotton, quality problems also exist: the
supply of long staple fiber lags far behind demand. This requires expanded
cultivation of existing medium and long staple varieties and intensification
of research on extra long staple varieties. In the case of oilseeds, some
promising new crop varieties have been developed (groundnut, castor and
mustard) and, as for cotton, there is scope for increased yields through
improved supplies of good seed, fertilizer and plant protection materials.

71. A common feature of these and other commercial crops is their
regional concentration. This feature and the availability of commercial
marketing channels offer promising opportunities for extending the "package"
approach to commercial crop development, particularly where marketing
channels can be used for distributing modern inputs and disseminating new
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production techniques. There are similar opportunities in the livestock
field where improved cattle breeding programs, provision of feed, promotion
of fodder cultivation and disease control services need to be stepped up and
linked to dairy marketing programs, especially in the milksheds of major
urban centers.

72. Whether India is at the threshhold of a self-sustaining process of
agricultural development, or whether it is merely enjoying the boost of a
non-recurring research breakthrough, ultimately depends on the country's insti-
tutional capacity to respond adroitly to the new challenges thrown up by its
farmers. Agricultural universities combining research, extension and educa-
tion functions (eight have already been established) are powerful instruments
which can help handle this task. The entry of commercial banks in the field
of agricultural lending and, generally, the expanded role of institutional
finance in the agricultural sector is also a promising development. The
national coordinated research schemes of the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research and the emerging use of audio-visual techniques in farmers' educa-
tion programs represent additional breakthroughs. Other promising arrange-
ments - and some ominous shortcomings in the seed and water fields - have
already been noted. On the whole, India has made a good start on the
ambitious voyage which started in 1965, when the new agricultural stra:egy
was launched.

The "Other" Cultivators

73. Without in the least minimizing the technoloaical advances takina
place in agriculture and the importance of a substantial increase in food
suplies coming from a small group of efficient farmers, it must be recog-
nized that the present conception of the technological revolution in Indian
aariculture encomnasses a very small nart of the rural nonulation - nerhans
10 percent or at imst say 15 percent in the course of time.

74. As indicated, the elements of the new technology include not only
imnroved seed and fertilizer but also adenuate water and water control.
The latter severely circumscribes the area suitable for the technological
breakthronuah. This may be sunnlemented a the areas of mAimr irriantion
works are extended, as private and public well programs proceed, and perhaps

, fuirther AevPlnment takes rili-P in hnrt-sanon variatiso which can he

fitted into the more dependable part of the rain-fall season and are less
vulinershla in l na ne,H val of raino n, ~oly tnarminann ,w av.aan 4in 1.+

season. But at best, the water constraint will probably exclude 80 percent,
perhaps more, of the Tndian cultivated rean frm the imP vA Parming +ah%

niques as now conceived.

75. There is another constraint cutting across the water limitation,
Vhie%h 4a +he aj 7a and iarcmvoea the JnA4w4Antal Pam QuallheAs in
regions of assured water can adopt the improved methods and are doing so

4 +h nnni nna 4mn.nwpam,un+ 4- +a4- o 4 +n+4nn 4- memo manan Du+ mean..

them need, in addition, institutional help to provide wells or extend credit
tha ls, ierly toe b, et atr. dditVJ MY ed. -A.Le sae ai incetlnwer
than is likely to be left after additional yields are shared with landowners.
£ .. L 1V.LILUJ., L14 =LLL.L1=.LY .5CL0.LLA.L1U%4 C166.L.L LtI.L LA theI~ water.CA proble isamr
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serious barrier to the use of improved methods by the small cultivator with-
out resources than it is for larger better-off farms because the small culti-
vator can ill-afford the risks of buying the inputs of the new technology
in an uncertain weather context. This is the tenuous situation of the small
paddy grower who depends on the monsoon. There is even less promise for the
dry farming smallholder. For him farm technology as it now stands, holds
no promise of any significant improvement in productivity.

76. So, there is a kind of trichotomy developing in rural India in
association with changing agricultural technology: (1) the larger better-
situated farmers with the capabilities and means to improve their cultivation
as fast as techological developments permit; (2) the smaller, less well-off
farmers who are nevertheless physically situated vis-a-vis surface or
groundwater, to take advantage of the new technology but who need financial
and other institutional help to make the most of their opportunities; and
(3) the largest group of all, the small cultivators outside the favored
water regions and mostly living and practicing dry farming in the wide low
rainfall expanse of Central India. Still another very large rural category.
also beyond much promise from the changing patterns of cultivation are the
landless farm laborers. For some of these there may be an increase for a
while in peak seasonal labor requirements and higher wages, but it is diffi-
cult to see how this can be a lasting imorovement considerina the overwhelm-
ing numbers of rural workers compared with additional work requirements, and
trends. already pronounced, towards mechanization not only to reduce labor
and avoid wage demands but also to meet the more exacting cultivation time-
table of the new technoloxv.

77. For the third category of cultivators noted above- nossibilities
for improvement in productivity will have to depend on the outcome of re-
search efforts to find dry farming techniaues which are h1oher vieldina.
The Government plans a greater research effort in this direction, and it is
an effort which deserves a large meanure of mnnort in view of the rnt

number of rural Indians who depend on its outcome and applicability. Mean-
whilp institutional imnrnvPmnt t nrnvie k rnmewhat. h.ttpr ot. fn-r thPe

rural people would be helpful but difficult with the present tight resources.
Helpful progray-s for the fa--m laborers are also di ffi111 +ult to dvisa, eclapt

perhaps worthwhile labor intensive public works programs in the rural areas,
for which finanial pnvvjinn in again hardly likaly to be sabtan+ial

7. The egroup b.14i~ .r e helpedsutatlyisheecnctgo,
the small farmers who are in a position, with institutional help, to partici-

commonly accepted in India in the past that the credit needs of the farmers
cna uco uc Up U u LAI o Lulxu urULU UPC1MU-LVb, VUU U) yearb UL uCIr
existence have shown that the hopes reposited in them as the mainstay of
insutUional credi and as n answer to private money-lending have been
exaggerated. What makes the cooperatives topical again is that their current
diffIculties are more conspicuous and troublesome when new and promising
stirrings in agriculture call for an efficient system of the distribution
anu utilization of credit.
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80. Judged in quantitative terms, the credit cooperatives have made
much progress in recent years. Between 1951 and 1967 their share in total
credit has increased from 3 to 25 percent, and at a moderate interest rate
of 9 to 10 percent per year; membership, from 5 to 26 million; number of
cooperatives from 100,000 to 191,000 and loans advanced from Rs.230 million
to Rs.h,780 million in 1967/68. They are a landmark in the countryside and
it couldn't do without them. Looked at qualitatively, they are not, by and
large, effectively operating institutions because. and barring exceptions,
they are inefficient and financially weak, depending upon constant pump-
priming by the government; good leadership is exceptional and vested inter-
ests are much in evidence; the percentage of overdues to total outstanding
loans is higher than ever before; the production-oriented loan policies are
in serious difficulties and very important is the fact that the concentration
of cooperative credit in the hands of the vell-to-do farmers has deprived
many small farmers and tenants of access to loans. And these are the very
groun of farmers who were sunnosed to have bpnefItpd most from nnerative
credit. Not all of the causes for this state of affairs are of the cooper-
atives' makina. but Vhatever they may be the &nnrlimnn drawn is thAt nnlv
a small fraction of the 191,000 primary cooperative societies could be deemed
to be Pureeasfful in nv apnnp of the tpr.

81. Danni te thens slhanmings the avance of the "geean rvolution"
is bound to generate a large increase in institutional credit needs. Accord-
i-a fn- naiYnn.- "i 107n/71 .he%+nl hnna ovn

envisaged in the order of Rs.6,500 to R8.7,000 million, as against Rs.3,000
mnilliew, in 10A/RI" 1/ Th4 ne-liiAaa Ra5 700 miliin envfd ay-+414-7mv- m1n

.. --- - - - - - --- . is i c ud s Is- . 00, mil io J_ora-- ---.

Faced with this prospect, and accepting the performance of the credit
Cnav-n 4-m an 4' 4a +hh .nwernment To-A4a haz +aken eaveral se ane

p _ at ve - it Is the Gov r

create additional sources of rural credit by greatly expanding the role and
raaourcne -of the A--ic,-,?+I-al Cormporaw.ati+4an, -. A +h ,- o..a., T--A

Development Banks throughout the country, and by pressures on the private
nmmerwn 4ci hanks ta Awn4.r soa +4 f thneainrars +chs a nth 4 n..i+nal aa
tor. These institutional developments are expected to provide substantial
additional farm resources ahanneled ath +hwough the cooperatves and pa-a

lel with them and also to areas where the cooperatives are absent or poorly
developed,

and expanding the institutional channels of farm credit is a promising one,
1a4I, P_. +he aAA44ton?al aA46 414. .,& 0 .. J.. . -- # .. L.A .I,

might do in the way of competition to improve the cooperatives as more
~±±J.L".L'C.L 9U V .1 0 J V .L L '..L L tIX J. U.L L ob

u3. Extension servic Indas recent agricultural progress holds
out much promise for greater productivity yet to come. The successful farm-
ers who compete for inputs do Dot have to be told any longer thaT tne latter
and productivity go together. But the same farmers, not to speak of those
stll± marriesU to trauliona larming, also face the problems of more effcient

1/ Report of the Fertilizer Credit Committee of the Fertilizer Association
of india, lyo, p.eee.
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investments and practices as the technology grows in sophistication. The
hiah vielding varieties involve more than mere substitution of one kind of
seed for another. Their successful exploitation requires changes in nearly
all cononents of nrnduetion tPohnoloryv and the decisions of the farmers -
what to accept and what to reject - will increasingly depend upon a continuous
nrnnRP of roaPnrfb And tested innovation and vPl1-funntionina extension

service. The point made here is that the future growth of rural development
is hamp-e hrv the kind nf evytnion servimp now in existence.

Mi. The-v n"eno aeri ce +s"ten yeaa ^Ild and 70,000 agent stog
is the core of the Community Development Program. The aim of the program
was to changa the outlook of the r,--s by hetermining th4 r "felt

needs", and meeting those needs through a great variety of projects touching
lm,na+

4
- a.. fn.1an+ 44 .n-, 1 .4a eA aA-4-4+a+4wa nP,ousnmem+e #9, +ha4m

implementation. Extension has been successful in creating awareness among
fnuaIes --.PL a t-he144a pAssb li-le knr +et e m n U 4L #za41.L 64m .- 1z

subsidies and distribution of inputs. On the other hand, its effect on agri-

anticipation. This is not surprising. The village level workers or exten-

agriculture being only one of them. As underpaid and incentiveless exten-
sion agen1ts, their d-2iretltehia asitac to1- thJamrilmtdb

their lack of experience and inadequate training. If, agriculturally speak-
ing, tne role of an agent was so circumscriuu prior ou tne green revu-
ution", not much more can be expected of him when a new agricultural tech-
nology is I thle p#cture anU mubs be lurther UevelopeU. 1Te imporTtnt rUle
extension can play in this regard is not debatable, but its attainment would
nave to be preucau on fewer but bietter agtnZ Won tpef.LZeu L1LVW±UgC,
reasonably well paid and with assured career advancement, devoting themselves
only to agricultural masters. unuer succ conuitions, the multi-purpose
tradition might come to an end, the slogan of the Community Development
Program that an extension agent must be "100 percent agricultural" at last
become a reality, and a new and vital input be added to further the advance
of rural development.

85. The changes envisaged here will not come easily; they will be
time-consuming when they do come. But there is another source leading to
the same end - the Agricultural University as centers of research, training
and dissemination of agricultural knowledge. India has eight such institu-
tions and the two highly successful ones are Punjab Agricultural University
(at Ludhiana) and U.P. Agricultural University (at Pantnagar). The upsurge
of agricultural productivity in the Punjab, for example, is at least partly
a result of the effort made at the University. It is the State's sole center
of agricultural research and extension educational work among the farmers.
The reliance of the farmers is not on the village level workers, but on the
specialists of the University who are closely tied in with district agricul-
tural officers as spokesmen, interpreters and activators of research results
attained. Aside from these activities and the training of farm experts, the
University is directly involved in the training of a large number of farmers
through a variety of schemes, something the extension service with all its
massive and widespread network has never been able to achieve. The same can
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be said of the U.P. University. They demonstrate that they can be authentic
pilots of rural change, and if agricultural productivity is to keep on rising,
agricultural policy can do no less than strengthen the less successful ones
and create new ones.

86. As part of a program to shift the "upper strata" of the small
farm sector to a more productive base, the Government of India is now con-
sidering a program which would aim over the next five years to cover on a
selective basis, in 20 districts, one million farm families out of an esti-
mated 40 million. In doing this, it would first identify the problems of
the small but potentially productive farmers, and, along with it, ensure
the availability of requisite inputs, credit and technical services. Assum-
ing a sufficient supply of inputs, the successful implementation of this
task would depend upon the molding of a great many difficult attitudina
and institutional factors. Therefore, the outcome could not be predicted
with any degree of accuracy. But three factors stand out in favor of' such
a program; the emerging recognition that any strategy for agricultural
development must take into account the rehabilitation of uneconomic holdings
capable of becomina much more productive; that the new technology is aPli-
cable on many of the small holdings; and that a segment of the small farm
sector is being placed on the agenda of the country's priorities. All these
are significant in their recognition that the problems of Indian agriculture
seem far beyond the achievement of more rapid expansion of agricultural
production through greatly improved efficiency among a relatively small
number of favorably situated farmers.

87. Land Reform: The aararian reforms of Indin enanted since Indpnend-
ence have much to their credit. They abolished the Zamendari system., 1/
which at one time eovered 40 nernent of the eultivateid land of India Not

all the 20 million cultivators affected by its abolition benefited equally,
but it. -PrPd n and edA of the vrrnA for thp rPennt.Ynution of Tyldlian
agriculture. In the "ryotwari" areas, where owner-proprietorship prevailed,
the reforms have enabled some 3 million tenants and share-rrnners to become
owners of 7 million acres of land, while here and there attempting to pro-
tect the 1nterPnts of those who continue to work inmPheev alne'q 10nil The

other side of the coin is that many of the projected reforms following the
diRtLh1ishment of the 7.man nid hav remained ine-mnleta

88. Thpe-crii- of i t al, -%d t'he Yni n souvrce of TYndian rafnryn frnifuil sm
is that by and large the legislative enactments do not provide the tenants
and the ahnre...t.i.npren s with seurit, of tenure ox the _i-Mh +n ema1n on
the land undisturbed for a definite period. This denied, much else falls by
the wNyside, eannecally tIahe " maman+ of +he rent p%arv4sn v4-+4on

of tenants on the ground of what is in effect an anti-reform provision - the

1/ The syste was a by-product of the early British rule under which a
zoanu4ar ur -In4ermeou4 -- was giveu nc h gn H%tou cu1A1o lanu taxes anu6~W.UL U L VL J1U.L CLJ I W~ 00 15 L IC I.tSll L U :U LeL;% A. U L,~ U

undertook to pay the British administration a fixed revenue. In return,
lie ws nu unly pe-uu oJ*t u Aep a -Yu-ri 01 Lne revenue uut waS a130
recognized as the proprietor of the revenue-bearing land.
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right of land resumption for self-cultivation - is typical of the reform
period throughout and is stimulated by the attractive earning potentials of
the new technology. In Maharastra alone the owners have filed 369,000
antlications for self-resumntion: in Mvore 77.000. and to this must be
added tens of thousands of similar requests in other States. With the ex-
epntion of Kerala.. the trend has been to antinfy the annlicnnts. The so-

called "voluntary surrenders" of land by the tenants have served the same
end. The varly Rhiftina of tenants from plot to n1nt lest they nlaim

certain rights under the reforms is just another illustration of tenant
inscurity. Whor vieinn ia nnt ikino nanp the tennt.n orahne-
croppers are not recorded as cultivators of specific pieces of land, seldom
receive recei-ts for rent ayment or share of the produce, have no standing
in the court of law, are granted only small loans, if any, by the credit
cnooperatves, and paexhrbitant chargs for seed and other senesn re-n-

dered by the owners. Their incentive to improve the land is nominal, and
it is understandable why only few of +hem apply +he "a "^affft ^f 4newn+&

to any effective degree and why insecurity of tenure restricts agricultural

Ro r_4-tm +tn o'Kanta ,%sP +Ii v- fflh+ v-=Yn ".j n n~ +7Kg 1 avi imA4ao+iiv,%g%A

the paucity of records accepted by the courts that a tenant is indeed a
tenant of a particular owner and the incasin4 n pressre on +he lA + thar

can be no effective enforcement of rents even if it were attempted. Leg-
4s1a+4on for rent control has been ennatdA 4n ever Q2A-e,, theaxinwmmLa

one-fourth of the crop in most instances, higher in very few States, and as
lowas ne_4-, ofe Cro, in some. "6I4-. Is as .4 1-.
.JAW ~ LIV 0± S/I J.I S/SVS1 AJj U114 A SJ C L&.D1. 1.0 00 P-::11=.UI S U 11 PCL.VV. ~J ~ C 0 L%, D1.

inapplicable in practice.

90. Ceiling provisions, limiting the size of holdings in order to
create a pool of land for reUiZUrivutionU amoug the landless, have been prom-
ulgated in all States. In practice, they fared no better than security of
tenure and rental provisions, and the painless circumvention of ceilings is
widespread. It is in line with this attitude that the sum total of land
declared surplus is no more than two million acres, out of which only a
million has been distributed. It was never anticipated that this measure
would yield results comparable to those of japan or Taiwan, but the outcome
is altogether below the original expectations.

91. The new techological changes furnish the means for greater prod-
uctivity on many small holdings as on big ones, whether owned or tenanted,
provided, however, the tenant is secure in rights and has access to inputs
and other services. On the negative side, the agricultural strategy, as
indicated, is inadvertently helping to weaken the tenant's already precari-
ous hold on that land with potentials for high yielding cultivation by
stimulating land resumption by the owners. The explanation is not far to
seek. On land suited to the high yielding practices farming is becoming a
profitable business and this is an incentive for owners, who formerly did
not care to cultivate land, to resume land by evicting tenants.

92. Even if the eviction trend were not being stepped up on the ground
of "self-cultivation", the position of the tenants after nearly two decades
of reform remains insecure and calls once again for a re-definition of the
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pertinent provisions, a minimum of half-measures and, of course, enforcement
without nntatio in anks. ThiR bpinx Raid. it nust alan be aid that thob

reform prospects for some time to come are not promising - not if the past
experianoe o mnt Sam in eacIng and Imlamenting rafrms a a mnde

to the future.

17T TWTIMPY, PAUWD Am TRANPART

Industry - Recent Trends

93. The recent course of manufacturing development in India may be
,44..4 A -mb 4hmnU-- 4 A 111 4-L6 4-lad U-10 O-P kmU In4A A --- A- f+ue
diLviled~L Lito th e kPJ1L~.&WAO N I UL~AU A.LLOU &A C" . A,J U~AL= &7'-W %A wu %

Third Plan period) when the annual rate of growth of industrial production
averaged " out 8 percent, -athuh omaAu toward the euu of the -_odU, -A

when rapid change was taking place in the industrial structure with a rela-
%ve.Ly rapJu U.LU-Up JL WCMou..LuAgy I auu uCaVy Cu6nCErg %1pC.LU i %l AI

three year period from early 1965 to early 1968 when production leveled off
or uclinedu ueCaue o Muvera uemanu conuiuins OVIUmming irom 1SaCLt11e
public investment and the two-year drought; and (3) the past year which has
witnessed a moderate revival over a fairly wide range of COnsumer gouUs
including consumer durables, vehicles, chemicals and some machinery, but;
without marked improvement in steel and other metals, heavy machinery aid
heavy electrical equipment. The extended stagnation of the second period
and the modest revival so far in the third period suggest that this has been
more than just an industrial recession; rather it was a set-back involving
inter-industrial and capacity-demand dislocations which may inhibit rapid
growth in the heavy industrial sector for some time.

94. The period since 1965 has been a difficult one for large parts of
Indian industry, not only because of slack demand but also because large
new capacities were emerging at the same time. Added to this were rising
costs, stemming from rood price and then wage increases and from devaluation,
which In circumstances of surplus capacity and lagging demand, could not be
passed along in industrial price increases. Labor difficulties, arising out
of the recession and rising price situation and political developments, added
to the troubles of industry, especially in the industrialized Eastern region.
All this contributed to the poor financial return from most of the large
public industrial investments of the last decade. It is also reflected in a
marked decline in private corporate profits in the last three years.

Changing Motivations

95. There were however benefits in adversity for industry generally.
Circumstances of industrial growth in the late 1950's and early 1960's had
not been conducive to industrial initiative, cost consciousness, or effici-
ency. Investment decisions in the private as well as public sector were
guided by official plan targets, complete protection from foreign competition
was ensured, and internal competition was restricted by the industrial and
import licensing system and by general scarcity relative to demand which
virtually assured profitable sales for licence holders. This situation has
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changed considerably in the last three years. The combination of the re-
cession and more liberal import and industrial licensing Dolicies have
removed the sellers' market and increased domestic competition in a wide
ran,e of commodities. For the first time firms have had to undertake agares-
sive marketing to meet buyers' requirements, and to make independent produc-
tion and investment decisions without relying on the implicit guarantee of
a government license. Such developments have put a premium on cost-watching
and managerial offiHentv- and in moRt imnortant industries the more effici-
ent firms have moved ahead relatively. The change in import licensing from
qu%ota hv fivmq +e f4n1 rniivYemenn 1/ fnr nrin-itv induitrip. (nnvPring
most of manufacturing) intensified the competition among domestic firms.
q4milarly contl nover vnanoinn won -tHiali lherali7ed tn alln for

product diversification (up to 25 percent of output) and expansion beyond
license limitations un fn 9( unopPo 2f AAAM oa 1nini iq r11VnWA the

latter with the proviso of no significant additional exchange requirements.
Some 4moan+ 4ndi+w4ma wer e xempted from the industria1 licenig re-
quirements altogether. Overall, however the control mechanism still func-
+os. over 4. .li n of.. aw..+ha mol+ n e! in vestomens, over expor+ ohliga-
tions of new industrial licensees as well as selected existing firms, and
over im+ort licensing motivated by hth evhana alloation and pinrtpieton.

There has also been substantial decontrol of industrial prices but in prac-
4ic a+ane4 -n f 4 4c_ 4nfienna 4 a 4n+a4aA avrn a 4 An -an

4-- t4-UA- --- hane4v-1 oP +4-"1"-n Iandusria seto -n4--,--7U. IU C"Ly I W&A LS,LLuAUD VA v V. S n! ±u U . . UCS ou. SL .L A En
place on a basis of greater domestic competition and policies conducive to
mAZ5I. agreO,me marlAe.S U endu %A AS1.4. . + 4 .- Sh 5'+ *U4- 4a 6_+
say, however, that all Indian industry is becoming competitive in interna-
4.4 1 . terII, de~L ' L L ~ U~ 1. L 5.D ±. MAl~ 1.SLIIL. W~~ L.LU-

lished in quantitative terms for lack of data and because of conceptual
problems of international comparison. Nevertheless protection requirements,
export incentive requirements and interviews with a fairly wide range of
inaustries suggest continuation of an internationally nign cost inaustrial
structure, desPite the shift from seller to buyer markets of the last two
or three years.

Further industrial Prospects

97. The recent industrial revival is, as noted, at a fairly modest
rate without much response as yet in machinery, equipment and metals, and
with still substantial excess capacities over a broad range of industry,
although in certain branches such as fertilizer, petrochemicals, etc. demand
exceeds existing capacity and new investment is taking place. Overall, how-
ever, the pick-up is going forward so far without commensurate additional
investment in new capacity and hence there is not the acceleration of indus-
trial demand that usually develops in the course of an industrial revival.

1/ Full requirements, that is, of materials, components and equipment
which are unavailable in India. No imports are permitted if require-
ments are physically obtainable in India even though at a higher cost.
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Data are not available on which to base a definite conclusion about whether
such an acceleration of industrial activity is likely in the next year or so.
Circumstances suggest doubts, however, that a much more rapid expansiorill
develop soon. The industries where it is possible to foresee an expansion
creating a substantial increase in demand for heavy industrial output are
relatively few, mainly in the Bokaro steel project, agricultural tractors
and equipment, perhaps road transport, oil refining, and fertilizer and
other chemical plants. In the public sector, which has been accounting for
about 60 percent of total industrial investment during and since the
Third Plan period, the outlays are almost all on continuing projects with
the only substantial increase in 1969/70 that for the Bokaro steel plant
and smaller increases for fertilizer, other metals and minerals. Increases
in road and other public works may also have some industrial stimulation
effect. Railways and Dover supplies, two big sources of industrial demand,
are, however, on a level investment course and no upswing appears in sight
for the next few years. In total the increase in Central Government expendi-
ture of a kind which may give a boost to more rapid industrial growth appears
likely to be moderate in terms of its total impact on an industrial structure
as large as that of India. 1/

98. It seems unlikely, however, that industrial development can pro-
ceed very rapidly on this basis alone unless sunnlemented at the same time
by a substantial increase in public investment. Data are not adequate for
any very 'nreise analysis of the Indian Industrial structure- but they do
suggest, as does observation, that the great bulk of total private income
iR anpnt on a few items Tike food.- tprtilt; and clothinff bPvernffs and.

tobacco, fuel and light, soap and medicine. The remainder of consumer goods
rpnnirinr more nnital intensive onuinmont or inditrinl raw nntPriali are

far less important in relation to total industry than in more industrialized
Cnfrip n vn in ntheqr develonn emuntrIan with inven,ieal- n1 -

tors like Argentina, Brazil and Mexico.

99. In the whole industrial structure the only really important con-
siuimer itemls n-rP fnnd nrneogging ann fortilog nay-hanq tk ^n f recent
industrial production). These, however, are industries with linkages to
a&-ri e-itiv Ynthwr than .e tha hgavisaw in+armai4at anA Poa-Aal f^^A a+ rVo

which probably make up about half the value of total industrial production.
FuheAmoe +h teAt indtry --- a wholeha a por fi.na..al mcord JA
does not yet aDpear, in the absence of major policy changes, to be a very

mesm4.4mn~-- toa P64 an u u a 4 n n a< a n 4 ance -I -rives men eman

More industrially demanding kinds of consumer goods have negligible signif-
ic4ance in the whole inAustr1-1 al c+ue

1/ This is meant only as a judgment about prospects and not to suggest
that public investment expenditure should be motivated by its pump
priming effects on the economy, irrespective of project and monetary
consideration. Such a sole motivation would obviously be unfortunate.
It hardly needs emphasis, however, that there is a need to undertake
substantially more public investment on a sound basis, if sufficient
resources become available.
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100. Perhaps more promising for further industrial growth is the direct
and indirect influences of private investment expansion, stimulated by agro-
industrial demands, likely growth in road transport and chemicals, special
steel products, other metallurgy and construction supplies and equipment.
In some of these, like agro-industrials, other chemicals and vehicles, de-
mand is picking up and even taxing capacity in some areas. In others, how-
ever, despite the recent pick-up there are still large surplus capacities.
Considering this capacity situation, the impact from the private sector
investment demand on general industrial growth seems likely to build up at
a rather moderate rate for the next two years or so. This is nevertheless
an important key to an acceleration of Indian industrial development. Its
expansion will pick up momentum and require new capacities as physical
bottlenecks emerge and this in turn will have spread effects on other parts
of industry and in other sectors.

101. The point is that for the time being and in the near future the
effect of growth in private sector investment on the rest of the economy
is likely to be limited. For more buoyant industrial expansion there is
the complementary need for a more substantial rise in public investment,
not in industry necessarily but in lines where industrial supplies will be
required. This double-barrelled kind of investment expansion by both the
private and public sectors will probably be able to support in due course
the sustained 8 to 10 percent annual industrial growth rate envisaged in
the Plannina Commission's Anroach to the Fourth Plan. Unfortunately. for
resource reasons subsequently discussed, the necessary kind of investment
build up will take time. It is sometimes contended that with substantial
surplus capacity a rapid industrial expansion should be easy. But this
overlooks the fact that a large nart of this surplus is in the investment
goods industries and that it takes a high investment rate, including the
necesary whPrPvithal to use larae investment goods canaities. For the

next year or two a 5 or 6 percent annual industrial growth pattern seems
more likely with a nrobable nubanent intrease to higher rate on the Py-

pectation of improving financial scope for larger investment through fiscal
means thv-nnh ronter initrial generation of raonrces and nrhan with

a more favorable aid situation.

Industrial Policy

102. The wherewithal to achieve the necessary step-up in investment is
ams+ 4 mpowtn+ par+ +h fnurnher Awaanm1 opmn+ a ew+ fo ko h 1en w e1 l

demonstrated in the past. Public financing problems in this respect are
AscudAA suseqesnly, +411 k kb" becme a poblem lt #or p-J

vate industry as it expands. It is encouraging in this respect, as indicated,
Lnau policy is now fairly permissive in the pursLt of private profits, even
into the consumer sectors. Except for food, clothing and other necessities,
consumer goods were looked upon In ne pasts U E1 n 5bury m.-- -U-L

accompaniments of the growth process to be tolerated. The role which profits
and resource generation in this area might play in the growth process, in-
cluding taxation of profits on consumer goods as a way of taxing consumption
one step removed, was not given mucn consideration. Tnis is of greater

interest now as reflected in more liberal expansion policies in this area
and as reflected in the recent budget emphasis on development of the consumer
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sectors. There remains, however, still the orientation toward essential
supply rather than resource generation in much of current policy, especially
in import licensing policy. And profitability generally, which would seem
to reauire particular attention in current development strategy. is still
diluted in official development objectives, by competing objectives which
are laudable in themselves but likely to inhibit the improvement of corpor-
ate saving and a more comfortable resource situation. Such competing objec-
tives Include imnort substitution at high cost. location of industry and
rate setting for transport and utilities in the interest of backward regional
develonment. other motives for rate settina below cost in transport. utiLi-
ties, irrigation and other public commercial activities, employment as
onnosed to tenhnonrical advance (especial1y in the inefficient areas of the
textile industry), special inducements for small-scale industry, and dis.-
nprsion of ornerhin and control.

1034 The- patc rpolemsa of f4nnne-i iffinii,ltv nnA intpff iiennv
in the publicly owned steel and heavy engineering industries were noted by
the Government in a statement to Parliament presented at the timae of thIs
year's budget. The adverse financial record of many of the public industries
was described, along W4+h a comrehensIemanc4i pro for mprom+ 4ntrn,ir4nq

more diversified production, better coordination, more delegation of author-
ity an responsibi.414;+ +- om pennal ,son n,- A4 n rner+4n of

company officials, greater care in their selection, longer official tenures,
a vaacoyut pnrovemnutus In management proed-_o uauAgpans

costing, data systems, financial management and pricing, and an effort to
achieve vetterx sb-vorf narungement. re isuu. lue slatement on thise subjeC-4

is being distributed to the Consortium.

l0. Aside from these public industry difficulties, stemming from
planning, capacioy, tecuuugy, management, ls.Dor, etc. , fulner comment uay

be made on two other aspects of public industrial expansion and policy. One
o0 tnese is the extent to w-rCh tne Glvernment 15 ±oCke-In tO par-ILcu.LMr
directions and amounts of further industrial expansion by past commitment
to uncompleteu 'Long gestUaiUo prujects. LlO Is of particular relevance ou
the further development of the steel industry. The other is the lack of a
ceaIrTv 1-iri17amuiueu ranu GUverimenU approveu progr8m Ln a.L.L LUS rw-i1.Lcb..LUU

to meet the mounting requirements for fertilizer.

Steel

105. Steel expansion is by far the largest industrial program under.-
taken by the Indian government. Public steel investments nave accumulated
to nearly Rs.13,000 million, over one-third of all investment in public
industry. The Government is now in the midst o buIlding the large BoKaro
steel plant in Bihar with a first stage capacity of 1.7 million tons of
ingot steel and a second stage reaching 4 million. Much of the installation
and cost of the 4 million ton capacity has been incorporated in the first
stage. The first stage will require about Rs. 7,000 million of which
Rs.2,000 million has been spent and another Rs.1,700 million is budgeted for
this year. Requirements beyond the first stage to reach the 4 million ton
capacity are estimated at Rs.3,300 million or a total ot Rs.10,300 million.
This is an expensive project even at the per ton cost of the 4 million
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caDacity. There is the double financial burden currently in the overall
high cost and the large part of the total concentrated in the first stage.
The background of the Indian steel situation is described briefly below.

106. In the mid-1950's the steel industry consisted basically of two
private sector plants with a capacity of about 2 million tons of steel ingots.
Steel strategy was to set up three additional public sector mills simultane-
ously, each with built-in capacity for expansion and therefore with high
initial capital costs. This approach took a long run view of steel develop-
ment and minimized the importance of the full use of capital at any point
in time. It included also a Rs.2,000 million investment in a new public
industry 1/ to produce steel making equipment. The private sector plants
were also to be expanded. Work was started with foreign financial and tech-
nical assistance on the three steel mills at Bhilai in Madhya Pradesh (USSR
assisted), Durgapur in West Bengal (UK assisted) and Rourkela in Orissa
(Germany assisted) in the mid-1950's. Each was designed for an initial
capacity of one million ingot tons. The first steel was produced around
1960; in 1961 the first round of expansion was started. Production of one
million tons of ingots was reached in 1963 at Bhilai and a year or so later
for the other plants. With expansion, the output of Bhilai has subsequently
increased, that of the other two plants has declined, both absolutely and
in relation to their expanded capacity. Shortly after the expansion got
underway, the fourth and much larger plant was sanctioned at Bokaro. Exter-
nal assistance was slow to be arranged, but was finally agreed, again with
the USSR, and construction began in earnest in 1965.

107. In the early 1960's when the first round of expansions was started
and Bokaro was planned, the requirements for finished steel were estimated
at about 7 million tons by 1965/66, and at about 12 million tons by 1970/71.
These demand Dro.ections guided the planning of capacity. in total and for
particular products - rails, structurals, flats, etc. Growth of the economr,
as indicated. never came up to plan projections. and neither did steel re-
quirenents. The demand expected by 1965/66 has not been reached to this
day. Domestic consumntion of finished steel has remained under S million
tons compared with the capacity of the three completed and expanded govern-
ment mills and other nrivate mills of about 0.5 million tons. A rpnpnt

private research study 2/ estimates that the level originally forecast for
1066 is lIkely to be finally rparhpd hv 1070/71 - hut this may till be
a bit optimistic.

108. This has had several effects. There is large excess capacity for
certain products - mainlyi railcx and sntructurals e%rn exnqmrf
domestic demand for many years to come. Some of this has been exported, but
full capacity is not expected to be achieved in this way. Nor is- diversl-
fication an adequate remedy and this will require additional investment.

1/ The Heavy Engineering Corporation at Ranchi in Bihar.

2/ By the National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAFR), Long Term
Projections for Iron and Steel, November 1968.
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steel, in particuIa r exports UI ot,I prouuULb. JDut Wi.ai Vt:ev3 1uuvnuL1U.

investment unutilized. It is probable that some rail and structural capacity
will remain excess even when the demand reaches 7 million tons or even more.
On the other hand flat products have been continuously in short supply so
those mills with substantial flat capacity have not been adversely affected.
Substantial imports of flat and plate products are now necessary, and the
N.C.A.F.R. forecast is that by 1970/71 the deficit on capacity for plates
will be 450,000 tons and for flat products 700,000 tons.

109. Bokaro is a flat product mill. It is needed therefore to meet the
expected requirements for flat products in its first phase including plates
up to 10mm thick. For plates of over 10mm a separate plate mill project has
been proposed. It has not yet been decided where it will be located and
several possibilities are being considered including Bokaro and other public
and private sector plants. Bokaro has been controversial since its incep-
tion. The Bokaro proposal was reviewed by a U.S. steel mission in the early
1960's but U.S. assistance for the project was not forthcoming. In the
subsequent India-USSR agreement, the USSR undertook to supply designs, some
equipment and technical assistance; much of the equipment would be manufac-
tured by the Heavy Engineering Corporation which had been built with Russian
and Czech assistance.

110. The Russian design for Bokaro has been criticised for being ex-
tremely expensive. There have been attempts at redesign to reduce cost but
no substantial reductions seem to have been possible. One reason for the
high cost is the planned installation of high capacity slabbing and rolling
mills, far larger than the steel making requirements of the first stage of
only 1.7 million tons, thus inflating the investment cost per ton of the
first stare far above the other public sector mills which are not themselves
distinguished by low unit capital costs. It is also argued that the plant
may become obsolete quickly. The converters for steel making are smaller
than is now the current practice in the more advanced steel mills of Western
Europe and there is a body of opinion in the industry that looks to the
elimination of massive blooming and slabbing mills in the near future by the
development of continuous casting processes at much lower capital costs. On
the other hand the Russian designs are simple and rugged. and may be better
suited to Indian conditions. The performance of Bhilai, built with Russian
assistance has generally been the best of the first three government mills.

111. Because of its cost Bokaro will dominate the investment program
for the next three or four years. This year it will represent about 17 per-
cent of Central Government economic investment. Soviet aid will meet about
30 percent of this year's Bokaro cost. With this project fixed there is not
much room to manoeuvre within a steel program. Some investment is required
to replace damaged equipment and remove inadequacies in present plants. An
expansion is underway at Bhilai and a new plate mill is pronosed. Other
heavy industrial fields of public investment have been scaled back to make
room for increasing outlays on fertilizer inlantiq but Bakarc remainn a very
lar7e lump in the development budget.

112. The financial losses of public steel industry are incurred under



are lower than domestic prices in the U.S., the U.K. and Australia. They
are however soew a higherL~ t-11alI CotL&111JI =Z'VIJ V L . O.. Ib. L=,W.,%

in the London Metal Bulletin and also higher than Japanese prices. Besides
Wie ex-wors price t1ne Inuan cuumer p0, 0 nevy exCUe uu1Y, Un MVCrtg?

transport charge, and a cess to finance a subsidy for steel fabricators so
that deliverea prices seem ju to 50 percent higher tu-n ex-works prices.

Some of this differential is offset for exporters of engineering products
by government subsidy.

Fertilizer

113. india's commitment in 1965 to make the most of the agricultural
opportunities provided by the high yielding technology included commitment
to supply the vastly increased quantities of fertilizer expected to be
needed. In recognition of the unmanageable foreign exchange burden this
would entail if all the fertilizer were to be imported, it was decided to
seek self-sufficiency in fertilizer production. The size of the self-
sufficiency effort was clearly seen to be beyond the capacities of either
the public or private sectors alone and both were to be relied upon in the
expansion of production. In the meantime and for as long as necessary, the
Government undertook to provide the foreign exchange for as much fertilizer
imports as was necessary to meet demand and it continues to fulfil this
undertaking. Actually fertilizer consumption has not increased as rapidly
as expected. Consumption of nitrogen has more than doubled since 1965 to
about 1.2 million 1/ tons in 1968/69, but this is about half a million tons
less than the requirements forecast made in 1965. Shortfalls in the con-
sumption of phosphate and potash fertilizers from earlier consumption pro-
jections have been proportionately larger.

11. Production of nitrogen in 1968/69 was about 550,000 tons or more
than double the production of 1965/66. It was also behind the most recent
official production targets but only by about 100,000 tons. It was of course
far below consumption levels, the difference being met by over 600,000 tons
of imports. Nominal capacity of nitrogen manufacture has reached a million
tons, although the realistic capability of this capacity is at present con-
siderably less. A number of plants are new and have not yet been brought
up to full capacity operation. Various technical and operational difficul-
ties have also interfered with more effective use of existing capacity
although such difficulties have been substantially reduced in the past year.

115. Nitrogen capacity now under construction in seven plants including
two major expansions, and two additional projects firmly committed (including
one major expansion) 2/ amounts to a total capacity definitely in prospect
of about 1.7 million tons of nitrogen. These, in addition to the 11 plants
alreadv in oeration will brinR the total number of nitrogen plants to 17

1/ Mission estimate: government estimate is higher by about 200,000 tons.

2/ Tepaon1pnt of th pndian Famrq Rrtom 1izpre CnnnAtAvP ndt
expansion of the public sector Trombay project.



of which 11 are in the public sector, 3 are in private, 2 are mixed public-
private w.n pri vaUe mIagem:n1, nu I ne U n a1 Z Cra 61v" uperabxUu. w1n
reasonable optimism all but four of these can be expected to be in production
by 1970/71 and all of them by 1972/73; their production can perhaps be ex-

pected to reach close to 1.2 million tons in 1970/71, about 2.0 million in
1972/73 and about 2.2 million in 1973/714.

110. Inis nowever will be far below tne consumption requirements tnat
can be expected in the early and mid-1970's, even after a substantial down-
ward adjustment of previous official consumption forecasts in the lign of
more recent experience. The estimate here is that consumption of nitrogen
will reach about 1.75 million tons in 1970/71 and about 3 million tons in
1973/74. This will exceed the production that can be expected from plants
now definitely in prospect by 500-600 thousand tons of nitrogen in 1970/71
and by something near 800 thousand tons in 1973/74. Deficits for phosphate,
similarly calculated on firmly committed capacity, would remain about 350
thousand tons in 1970/71 and 550 thousand in 1973/74. Deficits on phosphate
and potash fertilizers are less important foreign exchange issues because
phosphate raw materials are just about as costly as the finished product, 1/
and potash has to be imported in any case. Nitrogen fertilizer is therefore
the real issue as far as import substitution is concerned. If the deficit
between nitrogen capacity now existing or definitely cormitted and prospec-
tive consumption requirements were not reduced, imports in 1973/74 would
still be about as high as at present, requiring probably $130 or $140 million
of foreign exchange. This would bring the total fertilizer import bill by
that time (excluding possible domestic production of phosphatic raw materi-
als) to about $4o million compared with the 1968/69 level of about $265
million.

117. It now appears too late, and in any case would probably be inad-
visable as indicated below, to fill the nitrogen deficit entirely by the
mid-1970's. Production in 1973/74 will have to depend very largely on plants
already in operation and definitely committed. However, it should still be
possible with an expeditious program of additional nitrogen capacity beyond
that now comitted, to reduce the nitrogen deficit in 1973/74 by perhaps
another 300,000 tons and by still more in subsequent years.

ll. There are now as many as 14 different nitrogen and mixed fertil-
izer plant proposals in various stages of consideration in addition to those
counted above as already under construction or definitely committed. Nine
of these are private proposals and five are in the public sector. Seven of
the private proposals have been approved in principle by the Government but
only one of them - the Birla-US Steel project at Goa - has reached the stage
where detailed approval of production plans and financing arrangements is
expected soon. 2/ Another of the seven - the Dharansi-Morali Drolect in

1/ There are, however, encouraging discoveries within India of phosphate
raw materials, which are noted below, and which may considerably alter
the foreign exchange outlook concerning phosphatic fertilizer.

2/ This agreement was signed on March 28, 1969.
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Bombay - has also been approved except for issues arising over proposed terms
for importing ammonia from Kuwait. Of the two unapproved private projects,
one - a proposed plant at Mithapur by the Tata organization - has been pre-
pared in technical and financial detail but has been awaiting a decision on
its application for Government approval for well over a year. This project,
if approved, and perhaps 2 or 3 of the private plants approved in principle
could be expected to be started within the coming year and to start producing
in 1972 or 1973 if approved in detail fairly soon. The other private pro-
posals are not likely to move ahead that soon and some are fairly tenuous
and unlikely ever to be undertaken. The new public sector plants have been
launched at the rate of two a year - those at Barauni and Namrup (a large
exnansion) having been started in the past year. This pattern will presum-
ably continue with the substantial expansion of the present plant at Trombay
and possibly an expansion at Nangal. to be started during 1969/70.

110. There are. however, a variety of nroblems involved in the further
expansion of nitrogen capacity as well as in the effective utilization of
Pyiatina t-Fompeity vhih remain to he resoved. In the first -naee. there

is need to relate fertilizer production plans to the likely course of agri-
cultural nrofress. takina account of all reouirements for such nroaress
including not only fertilizer but also water, seed, credit, etc. The rela-
tive n1nP nf imnnrts an Anyntic nrAiintinn in the ftfiroe nrnrPm also

needs to be decided. Complete self sufficiency would seem to be a question-
able aiy n c2iria +ha y a nme na fnv vpliarf-p n imnny+c for "nank " amand,
that is for insulating domestic producers from some of the impact of the
Year-to-Year fluctlations In denand that are bond to ocur from eather
variations alone. As of now there seems to be no clear view of the future
role of inorts nor is a system of information in preparation which would
signal consumption demands, stock positions, regional and local market con-

Ai+4n. Th aae+n eens.A-

can he met in the planning, construction and efficient operation of the

wouli seer that economy in the use of scarce management capability would be
serve' uy a largr 'uIe of pivate management In Ile proara "nan 'as beeuoIVU uy 0 U I 'li ro 1 J '. v0.C 111.1 CII L L , LI U11'OI 110. uce
the case thus far. Yet the place of private plants in the expansion seems
to be quite uncerk'sin and as inucateu, a mtU e r o pruivngeu ue _y Z
indecision.

121. Another important uncertainty lies in the fertilizer marketing
arrangements. The past system of a fertilizer pool operated by tLe Central
and State Governments was perhaps suited to conditions of scarcity but not
to circumstances where emphasis is needed on sales promotion and efficient
distribution. Responsibility for marketing is therefore being shifted to
the producers who must, for the most part, build up marketing organizations.
Planning in this area, including the physical installation and the organiza-
tion required as well as the place of restrictive State policies in the
marketing process, has not gone very far.

1?2. Finally and again concerning imports, guidelines are needed for a
desirable import pattern among finished fertilizers, intermediate, and raw
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materials so as to minimize the use of scarce resources over time. There
is a general policy of diversifying process requirements and feedstocks
which could perhaps be carried further. The area of greatest promise seems
likely, however, to be in the substitution of domestic liquid and gaseous
hydrocarbons, rock phosphate and sulphur for imports. Recent discovery of

high grade phosphates, probably in large volume, in Rajasthan is a most
encouraging development. Establishment of the place of these deposits in
the fertilizer program would seem to be of the greatest urgency since they
have promise of far greater foreign exchange saving per unit of investment
than other aspects of domestic production of finished fertilizer. Similar
urgency would seem indicated for oil exploration in the promising off--shore
areas near Bombar this obviously not only for fertilizer reasons, but gen-
eral energy and feedstock requirements. A number of alternative approaches
to this exoloration have been proposed and considered at length but without
as yet a clear decision.

123. For all these reasons there would seem to be need for the contin-
ued examination of the fertilizer problem in all its many ramifications with

the aim of making the program for further development of the industry more
realistic and comprehensive.

Pnwpr

15) . The nresent stAte of the nwer prnram JIutrates a stution

common to a number of important industrial sectors. Past forecasts of re-
niiramant have bean nite v4Aa of the mak as the Aecnomy f0aled to develpa

as expected. Forecasts of future requirements are uncertain. Capacity in
most reg.ons i a a o meet sen+ Aeman and the area of greatest
current importance is achieving greater efficiency in the operation of the
system. As 

4n other filn, +ha --lannn4 for po-er he bn kasaA on +--

gets which have had to be successively scaled down. The peak load in 1967/68
s only4 percent of She I- pa-r ec+eA 4"- +U -+ --- 4- 1nKC 'Mh-.

rent projection for 1970/71 is 70 percent of the level for that year pro-
4

=+afA 4n 1041 An +hn knote tv%4 I.nDn.i+ o m neroman+4o 4t i l +il e oan

overestimate, because both the pace of extension of the distribution network
nA +he e. +4-,, ala I- n-s+V -4' 4-A..-+-4a1 aw.As-.+44s-s. 14---w +, nsm

strain the future growth of power demand. An important effect of these
chanes Insn Leen to rdcLaAest Aug e5hx, c4u-e%-A m .ket t,Laa Lehar. elctrial
equipment plants built in the public sector to supply generating equipment
for the u1uMUC1sy. The iuvestUnts of over R-0.C, s00'lilion In noh=Be -a.Lavo
has a poor prospect for full utilization in the near future.

125. Most of the requirements for new generating capacity for the next
fIve years will come from schemes Mareay under constructuo or expansions
of existing schemes. The Working Group on Power for the new Fourth Plan
has estimate( WnaI 1ne U+-.uua pea loaU wiLl reach 18U.5 millon NW Dy
1973/74. Since the peak in 196T/68 was 8 million KW this implies an average
growth of 114 percent a year. ne rate would be somewhat lower if unsatis-
fied demand, now existing in some regions, were taken into account. The
rate for the previous six years was 12 percent. Although it may be argued
that 1967/68 is a poor choice for a base year, the rate would nevertheless
seem to be quite rapid.
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126. The present installed capacity in both public utilities and indus-
trial plants is estimated at 14.5 million KW. It is currently planned to
expand this to 22 million KW by 1973/74. This would be an average rate of
expansion of 0 nercent per year over the five year neriod. There is some
doubt whether this will be sufficient to satisfy the expected peak load
rowth rxte of 14 nertent a year. even assuming that a nonsiderable improve-

ment in the efficiency of capacity utilization is possible during the next
few va-rq. On the other hani- the Inad forPnantA may rnovp to he too high.

On balance, there is no reason to assume that current assessments of re-
quiiaA growth in &envatIn cannnity will ha more than annate. About

half the generating equipment required will be imported and about half will
be manufactudaA 4- T-A4. Tha isot a n masev, hwavr, of ev+rnal
dependence but reflects forthcoming delivery of orders placed abroad in the
pas+ for pn4an+e .+

4
11 ,-A-" nno+wn+4an

107. A+ a an+ +'k 1 -nwa 1 - -lawa+
4 

- +'6- _-0na.la,.a ta 4.,

India is not the shortage of capacity. The problems that deserve the most

ments that have already been made, together with more transmission and
A-41+strb-utOn inclngm -Asiron for requir+n el anmns and moe

effective planning of new investments. There is also the problem of the
O udt,! __LIJ UI±.L-Lu 1)10.1U. 11.LC V.L L I i i m vicLu iuyL u.1 I...Ll I

3  
_L.)l UI LS C a..U

down by the Venkataraman Committee of 1964 which has been accepted as an
VI Ica-L VUJectLv Ve or 'L1 e 07Vlove rnment , as well as a conuition vi Uni ILDU

power transmission loan of 1965. The Boards have so far been unable to ful-
fil the rate of return target originally agreed to, partly because o inter-
state competition in power rates for industry. Revised targets indicate it
will be 1-7 before any suusantial fulillment of goals is possiole. it
is urgent that the Boards be able to finance a greater part of their invest-
ment programs.

120. Among the measures required to improve efficiency is the organiza-
tion of effective regional grid systems for the transmission and exchange
of power between states and markets. This involves strengthening and im-
provement of transmission systems and setting up regional load despatching
stations. Regional Boards have already been set up but are not yet fully
functioning. Another immediate concern is the financial viability of rural
electrification. This is a problem because rural distribution lines can be
expensive in relation to the numbers and spread of connections, and rural
demands tend to have a low load factor. Yet it is not at all clear that
rural electrification has to be subsidized in view of the substantial agri-
cultural returns made possible by electrically driven tubewells and pumps.
Careful planning of rural power connections is needed to reduce costs by
selection of remunerative areas and by spreading the loads, improving the
layout of distribution systems and concentrating the number of connections.

Transport

129. Transport requirements are high in the wide expanse of India. They
have been met reasonably well in rail transport and more recently in aviation.
The road system, however, is grossly inadequate. Transport has therefore
been one of the fields of heaviest public investment, and continues to be,
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but recently with a welcome relative shift in the pattern of development
from railway to road. Compared with the Third Plan division of railway/
road investment of 75/25, the more recent ratio of the last three Annual
Plans have been about 60/40 and further changes in the same direction are
contemplated. Allowing for private investment in road transport the relative
shift would be much larger. The railways were one of the fields where ex-
pansion of capacity went beyond demand requirements during the Third Plan
period and this has facilitated the recent shift in emphasis to roads. The
change is reflected not only in a relative increase in road investment but
also in noliev efforts to encoura2e road transoort. or at least to reduce
some of the impositions and restrictions on truck and bus traffic. Here,
hnover mnh of the nroblem is at the State and local levels and there is
still a long way to go in better tax treatment of road transport which will
not be easr in the fane of State and local financial difficulties.

130. Despite -the comfortable ca-pecity pnocttin nf t.he railwavA at Ehp
moment, the capital works requirements are still high - about Rs.2,500
million, including depreciation in the current year and probably as much
or more in the next few years. This is well below the comparable annual
expenA4+ra of +he Th4wA PlTan na4d i mnnry fav-ma anA cill fivthr h-bln

in real terms. Some of this will be for future traffic requirements but
uchk o +he naddi++oal -. 41 ^a-n4+ir 4S i"4el4A- +1 +^ a" ai-hae4a nin vn^Aav-

, L , " ' A.lu a t. .. jj. . - -a . - At . -J -4~ -. . - 14 - - - -

ization, and replacement of over-age equipment. These are needed, along
.Mek~~~~~ ~~~ -fPd r s .1A m## n4 n nw L @4-4--an -- A 4-an- -a ud w

of the railways, especially on bulk traffic which is steadily increasing in

context, it may be desirable to review the policy of uniform railhead prices
JVr Z5Vme1 UUJL% cUUUUe.Lt,W.LMt, WI.LU 1y UC VCupUu.Lg MVU±UCLU_L p1iMnU1= Vu tne
transport system.

131. Road traffic has been increasing at a much faster rate than on
the railway and is expected to continue to do so. 0oods traffic on the roads
at present is only about a quarter of total rail and road traffic but has in-
creased by about 20 percent since 1965 wherefa raL trafic asa uceu Uy

only about 4 percent in this period. Both figures are of course depressed
by the recesaion conditions of the last few years. Surfaced road kilometers
in this period have increased by about 10 percent to just over 300,000 kilo-
meters. The main emphasis of road investment has been and will probably
continue to be the modernization of the National Highway system by filling
in missing road and bridge links and increasing the ratio of two lane to one
lane distances (now about 1 to 2), and the extension and improvement of
state, district and rural access roads serving market routes and input de-
liveries where requirements seem most urgent to facilitate the expansion
programs in agriculture. Much of the latter is being carried out by the
States and will probably require a clearer articulation of likely agricul-
tural development areas at the State level and close coordination between
road and agricultural development.

132. Other important needs in the transport field are tied up with the
requirements for improving India's foreign exchange position. These include
port developments to facilitate iron ore exports, additional Indian shipping
capacity (especially bulk carriers and tankers), and facilities to promote
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tourism. Civil aviation is also an important area of necessary development
for foreivn exchanae reasons in the international field (and also domesti-
cally from. a tourist standpoint) as well as to relieve the strain and inten-
sive use of enuinment in the domestic air transport system. For the inter-
national field two "jumbo jets" have been ordered and others are likely to
be needed in the near future. Domestically efficient middle distance planes
are needed, but there seems to be difficulty in reaching order decisions
bePuse of the cnnflictino )nsiedration nf mraqyimum onperatie-nal efficiency

on the one hand and large foreign exchange requirements and financing
arranemrnt on the otherl

cation for substantially larger expansion programs in most transport fields
evc'-+ rawai nra. Am "m +hm Jwme%-av n+ jmacme%-r +vavnnv-+ nieaA hav nA woane .et r-iwa's Amon the -morrt.r~ ~ asec-t need beyond recent
provision are market and access roads in rural areas, urban transport ser-
vices +ransor+ to 4aC414+-+e uhan Aia-nl , a larer and k++er +le.

communication system, expansion and administrative improvement of ports,
anA sme ILI"Ited acess highwnavs (Wn +.iL 'aA.am Annue+'A to+l4. +tes In the

heavily industrialized hinterlands of Bombay and Calcutta.

ITTT TKTr1' DWTAT DVATTDOLC

Current Problems

134. India's difficulties in meeting the resource requirements of devel-
opment have Veen empaizu in 'ne previous UdiscusIuons. uere in L course

the poverty of the country which inhibits saving, although total gross saving,
apparently about 13 to 15 percent of GNP in recent years, is not particularly
low on the scale of developing countries. What is low on this scale is pub-
lic revenues (Centre and State) in relation to GNP - about 12 percent for tax
revenue in recent years, and about 15 percent of GNP if non-tax revenue is
also included. Yet much the greater part of the total investment burden of
the economy - about 60 percent in the Third Plan and a similar share in re-
cent years - is in the public sector. Since the middle 19>0's public invest-
ment has increased from about 4 percent of the national income to about 8
percent.

135. The low tax revenue relative to national income is not for want of
high tax rates, but rather because of the poor revenue potentials of the
economy. However, the agricultural sector, which contributes about half the
national product, pays relatively little direct tax. Except in the case of
plantations, income tax is not levied on agriculturalists, and the yield
from the major direct tax on the sector, land revenue, has fallen from 10.2
percent of total tax revenues in 1955/6 to 2.9 percent in 1967/8. The other
side of this coin is the relatively low proportion of corporate income in
total national income and, therefore, the low share of corporate taxation
and corporate savings in the totals. It is also an axiom of development
finance that those countries in which foreign trade is large relative to
national product are better placed for raising revenue, and India is in a
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poor position in this respect with a total imort and export trade equal to
only about 10.percent of GNP.

136. There is also the difficulty that public revenue is not very res-
ponsive to increases in national income. During the first half of the 1960's
GNP at current nrices moved considerably ahead of the national growth in
revenue at 1960/61 rates of taxation and in more recent years (1965/66 to
1968/69) national income has run far beyond revenue; while income increased
by nearly 40 percentp Central Government total revenue went up by only
about 20 percent after changes in tax rates and by only about 5 percent at
the 1965/66 rates. This was not, of course, a favorable revenue period;
it included two years of drought, a prolonged recession with earnings addi-
tionally squeezed by the cost push of rising food prices and devaluation.
And in addition, with slack import demand and sagging markets for traditional
exports, customs revenue has fallen. With the improvement of the economy
in the last two years, however, the only substantial tax revenue response
has been from excise revenue. And excise response has been limited because
of the large element of specific, as opposed to ad valorem taxation, in the
excise structure during a period of rising prices.

137. There are major obstacles standing in the way of an adequate res-
ponse from public revenues. as the economy imoroves. One is the relative
shift in income to agriculture that has taken place in recent years as a
result of the improvement in the terms of trade of agriculture vis-a-vis
the rest of the economy and also as a result of the higher agricultural pro-
duction of the last two years, due to weather and technologry factors. while
prices continued to be maintained by official procurement. Agriculture, as
indicated. renresents an area of Income exnansion with entrenched nolitical
resistance to higher taxation. Some States have managed to increase irriga-
tion rnt.es snd the CentrRl Government hs now come forward - dinte qtrona

political opposition, with proposals for excises on fertilizer and on elec-
tric -umn; as vll as for A limitei vn1th tn to be ImpnnAd in 1070/71 on
agricultural assets. These central proposals are, as expected, encountering
heFvv nolitical wather and it rempAns to he Feen hew fnr it vill he nonible

to go on capturing some of the substantial gains being realized, mostly among
the bettP? nff fPrmPrq frnm stdAitinnal innmit knl frnm nnn-re-r-initn e% lnA

values.

138. A second important growth area of the economy which has been a
Serions fiaal Aiaane%ntment is, n nevialy inA4en+,A +he comnye of
Government enterprises. These include the various industrial enterprises,
the State Electricity Boards, the Railways and the Posts and Telegraphs.
While the last two of these have generally met their statutory commitment to

-o, r 4 vid ed to ril.re fm-me reeni -less a t a rte ve-to r4ing Pirom 11t 
4

- pennai

of total capital employed, this does not hold true for the industriel enter-
4. CLl'. ~ nt.LI . ,, a kl "4+S4.- . L%U Som publi secl J 4.iAt.4L L. .1. L wopecations.1

are showing satisfactory profits, but these are far outweighed by losses in
~~~~~A LJ L,LIAA .1 L ' I,' W- 'JL IUAcUMLL UL- 1~ L, k W ' _.)_V* 1 1"1.L-L.L'L

or a total investment of over Rs. 33,000 million, of which the losses of
U.nA..us',% 4.-. ee .aln acoule t.. . "on~ _*1l_*on. TheL 0t4.J. -

L.LiU U ~ 1.i 6 13 d. JI . U U.L U I 1 11 . EA 11LLL.L±UL 111 0L CL lCeIAC ,r.L (:L '.'Y

Boards suffered a net loss of Rs. 40 million in 1966/67 on a total capital
Uase j over Rs. 2-w,u M.L.L-xon, unu anheir internal resource generat-ion was
ahle to meet only 10 percent of their investment needs in that year.
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139. In the context of public sector industries, one must recall the
discussion, in preceding sections, of the tenuousness of the links between
the capital goods sector and consumption sectors. To review the argument
briefly, Indian development strategy involved the creation of new capital
goods producing capacity which, in a bid to cut short the development pro-
cess, was not mainly Reared to troviding the capital goods directly needed
to expand the production of consumer goods, but rather to "make machines
to make the machines needed for further development". This caital goods
producing sector was to grow rapidly, feeding essentially on its own demands.
But the sector intended to be the most dynamic from both the production and
demand standpoints could not be expected to generate within itself the re-
Soiure to numnort thp demand - to live so to sneak by taking in intra-
sectoral washing.

14o. Most of the profits of the investment sector must be based on its
snae to the investment sctor itlf- %Lnd are thArof" -nart of itn onRtR

This has an important bearing on the issue of the profitability of enter-
"rises in the capital goods sor- in particular the prof4tabilify nf the

huge public sector firms. If their real operative efficiency were increased,
this would reduce the rea1 ftnata of Investment and thim redu#.-nnzih1y tn

a large extent, the real resources needed to finance it. Thus the tenuous-
nas of the 4nvetmen+ an+or's 1inks v4th the rest of the enomy the fsot

that it is by far the principal purchaser of its own products, means that
n.-a pafits -__nnoa 94an. 4 e ts-* 4+ peAra i4ons; it n s ancial tanraa
from outside, and the major source of these transfers must be an entity
cnm4+i tte to+ha 1.TAn a +nm....i+h nP +ha aan+ nw ,.4+h-au+,4 an,r anna+of4-nn of
soon using its products directly: the Government. There is no quick and
easy wa, out of th4 tis T+ 4. +-- +ha+ +ka ma ana-n-4c .+-+--r 4-1-e

the widening of channels between the investment and consumption sectors,
,.aa-~. 4....~ . L V_a4 .. a . .a..a .. a.~ a4 4-. 44--. 4U-IS SUO.4.notauly -uhmbu1 a&V oriened iundusto. LAurCOumen=1 , An %z,= %1u1e itn Uu

allow more investment to be financed indirectly by the consumer. But these
new cnnes are opeuiug slowly od FULU Ak vCI nLCw v42Z. Llu'=Y W.L n.L1

really provide an adequate substitute to large-scale Government demand and
financing for a Long time to come.

114-. Another serious difficulty is the unsatisfactory performance of
State Governments in raising additional resources. The past pattern of re-
source transfers from the Centre to the States seems to have acted as a
real disincentive to the raising of additional resources by the State Govern-
ments. It was decided last year to relate transfers for Plan expenditures
to certain fixed criteria (population, tax effort, etc.) which is a major
step forward, but current transfers are still essentially determined on the
basis of the gap between the State Government's current expenditure needs
and its own revenues. Thus additional State taxation may in the long
run reduce receipts from the Centre. In the past three years, the Central
Government has also tolerated that the States run up very large overdrafts,
which the Centre has then refinanced through short-term loans. These
arrangements do not encourage the raising of new resources at the State level.

142. Another sagging area of budget support is foreign aid, including
PL 480 aid, which reached a peak of R9.8,800 million (net of repayments) in
1967/68 and has since dropped to about Rs.7,000 million last year (1968/69)
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and an expected -s.6,400 million this year (1969/70). 1/ PL 480 assistance
has fallen by half since the 1966/67 Deak. and will presumably disaimear.
excent in poor harvest periods, over the next few years, thus adding to
budaet financing problems.

14'A. The other side of the develoment financina problem of the Govern-

ment is the rising claims of other expenditure requirements. Defense, which
inteniPd a a rhare of ernendIture from about 11 nercent before the China

War to about 19 percent after, was subsequently reduced to about 15 percent
in 10(6/67. Tsr share hna remained ahnmt enntant sInce thin.. vhilo it-

level rose by 16 percent in two years. Between 1965/66 and 1967/68, all
non-develo-ntal evnanMiin-c- 4n--aQA hu 19 %rovnt vhilp AvPeonnPnt
expenditures rose by only 10 percent in money value and actually fell i.n
real tems. The nineh on Aevvln-nYnt pnnAing may be seen in the follovin7

trends:

1/ The PL 480 transactions included in the figures comprise both new
agreements and the loans made out of counterpart funds (though in a
presentation of net aid many of the latter cancel themselves out).
Mainly for these reasons, the net aid figures given above are not
fully consistent with those derived from the balance of payments,
though the order of magnitude and trends in them are very much the
same.
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Consolidated Transactions of the Central,
State and Territorial Governments (Rs. billions)

Percent
Increase

1967/68 1968/69 1965/66
1965/66 1966/67 Revised Budget 1/ to
Actual Actual Estimate Estimate 1967/68

Rs. % Rs. Rs. % Rs. %
Financing

Revenue 38.28 68.3 42.02 68.4 44.67 68.9 48.83 73.5 28
Capital Receipts

Internal 7.84 14.0 7.23 15.1 7.37 11.4 5.90 8.9 -25
External (Net) 6.62 11.8 7.85 12.8 9.55 14.7 8.61 13.0 30

Deficit 3.31 5.9 2.26 3.7 3.22 5.0 3.13 4.7 - 5

Total Financing 56.05 100 59.36 100 64.81 100 66.47 100 19

Expenditures

Non-Development
Defense 8.-85 15.8 9.09 15.3 9.70 15.0 10.15 15.3 15
Interest 4.22 7.5 5.25 8.8 6.03 9.3 6.67 10.0 58
Other 8O.195 14.60 10.86 18.4 12.63 19.5 11.34 17.1 38

Total Non-
Development 21.26 37.9 25.20 42.5 208.306 43.08 208.16 42.4 32

Development 34-72 62.1 34.16 57.5 36.45 56.2 38.31 57.6 10

Total Expendi-
ture 56.05 100 59.36 100 64.81 100 6b.47 100 19

1/ Revised estimates of the Central Government for 1068/69 indicate the
figures here are too high for external capital receipts, "other" non-
development expenditures and the deficit, and somewhat low for defense.

144. The new Central Government budget for 1969/70 represents a consid-
erable effort to make some larger provision for central expenditure on devel-
opment. The means are more taxation, and restraint on non-development
spending in total even though defense and interest provisions are higher by
about 5 percent and 8 percent respectively. The reductions in outlay are on
capital account - mainly in capital transfers to the States and in Government
loans and advances. It remains to be seen how the State provisions for de-
velopnent will be affected by the lower level of overall transfers from the
Central Government. Such transfers cover half or more of total State expen-
ditures. The State budgets are not yet all available but those which are
add to large deficits, indicating that the States will not also be able to
increase their outlays on development without either a larger State tax
effort than now seems likely or overdrafts on the Reserve Bank. Such over-
drafts would have to be covered from additional central transfers and could
thereby push the central deficit higher than Rs.2,500 million budgeted
(assuming other accounts running more or less according to estimate).
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145. It remains uncertain whether it will be possible this year, even
t4+h +ha cntwn x +ne ffot,w +o achie a h4phe vuwh14^ A trIyla %+ Iai1

- Centre and State - and still keep within the budgeted overall deficit.
There is prbal- sW1--e aas~ 4-1- - *-- . a--,A---n4-- +U- .. aAne n .4

the Rs.2,500 million of the budget without serious price disturbance. How-

this year will probably not be very large, as can be seen from the following

1J= V=.L%JpW1=1L £JZJ LL 1L.L= V Li~1 i =1LV

(Rs. Million)

Revised Budget

1968/69 1969/70

Direct development expenditures 8,576 10,493
Plan assistance to States and Union territories 8,031 7,004
Plan loans and advances to Public Sector under-

takings (excluding transfers to offset operating
deficits) 2,556 2,244

19,163 20,421

Including transfers to offset operating
deficits 19,563 20,421

Resource Prospects

146. If the States can be persuaded to follow suit with a larger devel-
opment financing effort, it should be possible during the next several years
to build un a cumulative increase in public resources for development which
will have over time a cumulative reinforcing effect on growth of the economy
and growth in public revenue. This is likely to require, however, not only
increased taxation and a more income-responsive revenue system along lines
put forward in this year's central budget, but also greater mobilization of
resources from other potential revenue sources. At the State level this will
require more taxation on the dynamic areas of agriculture and rates which
will increase the earnings from irrigation and electric power. There are
also indications of greater possibility for mobilizing rural saving for in-
vestment purposes and for increasing the institutional flow of small savings.
Land appreciation, not only resulting from higher agricultural yields but
from favorable location in other respects, should be another revenue source.
And at the Central level there are potentials, aside from further taxation,
in the rate structures of the railways and telecommunication and in profit
oriented pricing and efficiency measures in other government undertakings.
There is acute awareness of the need for improving the financial position
of government industrial enterprises and measures are being taken to this
end. But it is likely to be a hard slow process.
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147. The whole resource problem will, of course, be easier to manage
in a context of faster economic arowth. Here the nublic sector position is
one of both cause and effect. There are substantial additional public devel-
onment reauirements. the execution of which will In turn boost general levels
of economic activity and this will contribute to lars?er public revenues. But
there Is also an intermediate sten in this nrocess which involves concern
for accumulation of resources for development in the private sector as well
as the nublin. At nrPsnt. financial resourcns do not annear to be a sirnif-
icant constraint on private development in either agriculture or industry.
On thp indiatripl ciA t.hp nrnblqm In no of inPntiv.q to wrnand (vith
important exceptions in the agro-industry and consumer fields) rather than
finance. Hnwver, any auhtantial suro of nrivatp invstmipnt wuld also
run into a financial pinch. It seems likely therefore that both private and
nflim invPctmnt wivl1 hav to mnve y in arAi^ At. a mrdmPat-r.lV izir, new

for the next two or three years until resource generation in both areas
builds to allow for substantially higher llevels of investment.

-11A. nn prerJ.L CLA L)''..A ±-,- forJ Pa 4. a- .. J u --IS UIkS J ----- -. fA U 4- +1 -4 - . t-

tor would seem to be, not the impracticable proposals for lower tax rates
which arn vegi ly aoa but greater freedom to pursue lucratve lIne
of production in the interest of greater profitability and therefore a larger

bility414+r botknh ntrlb4ht4mm +. -nl4 -+ran 4m wrnnanml+
for investment. Although the control systems in private industry have been
cniieably r.lCZAa ., thos . a4 m1 .+ 411 remai4--.44I 4. a- reI- on cr r" o "ese 4.14-

which continue to emphasize physical supplies for carital goods production
and1t fo "ess ~lent.il consume goods, -- A. -Ul 4 - 4--04IC 142.± 4-.U i t, kUI 1 ICL t.1'LL -oIt

the need for greater earning and saving capacities which should be a criteria
o.4 I J. J.y eve VCI lines ol.4C prouciopr or, 4, L,.LP WAI±LU i~ mC-Yrbl UZeem=e. otheisC±e "non

essential". It would seem to be in this direction that India will be able
UU L11ureM6"_ Ulne low level UI QVrpVrMVU UCL VainLg Wa.e n11 nourer counurie5 WiLn
large industrial sectors is the mainstay of industrial resource mobilization.

140. In the long run, increased attention must also be paid to the
moblization of potential private personal savings. This ismmo seriously
apparent in the agricultural sector where there is much high and rising
income exempt from direct taxation. At the same Time, the agricultural sec-
tor gets a flow of institutional credit which is almost entirely financed
out of funds raised outside the sector by Government and semi-public insti-
tutions. More funds should be mobilized in the agricultural sector itself
through the further development of savings institutions. Also relevant is
the inadequate performance of the co-operatives, Land Development Banks and
State government lending agencies in ensuring collection of loan repayments
and interest. An important issue of more general relevance is the relatively
low level of interest rates maintained by financial institutions. In the
past, these rates have failed to reflect the opportunity cost of capital
(especially in the context of the past few years' price rises), and also
failed to channel adequate funds towards financial institutions, away from
more traditional outlets for savings and from consumption. And perhaps an
even more general, but also even longer term, problem is the need to develop
a better integrated and larger financial market.
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VIII. FOREIGN TRADE AND ECONOMIC POLICY

150. One of the fundamental assumptions of Indian development strategy
was that "if industrialization is to be rapid enough, the country must aim
at developing basic industries and industries which make machines to make
the machines needed for further development". 1/ Most of the increased
range of goods required to sustain the industrialization process, which in
turn needed a wide range of inputs, were expected to be produced locally at
an early stage. This necessarily led to considerable dispersion of effort
into many projects in widespread fields, often much smaller than the effici-
ent scale of operations. Even the few very large projects in the public
sector spread out to a wide variety of products, and, despite their large
sizes, often operated on small scales.

151. It is difficult to find fault with India's basic strategic decision
to industrialize; nor can one doubt that the country's natural and human re-
source endovmnts made it desirable that the industrialization process should
extend in depth, and should lay heavy emphasis on the production of basic
industrial materials and canital =oods. In view of the reanuired ranid and
profound structural transformation of the economr, it was impossible alto-
rnther to avoid the occurrence of hich coat inefficient develonments. But
the unavoidable problems were heightened and exacerbated by the low priority
Aivan nto PYnnrta by the nnnannuent need to rely on domentin annlia for too

wide a category of goods, and by the indiscriminate character of protective

IP---+~ Pol1icy: Pat nd Presaent

n nPolicy before Devaluation: in the First and Se Plan

the export of the products of India's new industrialization was not even
an 4 agnA -- A tha a ntn+a fr 4m.n vi-n.a4 ai oe,rta s r vrl-nA At+,

.. ~ .- pO~ .t . - .~% p e pr -, _.Fw - e viewe with.. a.v w

pessimism. Policy was closely geared to these views. None of the new in-
duatr4al pro4ectsause Intended to be evport-orIented even art1, or temao-
rarily. Fiscal policy discriminated against exports rather than in their

owtn. Than anonf , ian hont #rn4+-* nn a .. ra',+ wnt+h mnn. ,.iaA km an 1 ORAf

and 1960.

153. The Third Plan reflected a more ambitious and realistic thinking.
T. i an m .n &JUJ LL 6U 'JAn .FU She madeL Annahank1 4m A. h a AU d k LL a U nL ULab ULA.L% recouguniztJ 1-n1,0% vu#"W W& W"%y mWeL %usewoe%an '&n nWW Fooun CW a Lpw out Iuw

program for exports has not been regarded as an integral part of the country's
effortJ I under m tnULW L V J =VC6 CAAWD DM=m%;=.L H L_L .uc L"L"ls k

1/ Second Five Year Plftn,p..

l Tne autarcnic principle called ror very atrong re.Llance on the
"material balances" techniques in planning; the use of these techniques,
wnich allow no room for comparative cost considerations, in turn rein-
forced the autarchic tendencies.
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possible priority has to be given to exports". The Plan rather modestly
aimed at Re.37,000 million ($7,770 million) exports over the five year
period. In the event, making appropriate corrections for changes in statis-
tical coverage, exports realized during the Plan period fell short of the
target by about $220 million; 1/ between 1960/61 and 1965/66, the average
annual rate of growth, corrected for the change in statistical coverage.
was less than 4 percent. In contrast, world exports grew at an annual rate
of 7.5 percent between 1960 and 1965, and those of underdeveloped countries
by 5.5 percent. In 1964/65, world exports rose by 8 percent and those of
underdeveloped countries by almost 10 percent. but India's export growth
fell to less than 3 percent. In 1965/66, Indian exports actually declined.

154. The relative success of export performance in the Third Plan period
is closely related to changes in economic policv. However. many of the view
guiding export policy were only suited to the very short run. Fairly large
incentives were riven to selected commdities to allow them to be ernarted

more or less regardless of differences between domestic and export prices.
Thu onmnarative advantiaen wre to he neutralimad- The nrnlaimed Inng

run aim was that "each and every industry should become self-financing and
self-sunnortinz in rennect of its imprt renuirementA jrradual1v" P/

S_ S~ Vnravineering grntin- And to a unre limit.a PY.nyt. -Pnv-r41

the main incentives took the form of additional entitlements to scarce im-
-otw. T+ wo niijta aaar (tinerh n^t n1wava lamall +e% +vaviePma +thceg
entitlements or the actual imports at a good price, though it was often more
advantana to nea -h11 4en +ha arnuseoa t1n kt-a inaess. Tlh real v1-

of the entitlements varied sharply from industry to industry, and over time;
their -ntus alues at y ne- +4M Dnn T hg u.ess aA n+ a te+er +ke

precise number, there can be little doubt that the average value of incen-
~.LVD 6~~54 ~ J A ~ ~ ~ WO~, =D 6.L.L.V .Lvu, V=A-LJ

high indeed. The extreme value may have been as high as 200 percent. Inci-
ucu t"a..9 C r u"Aajv . .UVI ec%o V w O 0L. iLUe Uverumun was try.Lug
to implement a policy of extreme and refined selectivity with a tool of

Wi1U~ .LUp .I.1 ±P. UU. . LJ 1--- .A.. I -A -~~

156. TowardI primary products (includung such traditional quasi-primary
exports as jute and coir manufactures) export policy had little broad con-
ception beyond trying to offset the Impact of rising domestic prices and
costs through ad hoc subsidies. These attempts were limited by the general
assumption that elasticities of supply and demand were low, and that there
was no point in improving the returns to exporters. When occasional sur-
pluses were identified (somewhat arbitrarily, of necessity), they could be
exported, with the help of a specially tailored subsidy. When domestic
prices started rising in earnest, around 1962/63, mainly export-oriented

1/ From 1961/62 onwards, Goan exports were included, and also exports by
parcel post and overland trade with Nepal. The total of these addi-
tions is estimated to have amounted to $90 million annually.

2/ Ministry of Commerce, Report 1965166, p.33.
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commodities found themselves at a disadvantage, for their prices continued
to depend on those prevailing abroad, and as long as domestic and foreign
prices were not out of line, no export subsidy was given. Therefore, supply
suffered. In 1965 a more general incentive scheme was introduced under the
name of tax credit certificate; but its effective rates, ranging from 4 to
30 percent, did not even offset the recent rise in domestic prices, let
alone provide enough impetus to exports most of which had already been stag-
natini for a decade. Thus, the Drivate sector had little incentive for
efforts to remove supply bottlenecks. Government effort to do so was also
limited even where there was such export oportunity as that provided by
India's rich iron ore reserves.

157. In June 1966 the rupee was devalued by 36.5 percent (i.e. rupee
value of foreign exchange was rained by 57.5 nercent). However, the deval-
uation was accompanied by the suppression of all previous incentives and
the imnniitinn nf ernn-rt tar on w vide rAnae n? anndn- The effentive ex-

change rate offered to exports of new manufactures in most cases actually
deteriorated. Vnr traditional exnorts, there van an imnrovement relative
to the immediate pre-devaluation situation, but in the case of sever&L of
the mnat nrnotnt na intuiding iuto nodn tea and nPnnPer it u"n only

marginal. Taking into account the 20 percent rise in wholesale prices since
the intro%duction of the Pax Credi+ or+4fat % Scheme for a maiivty of ev-
ports the devaluation did not result in a more favorable comparison of
domestic and forein prices than in early 1065 when the Aeelratvo4n of
export growth was already well under way. On the export side, the point of
the devolno+4an use mnva a dew+-4-.4+-4-ne14w+4an 4 nnonf4was nt- IAA

to exports of manufactures than a measure to provide additional assistance.

158. Reacting to precipitous falls in exports, the Government repeatedly

case of tea and jute goods these adjustments did not prevent India's relative
n -u-u'u"w puos-14-lon from fuwu te du-&-r-f "n g tou tne pusoin w-ere some

G.A Ca~Ls ltAle JVC.LI..VLA C LI'Ji.L VU LL%1 W=11.~LVAL.US %oV. %oU=A JV.L"%o WULL- DWW=Z

of the ground lost to other suppliers and to substitutes may never be recov-

in 1964/65. However, if tea and jute goods are included, primary exports are
.. LJ1,W.LX 6.U LLMV0 14" .Wu DULU.4 V1 to'L.i .L7U-tJ%J.) 1-=%;UrU LUJ CWJUF. IF.LVV U"L.L.LA.

The limited extent of the recovery, in the much improved overall agricultural
situetion, may be partly duW to the general difficulty Of regaining ground
once lost, and partly to the fact that duties continue to be levied on many
pr.Lmary exports. V

159. A few months after devaluation, it was decided to give cash incen-
tives to selected engineering exports. These were revised several times;
after the latest major revision, in March 1968, they had a median rate of
15-20 percent, and a top rate of about 30 percent. Furthermore, iron and
steel, and more recently, certain chemicals were provided to exporters at
"international" prices (about 25 percent below domestic prices for most cate-
gories of steel). Exporters of manufactures and particularly engineering

If See Appendix Table 32.
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exports from sources of their choice. This privilege is highly priced, 1

even when the requirements for domestic production are licensed on the basis

inputs from sources of the producers' choice provides valuable flexibility.
Un the Other hand, the indigenous angle restrictivon are appiued to the
export replenishment scheme also, though less strictly than in the licensing
for domestic production; aUU in some ianuces tas may have resulcu i
valuable export possibilities not being exploited as vigorously as would be
desirable. For cotton textiles, which had aslso suffered from the demise of
the previous incentive scheme, new schemes were also introduced. Thus,
after the last series of major changes in the incentive system, in March
1968, the effective export rate was more favorable than it had been in early
1966 for most goods.

160. In the prevailing conditions of recession, there were considerable
surpluses of iron, steel and engineering goods which could be rapidly ori-
ented towards the export market. In 1968/69, there was a 10 percent rise
in overall exports, though this carried them only about 3 percent above the
1964/65 peak. 2/ The rise in steel and engineering exports was particularly
spectacular; with a 40 percent increase in one year, the value of steel
exports exceeded $100 million, while the value of engineering exports leapt
up by more than 100 percent to about $90 million. Cotton textile 3/ exports
increased by about 25 percent to about $120 million, which is still below
their previous peak (the $130 million mark having been passed in 1965/66,
and several times before that). Iron, steel and engineering exports taken
together will soon constitute the second largest category of Indian exports,
immediately after jute goods, before even an old staple such as tea. Such
a fast rise in new types of exports has not occurred without difficulties
in such widespread fields as transportation - Indian ports were not equipped
for handling bulky export items - credit and credit insurance, quality con-
trol, after sales service, etc. - in addition to the difficulties of admin-
istering complex intervoven subsidy and rebate schemes. That these very
real difficulties were effectively surmounted is an impressive record.

161. More can still be done to promote primary and quasi primary exports,
or new variations on them, such as jute cloth for carpet backing instead of
sacking, and marine products in the form of deep-frozen prawn rather than

1/ Replenishment imports are subject to indigenous angle restrictions but
they do not seem to be taken into account in relative import content
calculations. (See para. 162, et seq.) In addition, there is widespread
concern that import Policy may become more restrictive in future, fur-
ther increasing the value of import entitlements and justifying present
efforts to earn them.

2/ These are nreliminary estimates. based on nine months' trade data.

3I Including varn.
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dried fish. Nevertheless, it has long been clear that a major impetus for
export growth had to come from industrial goods and it has now been demon-
strated that these exports are capable of providing such an impetus. It has
also been shown that when prices are competitive - which for a long time
may have to mean lower than those of well established competitors - the world
appears quite ready to absorb Indian supplies. The fact that in this respect
the closure of the Suez canal was of considerable benefit at just the right
moment does not reduce the impact of the demonstration, though in other cir-
cumstances India would have had to make an even greater price effort.

162. It remains to be seen whether the recent upswing in exports consti-
tutes only a short-run gain. or whether it is the beginning of sustained
growth. It is relevant to note that 1968 was a particularly good year for
world exorts. and especially for those of underdeveloped countries - though
for the first time, India's performance was well above the average. The
real question is whether present export policv is likely to nromote long-term
growth. Export and import policies are closely inter-related in many ways,
and the attempt to answer this auestion can only follow the raoid examination
of import policy in the next section.

Import Policy

163. In the early Plans, Indian development strategy leaned in the
dirpntinn n-r sutart-hv All -nmmnditAP rpniiirod hv thp Pnnnnv uPrP t-n h

produced domestically at the earliest possible date. Imports were to supply
only what was nhyadcn11v imnossible to produce No mchanism na pmvided
for taking into account cost considerations in promoting this so-called
"4mnw'.+ aiha+ 4+11+4n" nVf^Ms When irond O4A 4 mpr+ aha+4++4n wna

discovered to be a lengthier process than first thought, export policy was
r4.A; but import pa wnar not

policy. Ever since the early years of planning, imports were in principle
banned if dometJC proAuctn wsa .PP4-4an+ +- ma+ Aman+4 A,ma,, ,A

less of price. Most often the policy was applied quite strictly. It was
Implmented+a +hrou"b procedures of "4Adgenous ne c3ear.ac", 4.. t+e

.L U % WLA eSAA 'JV. U4V L JLSa *SJ .%" LO' L .i~ .. % 11

determination, to the controllers' satisfaction, that adequate indigenous
LVpIj.L.LWD W=.&W U CVCL..LQ.U.L. .LA TO cuntert1hW tWe%d "-.Y toI -MLy On IJU LI-Uortd

components and semi-manufactures, administrative pressures were used to re-
uu%;= V"W Lmpul- uvu s uLL LUUmm;Oo.L%; P1VuUA;LU. :LJ Lu "uu.L1.U" LIU J.uLg-
enous angle import bans, for many firms the ratio of authorized imports of
cUmponents nu seMi-moanuufacures reative #L o 1.A. prouuULiou was VUUuCWU
by administrative decision, from time to time, in some cases according to a
pre-set schedule. dMu"".strative procedures were particularly strict in the

1 The definition of 1import content" for this purpose, includes only
components and semi-manufactures directly imported by the producers.
Raw material imports, and imports by the firmrs domestic suppliers,
are not included.
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three or four years preceding the develuation of the rupee, when domestic
and foreign prices were completely out of line, and permission to import
anything at all was sure guarantee of a high profit.

165. Prior to devaluation of the rupee in June, 1966, the Government
made still another use of import controls. In addition to the qualitative
controls, imports were further restricted by adminstrative decisions. In
the case of capital goods the restrictions were governed by ad hoc consider-
ations, the most important being apparently related to the availability of
particular types of foreign loans. Imports of current production goods
were restricted to some fractions of the imports notionally required for
full capacity utilization, the fraction being in principle the same for all
firms of a given sector, independently from their relative efficiency.

166. Soon after devaluation, which greatly eased the pressure of import
demand- and which was followed by a large non-project aid commitment by the
Aid-India Consortium, this last type of control was liberalized. Firms in
59 nrioritv industries - accounting for the major part of industrial produc-
tion - were allowed to import their full requirements of current inputs
without auantitative restrictions. However, the import allocation mechanisms
had to be retained. A large proportion of imports are financed by non-
nroient aid of differina tvnes and desirabilities- and by inconvertible bi-

lateral trade accounts with East European countries. The controllers con-
tinue to decid whinh funds are to be used for Rnonifi imports in the liaht
of costs in supplying countries, and the relative priorities of would-be
imnrtnnra The anlitati-v rprzfriCtiona ndinePicnin Anop PlArAnnfa and

indigenous content requirements, (as well as the ban on imports of finished
fannau11mntion~f nAn ' varP nrIF Yremoved -and 1 ndeed were Pt~%~ nrnonav

tightened. 1/ The quantitative relaxation still endures, though the require-
ment fht the jimrn"tc 'hi n t.inalir naadd f r -nv-raiiitieNn hoa hoan mcda mte,

stringent, so as to prevent speculative buildups of inventories and the
l en+h of Tic-nin -r e- u adnvae antn % M haira t%^^na4 llno11r . 'ofl o+. ae +ha

Government's expectations about the availability of foreign exchange, and

fits. They have helped to give Indian industry a width and depth of develop-
menu unique amvug undrducy1V peu COuntries, wi WneXpvUWPu----x.pUU U1

China. India now produces an impressive range of modern industrial goods,
U mout wth ltte import of compoCuts UnU semi-manulactures.

Nevertheless, import policy has had serious defects. The quantitative re-
strictions applied before devaluation prevented any competition as the marxet

/ The difference between pure quantitative restrictions and restrictions
based on indigenous angle and import content considerations may not be
immediately apparent but it is nevertheless crucial. The former put an
absolute ceiling on each firm's imports, so as to allow the sa rate
of capacity utilization for all firms of each sector. The latter limit
the ratio of imports to production, but place no absolute ceiling on
each firm's imports provided its production increases proportionately.
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share of each firm was effectively fixed by the controls. This particular
effect has been eliminated, and competition increased in the last three
years. 1/ This virtual absence of competition between domestic firms has
reinforced the effects of the absolute protection from imports without regard
for cost considerations, and promoted the growth of a relatively high cost
industrial structure. This is not a matter of Indian prices being higher
than foreign prices; that depends on the exchange rate used for the compari-
son. The point is that as all domestic production is fully protected from
imports, the price system provides no indication as to what it would be more
advantageous for India to produce. Overall resources being strictly limited,
the growth of any higher cost or less advantageous firm or industry neces-
Sarily means that the arovth of a lower cost or more advantapeous one must
be foregone.

Trade Policy Issues

168. The Government now recognizes the need "to remove certain struc-
tral disadvantages hich Tdian inAuatr has AvxalaA haeaaa i+ raun mora

or less wholly oriented towards import substitution ... " 2/ But these new
nrv nnlnila hoi + + heMn fill- +,omela+a 4"+ a4l-4 moqena me Th,

decision to devalue the rupee, in June 1966, already represented a signifi-
n+. no Anna+ne A+ the +4ma +1, -nn 4 an use monn a++-nkrA ++h-n-

largely in emotional rather than economic terms. On the import side -
ks&4- A w4 M D.,jqsu %AiJWLAWQ~.L" L V.D .C.La %J.LJ. UYW..L i .&AUi..L O WL.L LUS.W .i~ 4 -

the devaluation caused a roughly 45 percent increase in landed import prices.
Ue Uenefits Of thC Wmeasure were immediate, An tCes of the muh redu.cCd

irrationality of the import substitution process, and a sufficient reduction
of ne pressurce on tne curvl system .o allow suusantial 1ure"izaxt"Luu
of imports over a vast front (helped, it is true, by increased commitment
of non-project aid and an Industrial receunsu. kLb seen auove, the measures
accompanying the devaluation much reduced its impact on exports, and it was
fully felt only when incentives to non-traditional exports were reinstated.
This was followed by the 1968/69 boom in those exports; it is difficult to
lAgILn 6a11w UYImLug "&C c11.ouu nave occurreu W1nuuL Ue ueva"uauon.
This increase in the average level of incentives and the substantial liberal-
izauton of production importu are Bubstantial advances towards translating
the new principles in concrete policy terms.

169. On the side of imports, the partial liberalization which followed
the devaluation already represents a very substantial advance. The diffi-
culty of further steps is enhanced by the acute shortage of foreign exchange,
the uncertainties regarding future aid availabilities and the prevalence of
protectionist sentiments. Hence the need for caution and gradualism. It
should nevertheless be possible to prevent further investment in excessively

1/ However, there have been of late indications that the mechanisms for
collusion - which did not exist because they were not needed prior to
import liberalization - are now being put in place.

2/ Government of India, Economic Survey, 1968-69, para. 6.
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uneconomic activities by announcing that such investment will receive only
a specified level of protection through customs duties. To apply gradual
pressure on existing firms, indigenous angle bans might be replaced by quasi-
prohibitive duties which could be gradually reduced to the level of normal
protective duties according to a pre-set schedule. Of course, this would
require a reworking of the customs tariff into a rational instrument of
protection. There are today very few protective duties in the Indian Cus-
toms Tariff; industry prefers to secure protection through import controls.
While the wider use of protective duties would result in some increase in
the average incidence of import duties on dutiable imports above the present
level of 35 to 40 percent, it would in fact represent a reduction of the
effective nrotection franted by tariffs and imnort restrictions taken to-
gether.

170. It may well be that, if such a policy is implemented, the overall
lpvpl of imnnortq wnld tend tn rise above the tole,-rhle Tpvel Tf no the

shaving off of the absurdly high peaks of protection could be accompanied
hv come vice in the hanie rnont of iwrnnrtc! fr? instnnp thronah sin int-r
in the basic customs duty - at present a duty is levied at the minimum rate
of 27.5 nprrnt on nractirally all imnort.-_ inicluding raw materialsZ This
would, of course, leave untouched the problem of the unequal desirability
of diver e inconve+ l4h a d ani hKi1ii+waal ^1arvine funAe. h wim
arises only for funds which are not to be used for bulk purchases (non-
r,'.n n4 . A -- 1 . P4 on

4  
i +1-un 'k"1 ' -n,nnv+ _P -rm,A 40 it) c fn.i

izer or cotton creates no allocation problem), which are usable for non-
r.^ 4 an+ 4

nrs+ and hi-h +h,.unh a nahi na+4 ofn a Un4 - r-4 a ch uanon

and the desirability of the goods they can finance, are less readily utilized

and some administrative allocation would have to be retained. However, this

other purposes.

171. The problems of import and export policy are interrelated. As
.Long as the import substitution policy results in a vast array of ratios of
domestic to foreign prices, rational export policy is difficult, and there
appears to be no good alternative to trying to compensate for the 3istortions
created by import policy and for other adverse domestic cost factors, with-
out actually correcting them. Within these limits, an attempt has been made
to encourage the expansion of engineering and steel exports. Subsidies have
been provided to them on a large front, to take account of cost disadvan-
tages and also, inter alia, of the need to sell initially at prices lower
than those of established suppliers. These subsidies provide more stable
encouragement than the predevaluation schemes, and the divergence between
extreme rates has also been reduced. Action towards primary exports was
much less, but even in this field there appears to be increasing realization
that taxation which discriminates against exports is bound to harM them.
Increasing attention also seems to be paid to the possibilities of industrial
exports and the case for export incentives outside the engineering sector.

172. The withdrawal of protection from the most extremely profitable or
extremely inefficient internally oriented operations would by itself increase
the relative attraction of the export market. Nevertheless, the new import
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policy should also be reflected in a parallel continued improvement of
export policy. The purpose of the reform should be the same as on the im-
port side: to promote concentration on the comparatively most advantageous
fields. instead of rromoting the spread of export efforts into too many
directions, at the cost of relative neglect of the most rewarding ones.

Future Trade and Trade Policy

173. In 1968/69, the most rapid growth of exports took place in those
infitntriPL fieldii shprp there was t-nnaidiPrable exens P-Snanity: enoatp-d

electric cables, mild steel pipes, and structural steel are the best cases
in noint. Mont of those rnorts alan rp-ivei nheave averng inrntives

When investment demand picks up, some of the slack in capacity will be taken
up, and the scope for further rapid growth will be limited unless incentives
are further raised. But if the divergence in the values of incentives in-
cre-aseA +he 4 irri+ 4 nal4+Y o the y, ae+am wuld e enhanced, and the e-v,ao-.t

effort would become even more dispersed and therefore less productive. The
4nk41+ and -nc+n+ to some av+an+ -ybaGOn+ 43 +et4n ine+en u. tisnu lA

also slow down export growth, notably by artificially increasing the risks
o-rf purp9%oeftt.lJy eX-.%-.'.-L+V40,riente inetment. Mo,vemnt~ towards more tmlfol=

incentives would be preferable but might not be forthcoming. These un-
ce-Iintie,.s U.. W lt SOAG eXt-MA sti j.11. cloWdJA. k-rospects -11 th -- n

run.

LA. anLy pCQ1.e.LU =11urtb are uISu laqui-rcu L.u cuburc 1.1nat InM gruwta

potential of the traditional exports and of new variations on them is fu.ly
exploited. An end to tax discrimination through export taxes against these
exports would seem to be a prerequisite to success in this field, along
with efforts by the Government and others to develop key supplies and mar-
kets. These efforts must be large, but also well directed. This presupposes
a continuing preoccupation with easing the limitations of amount and quality
in export supplies, continued improvement in the Government's knowledge of
export supply and market problems, and the provision of an institutional
framework for gathering accurate and timely information on export supplies
and markets, and for taking and implementing decisions based on this.

175. Policy also has a big role to play in improving the general envi-
ronment of export operations. Much improvement was wrought in many fields
in the past two years. In particular, credit facilities have improved; a
great joint effort was made by Government and industry to solve specific
shipping problems; the procedures for obtaining foreign exchange for travel
and marketing abroad have been greatly smoothed; a fairly successful effort
is being made to streamline procedures for the payment of rebates and subsi-
dies. Of course, further effort is necessary in all these fields, and in
many others, but the Government appears responsive to the manifest needs of
exporters.

176. In the short run, even without major policy change, a fairly good
export expansion can be expected in 1969/70. With the moderate recovery in
investment that is the best that can be hoped for, engineering and steel
exports should record another increase. It should be possible to expand
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somewhat a great many primary exports. As the relative importance of carpet
backing is increasing. jute goods exports should at least hold their own;
and there may well be some recovery in tea exports. Overall, given a measure
of luck and a few minimal adaptations of policy, it should be possible for
exports to increase in 1969/70 to about $1,870 million. However, new situ-
ations. and esDecially an approach to fuller capacity utilization as domestic
demands increase, will require continuing adaptations of policy to sustain
the marked imorovement of this past year and the prospect of further improve-
ments in the next year or two.

177. The level of imports depends more on export earnings and aid re-
eints than on imnort nolicv. What the im-nort noliev outlined above iR

designed to achieve is obviously not a higher level of imports purely for
it nwn sake. Rather it should achievt a ratinnali7ation nf thp divininn

of tasks between domestic production and imports, thus reducing the cost of
progress, incrasaingf tha a?-Pie-iPrr n- Tn~rian industry,v %knd onntrbi'1irF to
the feasibility of the desired export growth. With appropriate adaptation
Of impor and evpor+ 4 l4t r va aff^wf+ no e-viima+n"^naa "14,o +hI ,n+4mn

ation of export growth at around the Government's target of 7 percent a year
on +he aveage should he feasible.

IX. AID REQUIREMENTS

.L I J. 'G=a- un"Certa.Ltie con.L nue toL .uoLu IDCl anC of p-M-yM=enL-t

forecasts even in the very short run. Thus, statistics now available indi-
cae values of exporLs and importsn iu"/uu respectively 2 percen aunu
percent lower than the values given in our last report, issued one month
alter the end of that year. Our export florecast fur LYU/69) ib likely to
be within three percent of actual exports, but our import forecast was prob-
ably excessive by about 10 percent. va ne bse of foou imports, Tnis was
due to unforeseeable delays in the signing of loan agreements, and the U.S.
dock strike; for non-food imports, we projected into the future what we
thought was occurring in 1967/68. It now appears that, far from rising by
about 7 percent, non-food imports remained almost constant in 1968/69 at the
1967/68 level, which itself was about 5 percent lower than we had thought.
Thus, despite a considerable shortfall of aid disbursements from the levels
thought to be required, and an actual fall in overall net aid receipts from
above $1 billion in 1967/68 to only about $600 million in 1968/69 1/ the
balance of payments remained manageable. 2/

1/ Net of debt service and repayments to the IMF and IBRD.

2/ The uncertainty about future trends is enhanced by that surrounding
past data. Imports, in particular, are underestimated in Indian trade
statistics, though we do not know quite to what extent, nor how the
error affects particular commodity groups, nor whether the extent of
underestimation is fairly stable.
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179. This, however, does not mean that India required as little aid as
she received. This low aid level was sufficient only because the revival
of the economy was quite modest, investment continued to sag, and major in-
dustrial sectors remained depressed. Overall investment fell in absolute
value; in relation to national income, net investment was at its lowest
level in more than a decade. In real terms, the absolute value of per capita
investment was about the same last year as ten years earlier; therefore, it
is not too surprising, nor particularly gratifying, that India could manage
with a net aid inflow of about $600 million - very close to the net aid
received ten years ago.

180. With hindsight, one might say that there was room for a somewhat
more expansionary policy, which could have been financed by accelerated
drawing on the aid pipeline and a lesser improvement in the reserves posi-
tion. However, given the Government's limited knowledge of the immediate
balance of payments situation, a considerably more expansionary policy would
have been prudent only if the following year's aid had been assured, which
it was not. Therefore it was sound policy to minimize the risk of having
to apply fiscal, monetary and licensing restrictions brutally in the near
future. The conclusion to be drawn from the 1968/69 events is not that
India needs less aid than was previously thought necessary, but that devel-
opment aid is required for development; if there is Just a little development,
a little aid may do; if there is just a little aid, a little development
must do.

Investment Renuiraments

181. Therp in now a fair chance that. with reasonably annd vpather

agricultural production would grow at an average rate of 4 to 4.5 percent
in the not few year. Rv ratrino to the rPn2robmnnta of affyimnltni-s tI

consumer demand, and to exports, industrial production should be capable of
Mrowing at n - nv eAn fhum allwine fnv Natinal Tnt%na a +h at

4 to 5 percent annually. For a few years, none of this would depend on more
than a mida-iAtp atn-irn in invPstment tho mainr inmtinatu wnilld ome flnm

technological change; some increase in public investment along with private
investment in fast maturing -nroiqaf- onmhind with the nPw rnnity hnnfht

into being by old projects reaching completion, and the existence of wide-
-- read exce apa 4 t, ab^11A 11-a anfPe4 ,an an-+a heaa +4 1-h& %+

sion process in the short run.

182. However, if this newly found buoyancy is to be sustained beyond
+tso a, +hra ernoe ar, nowr4 aA yearsoA 4+ mna+ ann, 4 - a 1.'*- - 4 4-1- S~ * S~'. JS. ~ - & ~ *-- * - - -asses- .. rss. a b Y'.jA. t.O.

base. We cannot evaluate the precise volume and distribution of these capi-
+vnl aens. Va+ 44+ 4 q ^la- +h-+ -n

4 n 1
+-pes , T 411 ., tu. 4 ------ A .. 414

ties for irrigation, power distribution, feeder roads, storage and marketing
AGUAAAGg @% AMAGW AM umH W.L.LA flADU US HUCUU AH ALUMLMU1rL

catering to the demands of agriculture, of exports, and of the consumer; and
in basic overhead faclities, such as electric power, transportation, edu-
cation, population control and the bare beginnings of an effort to tackle
India's gigantic urban problems. And one cannot even think of tackling,
but one must certainly bear in mind, the capital needs of the huge flow of
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people into India's enormous pool of unemployed - fed not only by population
growth but also - and perhaps increasingly - by technical progress and social
change.

163. We are not able to make more than a broad judgement about the
magnitude of the effort required. Yet it appears that investment needed
for the sustenance of income growth at about 5 percent would require a sub-
stantial step-up of both private and public investment from their current
low rates. A 10 percent annual increase of total net investment from its
present level could probably be considered a minimal requirement; if produc-
tion grows as forecast, this would raise the ratio of investment to NNP to
only about 12 percent in 1973/74. Even if this were done, the investment
for the next five years would be, in real terms, only about one third more
than investment realized during the Third Plan period; in real terms per
capita, only about 10 percent more.

Savings and the Resource Gap

184. If income were to grow at an average rate of 5 percent, the
chances for a successful resource mobilization effort would be much brighter
than for a long time in the past, when growth was slow or non-existent.
Nevertheless. with population growing at 2.5 percent. the latitude left to
policy in this respect is limited. Within a liberal society, it is obviously
imnractical to prevent ner canita consumntion from rising with income. De-
velopment must yield tangible fruits if sufficient efforts and enthusiasm
are to be devoted to it. The best that can be honed for is to keen ner
capita consumption from rising quite as fast as income. There are several
factorn limiting n nntstible vicA in the rate of savingr. in Fadition to the

potent desire to emulate higher standards both in private and public consump-
tinn, Amng them, the new noritnltural orjentation of the develonment n-r-

cess, and the leading role of foodgrains, imply a fairly rapid growth of
consumption * nrthermore,if eaos that tayation will havet val% hpnvilyv

on excise duties, and the returns from these can grow rapidly only if con-
wr-v 4. n +^" grnga Mvall ', 4+ ic ^-F,=n a va A +I%a+ +h

reorientation of the development process towards agriculture and light
*.i dd, %-.-LLee0 soldU L~. O~.. inres the l. resurc base andt _&La*w Ina. to improve sub0 '

stantially upon the marginal savings performance of the past 10 years. The
*1 :.. .11 U.. 4. U - - 44. _- U_ 6-- P--. -- I

argmen .LS Y0.".LU, butI it becumAi OWDU.LU ".4 JJULV"~U VJW LM.. W&JL.Ly &L JW.Lufs

consumption can provide the basis for fast growth of agriculture and light

185. Even with good income growth, there is iTmply no possioility for
domestic savings to finance the required fairly steep rise in investment,
even if they are supplemented by the current levels of net aid. Yet a short-
fall of realizations from these truly minimal investment requirements is
bound to depress income growth below the roughly 5 percent rate which could
otherwise be sustained. This, in turn, would not simply delay the time when
certain goals are reached; it may well put these goals beyond reach alto-
gether. With population pressing hard upon income growth, a difference of
one point in the growth or income may well mean all the dirference between
increasing the rate of savings, and thus permitting income ultimately to
outpace the growth of population, and failing to do so.
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186. One would like to have a firm estimate of the shortfall of feasible
savings from investment needs. Unfortunately, we really know little even
about past savings and investment trends, let alone future investment and
resources. Yet, even with the low, falling, and evidently very inadequate
investment levels of 1968/69, the economy absorbed more than $600 million
net aid. However one looks at the data, and whatever reasonable allowance
one makes for conceivable uncertainties and possible lucky developments, one
cannot see the rise in domestic savings catching up with investment needs in
the near future. For a more solid basis of sustained economic growth there
seems to be no alternative to a fairly steep rise of net aid from the par-
ticularly depressed 1968/69 level to levels perhaps still below, but closer
to the actual net aid receipts of past years - say a figure not far below
$1 billion within two or three years. In later years, it is conceivable
that additional sources of domestic finance, which cannot now be foreseen,
might appear - for instance, if income growth is faster than can now be
reasonably expected. However, it must be quite clear that the aid required
for a satisfactory growth pattern to be established and sustained is most
unlikely to fall below this suggested level of about one billion dollars -
indeed, it is more likely to rise further.

187. While net aid should be resumed at levels closer to the recent
past if income arowth is to be sustained for the present the rather gloomy
uncertainty surrounding aid obliges the Government to act with a great deal
of prudence. As seen above the 1969/70 Budaet is unlikely to aive a major
stimulus to the economy. Any increase in investment in basic overhead facil-
ities and heavy industry is likely to remain small. Nevertheless. with
further investment in foodgrain stocks and the contemplated modest increase
in nublic investment- along with continued rood demand for aaro-oriented

capital, some revival of consumption-oriented investment, and the further
revival of eonomic activitv. income and saving may be enough for the time

being to keep the saving/investment gap and the balance of payments deficit
tallowinie fnr furthpr Pynnrt arnv.th) from aettinn mih 1nrar. Thun in

1969/70 it may again be possible to manage vith net aid at about the 1968/69
level. say around 165o million. Thin- hnwver- in a vicinus nirr!lt: an Iont

as more resources are not clearly in sight, the Government cannot prudently
aim at a mum-h higher inventment 1PvPT an lnna AA thp lovdal of inv m+rent

remains low, immediate aid requirements remain low too. If this were recog-
ni4 qad and~ o? 4.naA level of ni weze im + fhaeahly n,ly +

year, this would open the way to somewhat easier fiscal and monetary policies
in +he inteist oP additional 41wr%m+main+ alle-m4n alu4v a a fee,r

d.. . ... c.. . .0 a~.. a..ve- m.- , the- b - l -1 foz a great ~
development effort than presently contemplated and justifying net aid re-
nii vm-,n+a a+ m^ioa +hain th 10 4/(0 Iav'al Ul+ anl^h a ,+n m 1 A ha As

sirable only within the context of an expected further step-up the following
renogi aA .w n +h unenwiA-ble A<h w na+ A-1-- +U4- 4-1-an+LYears; and, "ve th W ...

4
A~1aA 1,~...d al, VLthI0 aqqu.i.Lqu the1

build-up of a larger aid pipeline in 1969/70 to establish the basis for more
buoyan+ financial anA A-,-I----w+ -^14-4-- 4- In7r%/71

andpooio fot bo those s far V="A.U C ursue expor %1M A t ll l urier n a

and promotion efforts beyond those so far pursued exports may rise in accord-
ance with the ouIlciul objeCtIves of about 7 percent per annum; If SO, Thley
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would reach almost $2.5 billion by 1973/74. In any case, in 1969/70, a
fairly good increase in exports, say to about $1,870 million or $100 million
or so more than the probable 1968/69 level, is likely to be achieved.

189. Food Imports: The assumption that Net National Product could
increase at an average annual rate of 5 percent would presuppose agricultural
production growing by about 4.5 percent annually. If this is achieved, with-
in the next five years India should no longer be a net importer of foodgrains.
She should therefore no longer be able to use food aid. Food aid accounted
for about one-third of gross aid receipts in the past few years. Its de-
crease will place a relatively heavy burden on other forms of aid. However,
in 1969/70, partly because of the mechanics of delayed shipments, foodgrain
imports are likely to rise marginally to about $400 million, of which about
$280 million would be aid financed.

190. Non-food Iaorts: Leaving aside invisibles. the net aid figures
given above must be transferred to India in the form of a trade deficit.
Imorts should therefore rise to about $2,520 million in 1969/70 - of which
about $2,120 non-food imports as against about $2,020 million in 1968/69.
The contemlated step-up in investment. however mild. combined with further
increases in the consumption of industrial goods, are extremely likely to
raise the level of imnorts by this much even if the nresent tight inort
restrictions are fully maintained. The import level indicated by the re-
sources gan calenlations looks reasonable, though certainlv not overabundant
from the point of view of import content, in a slightly more active develop-
ment nontext.

IQI. In the Innger run. the nourne of Imnorta vill of nurse depnd on

foreign exchange availability - that is, on exports and on aid. If exports
atuallIv ronw at an annual rate of 7 nPriant- and if Tndia retiaftvn an amnimnt

of net aid commensurate with the requirements of development-generating
i- anry-I eam t^the lavla ^f not aid v-arainfa ^ vann+ %rna -

overall imports would have to rise faster than production. If, furthermore,
o n vul rnate gy+,ia+uce 4 an fUl and the need o r 4foo m,ot A4 4miiahes

the transfer of these amounts of net aid would involve a steep rise in non-
f-oA impo+s. This - OlA -aIn -a1w 4- 4- +^nna fI 4mowmen+. 4,,

the quantity and quality of aid, and to the better export performance -

restricti onson 4imos wre MAa.-ftelly M azSe Q1. mAla
have to be wrought by purposeful policies; it would not occur automatically
w.L ULI e weaug u u4 4WZC.LCA wAUoU"u DAULL5U, uncOUO= GU restricUu
are motivated not only by the latter but also by strong protectionist senti-
menH UUh An Uvernmeu ad in industry. HUWeve, eVen WLthUL UCh elUax-
ation, really fast growth in investment would by itself lead to fast import
growth, and incremental consumer demand will turn to industrial goods whose
non-food content is by definition heavier than that of foodgrains. Inasmuch
as export growth will come largely from industry, exports will also nave a
heavier import content. Thus, not very much will in fact remain for badly
needed structural changes, for a shift away from import substitution at all
cost, towards areas of production which hold greater comparative advantages.
Still, these higher net aid levels would allow - and in order to be capable
of being transferred, would require - some easing of import restrictions,
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some beginnings to be made towards rationalizing the structure of Indian
industry. This should reinforce the impact of the higher path of investment
in sustaining relatively fast income growth.

192. Invisibles and Debt Service: Debt Service will continue to be
the largest element of invisibles; it is estimated at $548 million in
1969/70 and $560 million in 1970/71. If new aid is given on very favorable
terms, debt service may rise to $610 -$650 million by 1973/74, depending on
the level of new aid. One may perhaps hope that other capital and invis-
ibles (including errors and omissions. private capital movements, receipts
from tourism and transportation, etc.) will gradually improve - though we
really know very little about them.

Gross Aid Reauirements and the Transfer Problem

193. The Short Run: In 1969/70. if net aid is to be about the same as
in 1968/69 - say about $650 million, given debt service obligations, repay-
ments to the IMF and the final withdrawal of the IBRD snecial denosit. there
will be need for gross aid disbursements of about $1,350 million; perhaps
alizhtlv more if a laraer stan un in aid in the folloving year annearn

likely and it is therefore desirable to move on a smoother path towards a
higher imnort PvPl. Out of thee amounts. about 1280 million could be

food aid, and about $1,120 million would have to be non-food aid.

194. About $400 million can be expected to be disbursed out of past
nroiect niA nmmitment. Alvadn co^mitted nn-nrMj*rt aiH available for

disbursement at the beginning of 1969/70 amounted to more than $800 million,
of which about hk mill0 1w; 1hAIuld be disburied it4+ho+ A4ffi^iil+ in the

course of the year. About $35 million should be available as non-food
TP. L h h4 .h les,raS dc+ w-O m4114t0 +n ha Aioh toAbe A-4 sbun-sed Out., -4 A 4.

the current year. This should be feasible without much difficulty, provided
ddb - e L Ue f 1 -0 .aiI An g. Ve A .JAJVL r l-M %J mL.L4.J.1 ~ ~ ~ O~L. .1.J1. i~k onJ , -4 - - -J^J--- - -4- .-

other new aid is still of the non-project type, and commitments are uade

prepared, bearing in mind that it is likely to coincide with a fall in food
CL.LU uVu, 11 LV/ I _, &.L ue diburseueuuC o. nou-MdU C6.LU a LU.LU aLLoUI 1.0

about $1,100 million. In order for such a disbursement level to be feasible,
coUM.mm entse in tne preoun XCMI- wvUAU u&nrY UV U= C60 &Cansau uCw UK u%.
Thus roughly $1,100 million non-food aid commitments are required in 1969/70,
Lu jpp..CiV Lu. ZtAp=p-up usbVursemesn in tU foLLowiUg year, in. con-
trast to about $700 million committed in 1967/68 and $900 million comitted

InYO~U/ UY k. LU zU.Lu1uS uu+- aL.L cases inc'. -- food~ PIULUBUMM16MeUtF5 Ure
stepped-up in this way - and in a usable form - policies must remain geared
to low investment, low aiu need paths. Thas would be a consequence, not a
justification of the low aid level.

196. The Long Run: We have been looking at aid needs in terms of the
foreign capital inflow India needs to complement domestic savings and. export
earnings in order to finance the desirable levels of investment debt service
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BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SUMMARY

1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71
Actuals Actuals Prelim. Forecast Projection 5/

estimate

Imports 2771 2632 24dO 2520 2750
of which: Foodgrains 868 691 380 400 320

Others 1903 1941 2020 2120 2430
Ekports 1542 1598 1770 1875 2000
Trade balance -1229 -1034 - 630 - 645 - 750
Capital and Invisibles 1/
(Eccl. aid & debt servicei - 18 - 79 + 42 - 20 - 15

Debt Service 2/ - 365 - 444 - 518 - 548 - 560
IBRD Special Deposit - 45 - 30 - 15 -
Net IMF 130 + 33 - 78 - 169) 0 6/
Change in Reserves - 12 - 81 - 50 - )
Gross Aid 1494 1560 1264 1397 1325
of which: Food Aid 538 447 229 280 220

Project Aid 4/ 497 380 410 400 )
Non-project aid ) 1105
(Incl. debt relief) 424 657 593 682 4/)

Non-food PL 480 35 76 32 35 )

1/ Including Errors and Omissions.

2/ Does not take into account debt relief, which is included with non-project aid.

3/ Breakdown between project and non-project aid is to some extent arbitrary.

/ Obtained as a residual. The Government estimates that $455 million can be

debt relief from IBRD.

5/ As discussed in the text, the steep rise in non-food imports projected for

higher new aid commitments under more usable forms) and by India (involving
appropriate Chnges in imVestment u import pUoliies). raUling these,
restrictive domestic policies would presumably keep imports and aid require-
ments at sustainable levels. It is also assumed that proper policies will
be followed to allow export growth at about 7 percent.

6/ Not taking into account the scheduled repayment of $200 million to the IMF.

N.B. Trade figures are obtained from Customs data, and debt service and aid
figures from the Ministry of Finance. No adjustment is made for the likely
underestimation of Government imports in the Customs data. This presentation
of the Balance of Payments is consistent with that used in our last report
but it differs materially from the Balance of Payments prepared by the
Reserve Bank, and also from the Adjusted Balance of Payments presented by
the Government in the Economic Survey.
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ana exports. For any aid to be effective, it must be transferred to India
in a usable form. The mere commitment of loans is not enough. Yet at pres-
ent a large part of aid is subject to conditions which greatly limit its
usabilitv. Unless diabursement conditions are adanted to India's needs.
they may effectively prevent a rise - and might even force a fall - in aid
disbursements- whatever level of new aid is nominallv committed.

1?7. If nPt aid rovetr to the level of reennt vern and is stfLbilized

for some time at, say, around $1 billion annually, with the projected rise
in deht servicernna ni dishursements unild have t rin a to an AnnnAl Itvel

of about $1.6 billion within the next five years - and this may well become
wholly manondfo d Presumably India will be able to rely for some of th
on the USSR and other Eastern European countries and hopefully at levels
closer + pa+ proeincaan ofP ass4+an ea+ha +han +ha 470 -t7 A m 

4 114rn

a year of project aid that has actually materialized. Even if the relative
4mpr+ antn++ o pnorts+ anA nannum.+4 4- wenw.+nA -P_m .404 . +1h-.nu

out the period - which is both unlikely and undesirable - only about $2.3
1,41 14 on 4I-4.8e .w-1A Ue for1$1 tbe direc Aand -,.4A4--a+ 4---+A co-+e-+U...L.L5 A.1J&D'%J . %&JL %LD W C&.L .. A.W.L ULLN-. .L"J. % ~L .& " WA "u "

of investment. A very high proportion of this would have to consist of raw
mUtils, par, yes nu componeuts required U .L&u4.La. a WWII % 1C.L wayJJU.D .LLuo-

tries; there will also have to be many small items of equipment needed for
small-oscl iuvestment pojects auu unalaucing schemeo. Clearlyr, 1 wuulu be
impossible even to approach the required disbursement level if aid were to
finance only, or mostly, the impurt of iisneU captal. gUous or the dirctu
import content of large projects.

198. India is not alone in having problems of this sort; but the prob-
lem is particularly acute in her case. The overall import content of Indian
investment is relatively low, as is indeed the overall import content of the
economy. Furthermore, Indian development was based on the establishment of
capital goods industries - on the whole, for good reasons, though greater
specialization, involving both exports and imports of equipment would un-
doubtedly have been preferable and, hopefully, is under way. Now and in the
future, however, the need for importing finished equipment is very low in
proportion to total resource needs. Furthermore, even if the desired and
necessary step-up in investment is realized, there would be little room for
major new projects in the next few years, since a large part of investment
at its present low level is taken up with the continuation of projects and
programs already underway.

199. In the past, the problem of transferring aid to India was greatly
facilitated by the fact that a very large element in the available aid was
a commodity of which India needed huge amounts: foodgrains. Though this
is a consumption good, aid financed imports of it nevertheless do provide
the Government, and the country, with real resources which can be used to
finance investment. However, if India's agricultural strategy is successful
there will be decreasing room for this type of aid.

200. If India's needs for huge and growing aid are to be effectively
satisfied, all possible aid mechanisms must be actively used. There is
certainly some room for project aid; but projects must be looked for actively,
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and the foreign financing arranged before projects are actually started in
order to minimize problems for foreign participation which may be difficult
to resolve after execution is underway. These foreign involvements at an
early planning stage would help to expedite speed of disbursement. Ceteris
paribus, a large pipeline of project aid helps to achieve higher future
disbursements; but is must be recognized that project aid is slower disburs-
ing than non-project aid and therefore a given project aid commitment will
mean a lower level of disbursement in the immediately following time period
than the same amount of non-project aid commitment. Much emphasis should
also be placed on project aid extending to the financing of local procure-
ment. Even this would meet with the difficulty of few major project starts
in the near future; but it might be easier to get involved in the financing
of ongoing projects if procurement were not tied to specific sources.

201. Furthermore, even under optimistic assumptions on export growth
and on the terms of future aid, debt service at the end of the period would
still absorb more than 25 percent of export receipts. To consider the
matter from a different angle. gross aid would finance almost half of India's
import bill. To the extent that this is limited to commodity-tied aid in
any form. it may become increasingly difficult to use completely, both be-
cause of administrative problems and because of the need to meet a large
part of inmort reauirements for such goods as Detroleum and other raw mate-
rial from countries which do not give aid. Financing the local costs of
investment would ease this difficultv. but it would still be desirable to
include a substantial measure of debt relief and non-project aid within the
gross aid amunt. Unless such a manv-sided. flexible annroach is followed
the commitment even of high gross aid levels would remain symbolic, because
diffiultian of utilization inherpnt in the very nr-eRs of develonment

and particularly acute in India, especially in the coming years, would pre-
vent the effective transfer of the denireti Pici.



TABLE 1

1/
POPULATION

Poulation (midi nr):

1961(estates.rh ) 3

'196 45

196 464~ ~

196 475

1965 4(7

196 09

1967 512

Grow~th in Population (average annual rate):

1951 - 196- + 2. ,:f

Current estimateNO

1/ 1951 and 1961 population based on census data; 1962 - 1968
population estimated at mid-calendar year.

Source: Government of' India (Register General), and mission
estimates.





TABLE 2

EMPLOYMENT IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

(in thousands)

As of end March 1961 1962 1963 19 6 4 1965 1966 1967 1968 1/

Agriculture 2/ Public 180 174 182 203 209 226 232 26

Forestry and Fishing Private 670 740 740 720 890 90C 87C 850

Mining and Quarrying Public 129 145 160 157 161 160 176 17h
Private 550 h8 520 500 h9 510 hcou 00

Manufa cuing ruuLLk; )y L4r ,,- , -, -- , 7
Private 3020 3050 327C 3420 3610 3860 3750 371c

Construction 3/ Public 603 641 662 715 7h0 766 763 755
Private 240 180 180 170 190 250 220 150

Utilities Public 224 234 2h4 264 291 303 3.37 3h6
Private 4u 80 4O ho u o ou SC

In _-1A ni. Innn 0 1 1.,) cc 14A 177Trade an Uommerce ruu.AAU 7L4 -A7 AiV .)) -) I I

Private 160 190 190 200 220 330 35C 350

Transport, Communication, Public 1724 1797 1886 1937 20U 2094 2115 2137
Storage Private 80 120 140 110 110 12C 120 100

Services Public 3727 3896 4190 h64 4734 SCU 515c 5236
Private 280 360 370 43C 48 on c o5 o0

Private 50hO 5160 545C 5590 6030 6810 668r 652C

1 Provisional.
2 Plantations etc., only.
3 Coverage incomplete.

Toverage: Public sector data are believed to be fairly comprehensive, covering Central, State
and Local Governments and public enterprises. Private sector data are for non-agricultura
enterprises employing 25 persons or more. Private sector data from 1966 onward are not
estrct2 cmparabule, however, b-cuse coverage was extended to firms employing LC-2 worke
"on a voluntary basis".

Source: Ministry of Finance





TABLE 3

uss_D01iMESTIC PRODUCT BY SECTOR OF ORIO1E
_-Rs Crores)-

At Current Prices At 1960-61 Prices
60-66 657- 67 6 1 64-65 6 67-68

1. Agriculture 6,716 1.0 099 9,689 11,606 14,746 6,716 7,4510 6,329 6,317 7,476
2. Forestry & logging 176 263 290 320 348 176 204 222 223 222

3. Fishing 82 115 132 145 158 82 96 98 100 98

Subtotal 6,971 10,477 10,111 12,071 15,252 6,974 7,750 6,644 6,640 7,796

4. Mining & quarrying 153 221 253 273 3 2

5. Large-scale manufacturing 1,186 1,941 2,1103 2,325 2,367 1,186 1,770 1,809 1,822 1,803
6. Small-scale manufacturing 805 1,213 1,256 1,356 1,193 805 1,033 1,015 1,028 1,076

7. Constructioni 60 932 1,026 1,097 1,197 640 777 777 756 762
8. Electricity, gas & water supply 86 160 187 220 252 86 14,6 161 175 198

Subtotal 2,870 4,467 4,825 5,271 5,615 2,870 3,921 3,983 4,013 4,074

9. Transport & Communication
9.1 railvrays 302 419 46,4 496 504 302 366 394 400 413
9.2 communication 66 107 118 111 1148 66 95 102 107 113

9.3 transport by other means 326 508 543 615 668 326 430 43 468 497

10. Trade, storage, hotels & restaurants 1,335 2,117 2,285 2,702 3,093 1,335 1,717 1,723 1,757 1,804

Subtotal 2,029 3,151 3,410 3,957 4,413 2,029 2,608 2,662 2,732 2,827

11. Banking & insurance 161 292 338 358 406 161 214 218 213 216

12. Real estate & ownership of dwellings 589 808 855 914 966 589 657 670 689 708

13. Public administration and defense 538 891 996 1,109 1,195 538 832 886 954 960

14. Other services 921 1,258 1,399 1,574 1,760 921 1,081 1,125 1,166 1,210

subtotal 2,209 3,249 3,568 3,955 4,327 2,209 2,784 2,899 3,022 3,094

15. Gross Domestic Product Il,082 21,344 ' 21,934 25,251 29,607 1l,082 17,063 16,188 16,407 17,791
16. External transactions (-)72 (-)148 (-)163 (-)255 (-)265 (-)72 (-)1å4 (-)151 (-)160 (-)159
17. Cross National Product 114,010 21,196 21,771 24,999 29,3142 114,010 16,919 16,037 16,2147 17,632

Source: Tentative cstimates prepared by Central St-LJtieicalOranization





TVABLE h

GROWTH IN PER CAPITA INCOME

(1960/61 prices) (Rs. Crores)

Population
(est.)

%å (millions; mid- GNP
GrP Change fiscal year) Rs. per capita

1960/1 14,010 n.a. 436 321

1961/2 14,582 + 4.1 446 327

1962/3 14,950 + 2.5 456 328

1963/4 15,792 + 5.6 467 338

1964/5 16,qiq + 7.1 472 354

i965/6 1037 - 5.2 490 327

1966/7 16,247 + 1.3 502

196'7/8 17,632 + 8.5 343

19682/9 (est.) i8,61 + 3.0 27 3

SoUrce:- CentralI Statisicl rgniato





TAF~LE 5

ISTMATES OF SA IIGS AND INESTEI
(Ps Crores)

1960/1 1961/2 1962/3 1963/4 1964/5 1965/6 1966/7 1967/8

GNP at current prices 14,010 14,879 15,832 18,114 21,196 21,771 24,999 29,342
Depreciation 710 810 930 990 1,1CO 1,200 1,330 1,570

NNP at current prices 13,270 14,069 l.,902 17,124 20,096 20,571 23,669 27,772
Indirect taxes net of subsidies 950 1,080 ,2 ,57 1,780tN 2,01v 2,10 2,'J0

NNP at market prices 14,220 15,149 16,172 18,694 21,876 22,581 25,879 30.,252

A. Savings 1,208 1 394 1 626 1 903 2,178 2 480 2 157 2,408
Government 2 739 ¯36 ~~ 0
Corporate 107 110 131 140 72 87 105 100
Individual financial 436 519 556 691 743 93C 825 901
Individual physical 426 416 528 537 827 831 822 1,100

Savings as % of NNP 8.5 9.2 10.0 10.2 10.0 11.0 8.4 7.9
Governiment 17 77 -7 ". 1. 1.75
Corporate .7 .7 .8 .7 .3 .h .4 .3
Individual financial 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.4 4.1 3.2 3.0
Individual physical 3.0 2.8 3.3 2.9 3.8 3.7 3.2 3.6

B. Current Account balance (deficit +) +392 +306 +354 +347 +4,52 +490 +813 +8014

Current Account deficit as % of NNP 2.8 2.0 2.2 1.8 2.0 2.2 3.1 2.7

C. Investment (net) 1 600 1 700 1,980 2 250 2 630 2 970 2.970 3,212
Public '790 ~ 0 1,170 1 1, 1,', ) 192 "L,90
Private 810 740 810 810 930 1,060 1,050 1,322

Investment (net) as % of NKP 11.3 11.2 12.2 12.0 12.0 13.2 11.5 10.6
Public 7-5 6.3 -' .T
Private 5.7 4.9 5.0 4.3 4.2 4.7 1.1 4.4

N.B. These savings and investment estimates were evolved independently (the former by the Reserve Bank of India, the
latter by the Planning Commission), and they are subject to a considerable margin of error. This explains why
the difference between savings and investment, as shown in this table, is not consistent with Balance of Payments
data.





TABLE 6

INDEX NUMBERS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
(AgRicuturalyearF199-

Groups/Commodities Weights 1950-51 1955-56 1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 196--65 1965-66 166-67 1967-6ý

Foodgrains _66.9 90.5 115.3 137.1 140.3 133.6 136.5 150.2 120.9 123.8 159.9

a) Cereals 58.3 90.3 11h.9 138.3 143.1 135.9 141.4 153.,7 121.2 129.5 165.1
Rice 35.3 87.0 114.2 137.7 142.h 132.6 147.0 155.1 121.8 120.9 150.4
Wheat 8.5 101.1 131.3 162.8 178.8 159.6 145.9 182.1 154.5 168.8 245.5
Inferior Cereals iL.5 89.8 107.0 125.4 123.9 130.0 125.1 133.6 112.1 127.3 153.6

b) Pulses 8.6 91.7 118.4 129.0 121.5 117.9 102.9 126.3 98.4 85.3 125.0
of which: Gram 3.7 98.0 138.9 160.4 148.5 137.6 115.5 148.,5 108.0 93.0 155.1

Non-Foodgrains 33.1 105.9 119.9 152.6 153.9 151.6 156.5 175.4 156.4 1b8.5 165.7

a) Oilseeds 9.9 98.5 108.6 134.0 140.0 142.6 134.5 16.9 125.4 125.7 159.6
of which:
Groundnuts 5.7 101.4 112.4 142.1 147.5 149.4 156.3 178.3 128.1 133.6 176.6
Rapeseed and Mustard 2.0 94.6 105.8 165.7 165.6 160.3 12.5 180.5 157.0 151.1 182.4

b) Fibers 4.5 108.6 149.7 176.0 187.5 193.0 206.0 207.9 168.8 181.6 203.9
Cotton 2.8 110.7 153.9 202.1 17h.9 199.8 208.6 217.6 183.0 191.1 213.1
Jute 1.4 106.3 135.8 125.3 192.7 165.0 184.3 182.4 135.5 162.4 193.1
Mesta: 0.3 100.0 174.7 168.8 280.8 260.7 283.7 236.8 192.3 182.6 169.0

c) Plantation Crops 3.6 104.0 113.2 129.2 140.1 138.6 140.4 151.4 151.2 158.0 155.1
Tea 3.3 103.8 107.2 120.9 133.4 130.5 130.4 140.2 137.9 141.5 144.0
Coffee 0.2 112.3 196.1 246.4 230.4 237.7 255.5 269.03/ 281.63/ 345.12/ 251.31/
Rubber 0.1 93.8 146.1 167.0 180.0 209.4 239.0 286.0 328.53/ 328.52/ 328.52/

d) Miscellaneous 15.1 110.3 120.1 163.4 156.3 148.2 160.0 178.4 174.3 151.4 160.8
of which: Sugarcane 8.7 113.7 119.8 183.9 173.5 152.5 172.6 200.2 201.3 158.1 165.7

Tobacco 1.9 97.3 112.9 114.3 126.2 129.3 136.4 131.0 112.8 133.9 130.3

All Commodities 100.0 95.6 116.8 142.2 164.8 139.6 143.1 158.5 132.7 132.0 161.8

17 Partially revisedestimates.
2/ " es naestimates.

/Based on provisional estimates.





TABLE 7

PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL CROPS 1/

Unit 1949/50 1950/51 1955/56 1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/6b 196h/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

F-6grains Million tons 60.65 5L.92 69.22 82.02 82.71 80.15 80.6L 89.00 72.03 7.23 95.9

a) Cereals 50.63 45.74 57.53 69.31 70.95 68.62 70.57 76.56 62.23 65.88 83.35
Rice " 25.11 22.07 28.67 34.57 35.66 33.22 37.00 39.03 30.66 30. 4h 37.86
Wheat 6.76 6.83 8.87 11.00 12.07 10.73 9.85 12.29 10.2 1139 16.57
Jowar 6.96 6.25 6.73 9.81 8.03 9.75 9.20 9.75 7.53 9.22 10.11
Bajra 3.19 2.67 3,46 3.28 3.65 3.96 3.88 6.45 3.66 h.47 5.13
Other Cereals " 8.61 7.92 9.80 10.65 11.5h 10.91 10.63 11.04 9.96 10.36 13.68

b) Pulses 10.02 5.18 11.69 12.70 11.76 11.53 10.07 12.4h 9.80 835 12.2L
of which: Gram " 3.90 3.82 5.1 6.25 5.79 5.36 4.50 5.79 4.21 3.62 6.0

Non-Foodgrains

a) Oilseed 2/ " 5.16 5.09 5.63 6.98 7.28 7.39 7.13 8.46 6.35 6.3 8.24
of which: Groundnuts 3.39 3.43 3.81 4.81 4.99 5.06 5.30 5.89 4.23 4.41 5.83

Rapeseed and Mustard 0.61 0.77 0,86 1.35 1.35 1.30 0.92 1.47 1.28 1.23 1.38

b) Sugarcane (in terms of gur) 3/ 6.09 6.92 7.29 11.20 10.56 9.29 10.52 12.03 12.10 9.50 9.96

c) Cotton (lint) Million bales h/ 2.62 2.90 L.03 5.29 3.58 5.23 5.33 5.66 L.76 4.97 5.56

d) Jute " 3.30 3.51 1.18 ".13 6.36 5.4L 6.08 6.02 L.47 5.36 6.37

e) Mesta " 0.67 0.67 1.17 1.13 1.88 1.7h 1.90 1.58 1.29 1.22 1.13

TyTS EUres foIr 19377 5 -L-19750 are adjusted with 1960/61 Fully Revised Estimate as base. Fifures up to 1963/64 are Fully Revised Estimates, those for 196L/65
to 1966/67 are Partially Revised Estimates and those for 1967/68 are "Final" Estimates of Production.

2/ Include groundnuts, rapeseed and mustard, sesamum, linseed and castorseed.
7/ Adjusted on the basis of 1961/62 (Fully Revised) data.
T/ Bale = 180 kgs.

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey 1968/69.





TAB=, 8

MET AVAILABILITY OF CEREALS AND PULSES

Cereals Pulses
(Million tons) (Million tons) Net Availability per Person per Day

Year ithdrawals n grams)
Ending (-) from Net Net
June Production Net Imports Govt.Stocks Availability Availability Cereals Pulses Total

1956 50.3h 1.L4 (-)0.60 52.38 10.23 359.8 70.3 430.1

1957 r2.68 3.65 (+)o.86 55.47 10.61 37h.5 71.6 4U6.1

1958 1[9.36 3.22 (-)0.27 52.85 8.84 31i9.5 58.5 ho8.0

1959 57.30 3.87 (+)o.49 60.68 11.55 392.7 74.8 467.5

1960 56.77 5.2h (+).1o 60.51 10.34 382.1 65.3 47.h

1961 60.65 3.50 (-)0.17 64.32 11.11 398.1 68. h66.8

1962 62.08 3.6L, (-)0.36 66.08 10.29 399.3 62.2 461.5

1963 6o.o4 4.56 (-)0.02 64.62 10.09 381.3 59.5 440.8

1964 61.75 6.27 (-)1.2h 69.26 8.81 398.0 50.6 448.6

1965 * 66.99 7.L*6 (+)1.06 73.39 10.88 4:12.9 61.2 474.1

1966 * 54 .5 10.36 (+)0.14 64.67 8.57 355.1 47.1 402.2

1967 * 57.65 8.67 (-)0.2b 66.56 7.31 356.7 39.2 395.9

1968 * 72.93 5.65 (+)1.71 76.87 10.71 00.8 55.8 456.6

* Provisibon al.
Notes: 1. Net production has been taken as 87.5% of the gross production, 12.5% being provided for feed, seed requirements and wastage.

2. Figures in respect of change in stocks with traders and producers over a year are not known. The estimates of net availability
givEn above should nut therefore be taken to be strictly equivalent to consumption.

3. Net Availability = Net Production + Net Imports + Change in Government Stocks.

Source: Ninistry of Finance, Economic Survey 1968/69.





TABLE 9

PRODUCTIO1 IPORTS AND TOTAL AVAILABII.y OF FEFTILZ
inthousand of nutrient tons

Nitrozenous FPrt11izPrs Phsnhati. Frtilizers Potassic
(N) (P205) Fertilizers

Prodr- Tmnorts Avnilp. Prnir- Tmnorts Availa- (KO0)

tion bility tion 51 bility ___

1951-52 11 1/ 29 40 16 y 16 81/
192-43 46 T/ WA A 1 / - 1h 3 1/
1953-54 67 T/ 17 84 14 T' 1 1/ 15 9 /
19c' c'C9 71 T/ 91 9 9 - 23 17

1F-'6 82 T/ _ 136 19 1/ -19 11

1956-57 82 1/ 56 138 18 1/ - 18 11

1958-59 82 99 181 36 2 38 22
I O O_AA) Al. - ti. 1. L 0 C 7 34
1960-61 101 119 220 61 - 61 23

1961-62 152 142 294 72 - 72 32
-I n n4-P1PRoco 11 AA1r OR),

-L7UC- V_) L V)kJJ,-1 I +

1963-64 222 226 448 126 12 138 64
. n4l. r 1 7 n1 1 _1- 1 -1a 14J±) -1 L e f - I/

1965-66 232 309 541 123 12 135 94 7/

1966-67 308 630 938 151 150 301 143 3/
Lyof-0O Of( 000 15 5 >UU )y>
1968-69!!/ 550 1000 1550 225 135 360 214

1/ Figures relate to calendar years. The rest are on a fiscal year basis.
27 There is no local production of potassic fertilizers yet.
7 July-June basis, as imports were made by the S.T.C.
4/ Estimate

Imports made for Central Fertilizer Pool.

Source: Ministry of Finance Economic Survey, 1968-69.

Note: "Availability" is not necessarily equivalent to consumption, because
of distribution losses and stock changes. There was a marked increase
in stocks during 1968.





TABLE 10

USE OF OTHER AGRICULTURAL INPUTS

1966/67 1967/68 1968/69
(est.)

I1 [-Lgil 1-kL = g.t* Vari W UCO ~ ~ .

Paddy 2.2 h.5 5.0
Maize 0.5 0.7 L.3
Jowar 0.5 2.4 3.2
Ba jra 0.1 1.1 1.R

Wheat 1.3 7.1 11.5

II. ?1ant Protection (m.acres) 60.0 90.0 135.0
Total (est.)
end 196o/69

!I! increase in Trac+ c+o tfC) 11 1 n1. 19.0 R A

TV. Increase in Minor Irrigation
Area (m.acres) 1.5 1.7 1.8 h7.C 1/
Open wells ('000) 186.1 1?7.0 212.6 5706.6 -

Private tubewells ('000) 3h.2 b7.3 75.8 z7.!
State tubewells ('000) 0.9 1.0 1.6 15.8
Pumpsets (r'r0 1.37 1 )A 9 L1. 1A71L9

of which: Electric 137.3 183.5 185.9 1020.9
nT) 6C.C 1A-.'? Ar 1. A. -

1 An additional L3 million acres are irrigated by major and medium irrigation schemes so
thit the total irrigated acreage is about 90 million acres.

11-, 'x.. -Ata ,r,lo.r pa.oa 1o- J~ ESiaAr +hr4hnro
4

0 mn-f,





*TABLE 11

PECENTAOS CHANGES IN INDEX NUMBERS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
(Base 160 * 100)

wgt 1961 L962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 (Jan-Se

I., Mining and quarrying 9.72 + 5.4 + 9. + 6.9 - 5.1 +10.5 + 4.1 -0.9 + 4.9
of whicht

Coal 6 71 + 6*6 + g + So7 -4.4 + 8.6 + 1.5 +0.9 +2.5
Iron ore 0.59 +14.9 + 9.0 +11.7 - 0.1 +15.5 +17.1 4.4 + 7.0

!I. ManLuacturing f4o91 + 9.1 +9. S + 8.0 + 9.5 *+6.6 + 01 -2z6 + 4o7

(a) Consumer Goods 52.78 + 7.1 + 2.0 + 1.6 + 6.8 + 4.2 + 4.1 5.4 + 5.9
of which

Food 12.09 + 8.6 + 1.5 - 1.5 + 8.9 + 3.9 + 3.5 -12.2 - 3.0
Tea 5.12 +11.6 - 3.0 - 0.1 + 8.9 - 1.9 + 2.5 + 1.8 -10.4
Vanaspati 1.09 + 0.4 + 9.0 + B.8 - 6.5 *18.8 -15.8 + 9.6 
Sugar 8.58 +10.0 - 1.7 -17.5 +13.7 +23.0 + 4.1 -35.5 + 3.7

Cotton cloth 9.59 + 0.5 - 2.1 - 2.4 + 5.3 - 0.9 - 7.1 -3.0 +11.2
Matches 0.50 - 2.9 - 6.0 - 5.9 + 1.4 +27.5 -14.5 - 6.7 + 2.1
Radio receivers 0.61 +21.6 + 5.2 +21.8 +15.1 +23.4 +22.2 +19.8 +55.7
Motor cycles and scooters 0.11 +44.8 - 5.1 + 7.4 +36.5 +23.8 + 8.9 +18.4 +23.9
Bicycles 0.51 - 0.1 + 6.4 + 4.4 +18.4 +11.6 + 8.5 + 2.0 4 5.2

(b) Intermediate Goods 55.25 + 8.6 +10.8 +12.4 + 5.8 + 5.4 - 0.8 + 1.7 + 6.3
of whicht
Cotton yarn 11.78 + 8.4 + 0.8 + 3.6 + 8.0 - 1.1 - 5.0 0.5 + 8.6
jut manufactures 597 -10.9 +24.4 - 7.2 - 3.1 + 4.5 -16.5 + 3.7 - 3.6
Tyres & tubes 1.48 +14.2 + 9.0 +14.1 + 9.3 +11.8 + 0.5 + 6.5 +14.8
Basic industrial chemicals 2.20 +13.9 +15.4 + 9.1 +18.8 + 8.4 + 6.8 + 6.8 + 7.5
Fesrtilisaro 0.48 +158.9 +20.8 +533.4 + 7*9 + 4*5 * 7.1 +26.5 *24
Petroleum refinery products 1.34 + 6.0 + 8.1 +16.1 +10.2 + 6.9 +24.9 +19.6 +11.0
Electric oables & wires 0.68 + 4.2 +26.5 +14.6 +13.7 +15.4 - 1.0 + 5.3 - 7.9
Cement 1.17 + 5.1+-4.2 +..9 . + . + . + A.&5

Basic metals 7.58 +18.7 +20.5 +20.1 + 3.2 + 3.2 + 3.6 - 4.4 + 5.9
Paper and paper products 1.61 + 5.8 + 5.4 +3.0 + 5.5 + 7.1 8.8 + 4.4 +11.4

(c) Capital Goods 10.95 +17.1 +28.4 +10.3 +20.7 + 8.9 - 4.6 -11.7 + 3.9
of whicht

Diesel engines (Vehicular) 0.10 - 7.2 -14.8 + 8.1 - 8.9 + 5.4 -18.0 -53.2 -29.4Diesel engines (Stationary) 0.14 + 5.4 - 4.1 +50.5 +26.3 +26.6 +21.5 + 7.4 - 1.9
Industrial machinery 0.95 +11.0 +15.0 +15.0 + 7.5 - 2.9 -257 + 74A
Power transformers 0.38 +40.2 +28.4 +13.9 +26.0 +50.3 +11.1 + 9.6 -13.2
Electric motors 0.27 +19.3 +19.0 +20.4 +10.6 +29.5 +16.7 + 4.4 - 8.8Railroad equipment 5.50 +26.2 +46.0 +10.1 +19.8 + 5.1 -OA 4

III.Electricity generated 5.37 +16.3 +12.4 +15.5 +15.0 +10.0 + 8.9 +11.0 +16.0

IV. All industries 100.00 + 9.1 + 9.7 + 8.5 + 8.6 + 7.2 + 1.0 -0.5 + 5.6

Source: Ministry of' Finance, Economic Survey 196R/6Q





TABLE 12 PaRe 1 of 2

PRODUCTION OF SELECTED INDUSTRIES

April-September
Unit 1950/51 1955/56 1960/61 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 19T77rB ~19776_9

Mining
coal Million tons 32.8 39.0 55 .5 70.3 70.9 71.9 35.4 35.9
Iron Ore 2/ 3.0 14.3 11.0 18.1 19.3 19.0 9,14 10.2

Metallurgical Industries
Pig-iron Million tons 1.69 1.95 4.31 7.09 7.01 6.91 3.39 3.41
Steel Ingots " 1.47 1.73 3.,42 6.53 6.61 6.31 3.13 3.07
Finished Steel " 1.04 1.30 2.39 4.51 4.43 h.00 1.96 2.11
Steel Castings '000 tons - 15 3h 57 53 51 27 23
Aluminum (virgin metal) " 4.0 7.4 18.3 62.1 72.9 10.4 45.5 58.9
Copper (virgin metal) " 7.1 7.6 8.5 9.4 9.1 9.3 4.6 4.5

Mechanical Engineering_Industries
Ri-ne Tools Million rupees 3 8 70 294 354 283 1J41 119
Cotton Textile Machinery " n.a. b.0 104 216 151 115 65 56
Sugar Mill Machinery " - 2 44 77 94 814 47 56
Cement Machinery - 4 6 49 64 79 34 37
Railway Wagons '000 2.9 15.3 6.2 23.5 15.0 11.9 5.6 6.3
Automobiles (total) i 16.5 25.3 55.0 70.7 75.2 67.9 30.1 37.2

Corvmercial Vehicles I 8.6 9.9 28.L 35.3 35.6 29.4 12.3 15.8
Passenger Cars, etc. " 7.9 15.4 26.6 35.4 39.6 38.5 17.8 21.4

Motorcycles and Scooters " - 0. 9 19.4 140.7 47.8 57.0 28.2 33.8
Power-driven Pumps " 35 37 109 244 311 269 148 133
Diesel Engines (stationary) " 5.5 10.4 414.7 93.1 112.2 113.0 55.9 55.9
Bicycles " 99 513 1,071 1,574 1,719 1,673 82 943
Sewing Machines " 33 111 303 430 400 367 177 214

Electrical Engineering 'ndustries
Power Transformers '0) k.v.a. 179 625 1,113 1.,1458 ).,9149 5,313 2,602 2.036

Electric Motors '000 h.p. 99 272 728 1,753 2,095 2,029 1,024 927
Electric Fans 1000 199 287 1,059 1,358 1,364 1,372 698 743
Radio Receivers " 5h 102 282 606 761 931 411 676
Aluminum Conductors '000 tons 1.7 9,4 2:3.6 o.6 52.9 72.6 35.1 25.
Bare Copper Conductors " 5.0 8.7 10.1 3.1 1.7 0.7 0.3 0.5

- Continued -





Table 12

A pril-September
Unit 1950/51 1955/56 1960/61 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 l96 - P769

C ialand Allied industries
'000 tons of N 9 80 101 232 308 367 152 234

Phosphatic Fertilizers '000 tons of P2 05 9 12 53 123 1145 195 87 107

Sulphuric Acid '000 tons 101 167 368 662 702 846 388 461

Soda Ash " 145 82 152 331 3L8 370 173 200

Caustic Soda " 12 36 101 218 233 275 123 16?

Paper and Paperboard " 116 190 350 558 580 628 310 318

Rubber Tires and Tubes Millions n.a. 13.2 27.2 hl.7 45.9 45.9 24.4 22.8

Cement Million tons 2.73 4.67 7.97 10.82 11.07 11.5 5.6 5.7

Refractories '000 tons 237 293 567 695 730 750 375 319

Refined Petroleum Products Million tons 0.2 3.4 5.8 9.h 11.9 13.7 6.7 7.6

Textile Industries
Jute Texiles 000 tons 837 1,071 1,097 1,302 1,117 1,156 582 555

Cotton Yarn illion kgs 534 744 801 907 902 926 458 484

Cotton Cloth Million meters 4,215 6,260 6,738 7,h0 7,304 7,509 3,655 h,053

Rayon Yarn '000 tons 2.1 13.5 h3.8 75.6 80.6 92.2 16.9 51.1

Art Silk Fabrics Million meters 287 331 544 878 862 911 416 k74
Woolen/Worsted Yarn Million kgs 8.7 9.8 13.0 17.0 16.9 16.8 8.2 9.3

Woolen/Worsted Fabrics(wearable) Million meters 6.1 6.8 8.4 9.2 9.5 9.2 h.3 5.5

Food Industries
Sugar 000 tons 1,134 1,890 3,029 3,51CI 2,1172 2,249 143 174

Tea Million kgs 277 299 320 373 372 383 264 262

Coffee '000 tons 21.0 29.0 54.1 62.1 71.0 7:2.6 60.1 28.3

Vanaspati ". 170 280 340 401 366 122 185 220

Electricity Generated Billion k.w.h. 5.3 8.8 17.0 32.0 35.0 39.4 19.0 22.0

V"Frovfs-ion al.

2/ Excludes output in Goa.

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey 1968/69





TABLE 13

mHOLESALE PRICE INDEX

Manufactures
Agricul.- Food Articles Liquor Fuel, Industrial Total Inter- Finished All
tural Total Foodgrains and Power, Light Raw mediate Products Cormodities

Commodities Tobacco & Lubricants Materials Products

Weights 46 .1 50.4 23.5 2.1 3.0 15.5 29.0 4.1 24.9 100.0

Average of Weeks

1955-56 88 87 73 81 95 99 100 100 100 92.5

1960-6L 124 120 102 110 120 1L5 124 131 123 121t.9

1961-62 123 120 100 100 122 143 127 139 125 125.1

1962-63 123 126 106 101 124 136 129 140 127 127.9

1963-61 132 137 116 120 139 1LO 131 140 130 135.3

1964-65 156 160 11h 131 145 163 137 152 135 152.7

1965-66 169 169 150 137 153 189 149 172 145 165.1

1966-67 199 200 178 130 170 229 163 204 156 191.3

1967-68 221 242 223 137 184 220 166 212 158 212.6

Last Week of

December 1965 176 172 15 136 155 199 152 178 1 8  169.1

December 1966 203 206 188 130 17h 232 166 212 158 196.2

December 1967 217 234 211 139 188 217 16 4 205 157 207.8

December 1968 216 216 191 259 193 233 172 205 167 206.3

Source: Ministry of Fimnce, Economic Survey 1968/69.





TABLE 1L

RELATIVE PRICES OF MANUFACTURES AND AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES
(1952-53 = 100)

Prices of Finished Manufactured
Averas:e of General Index of Products as 5 of Prices of
Months Wholesale Prices Agricultural Commodities

1955/56 92.5 113.2

1960/61 124.9 99.2

1961/62 125.1 101.A

1962/63 127.9 130.1

1963/64 135.3 98.6

1964/65 152.7 86.5

1965/66 165.1 85.9

1966/67 191.3 78.4

1967/68 212.6 71.5

1968/69 (est.) 210.0 75.0

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey 1968/69





TABLE 15

PRICE INDEX OF SELECTED OMIODITIES

Hice wheat Edible Raw Raw Cotton Pig Alumai- Mill Jute Iron & CheI cals

Oils Cotton Jute Yarn Iron nium Cloth Manufac- Steel
tures Manufactures

Weights 11.29 5.3 4  4.69 3.16 2.32 1.5 0.08 0.08 6.96 3.65 1.10 2.03

Average of Weeks

1955-56 78 72 85 97 117 95 117 96 107 96 119 92

1960-61 16 90 150 112 210 128 164 OJ42 132 131 148 104

1961--62 105 91 156 109 178 128 177 138 131 122 152 111

1962-63 111 90 152 113 147 134 183 048 132 111 160 116

1963--64 125 99 151 119 148 137 189 139 132 100 163 118

1964-65 134 130 200 126 16 4 139 210 151 135 1 171 121

1965--66 1 1 138 234 129 219 139 232 185 137 16 185 128

1966-67 173 158 304 139 266 156 262 197 146 152 192 144

1967-68 206 202 285 159 211 171 278 202 154 130 212 150

Last Week of

December 965 1_7 140 252 131 2-3 138 262 LBh 138 186 187 130

December 1966 175 173 .303 18 265 164 262 197 150 1h8 195 149

December 1967 190 192 270 177 208 170 279 197 154 126 214 150

December 1968 190 188 255 176 349 170 309 197 159 180 226 156

Sniurce: jinirt.rv nf Finance. Economic Survey 1968/69.





TA?. 16

FACTORS AFFECTING MONEY SUPPLY
(Rs. CroresT

1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/66 1966/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 Dec. 1968

M o n e yý S i_ _ p l y i / -_ _ _ __

Mo Spp 2,869 3,066 3,310 3_j 18 6,529 4969 5,352 5,38

of Ahich: Currency 2,098 2,201 2,379 2,606 2,769 3,036 3,197 3,376 3,38$

Deposits 771 845 931 1,146 1,311 1,95 1,752 1,976 1,997

Percentage Increase 7.5 6.2 8.7 13.6 8.7 11.0 9.3 8.1 5.52'

Annual Variation + 199 + 177 + 266 + bl2 + 328 + 69 + h20 + 601 + 281

of which:

Net Bank credit to
Government Sector - 17 + 203 + 202 + 262 + 207 + 667 + 218 + 226 + 186

Net Bank credit to
Private Sector + 253 + 37 + 172 + 217 + 117 + 100 + 205 + 192 + h/

Net Foreign Exchange
Assets of Eanks - 63 - 57 - 63 + 35 - 19 26 + 75 + 17 + 75-

Other +26 - 6 -67 - 52 + 23 -96 -3 - 282

1/ As of last Friday of period.

2/ Change over prececng 12 months.

Source: Reserve Bank of India.





Note on Public Finance Data

The four main sources of data on public financet

are firstly, the Central Government Budget and Accounts

together with the States' Budgets, secondly, the Econ-

omic Classification of the Central Government Budget,

thirdly, the Economic Survey and lastly, the Reserve

Bank's Report on Currency and Finance. The last is

the best available presentation of Consolidated

Center and States' data and is thus used for tables

17, 19 and 20. Table 18, in which the 1969/70 Bud-

get is presented, is however taken directly from

the Central Government Accounts since reclassified

data on the 1969/70 Budget are available only aft6r

a lag of several months. Table 21 is taken directly

from the "Economic Classification". Differences be-

tween the data in the various tables are due basically

to different classifications and to the netting out

of various internal transactions.





TABLE 17

CONSOLIDATED FINANCES OF CENTRE AND STATE GOVERNMENTS

(In Rs. Crores)

1955/6 1960/1 1961/2 1962/3 1963/14 1964/5 1965/6 1966/7 1967/8 1968/9 Oro>th (1 p.a)
Revised Budget from 1960/1

ACCOUNTS Eåtimte to 1967/8

A. TAX REVENUE 767 1355 1538 1855 2313 2585 2903 3240 3405 3665 14.1
CarLre , 184 909 1053 1285 1633 1821 2o61 2307 2362 21.6

283 446 485 570 680 764 842 933 1043 1111 12.9

B. NOW-TAX REVENE 12G2 252 289 t68 67 -0 769 n 69 8-1 M.9 19 .8

Centre 52 89 92 299 353 403 384 353 387 398 23.4
State 150 163 197 269 317 327 385 416 504 551 17.5

C. TOTAL REVEIJUE 969 1607 1827 2423 298 3315 3672 4009 4296 b611, 15.1
Centre 3 -m m 1m5~ 9 222 236 -77~ 72 ~
State ,33 609 682 839 997 1091 1227 1349 1547 1692 1L.2

D. NON-DEVELOPMENT CURRENT
EXPENDITURE 559 726 913 1381 1749 1878 2075 2393 2597 2735 20.G
Centre 311 366 521 908 1253 1321 1438 1598 1707 1839 24.6
State 248 360 392 473 496 557 637 795 890 896 13.8

E. DEVEIjPMaT CURRENT
EXPENDITURE 420 806 836 906 970 1113 1318 1446 1638 1758 IC.7
Centre 82 236 176 186 172 200 215 233 272 298 2.1
State 338 570 660 720 798 913 1103 1213 1366 1460 13.3

F. TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURE 979 1532 1749 2287 2719 2991 3393 3838 1235 4493 15.6
Centre 393 602 77 I ~ T75 T WT T=3 97 -T T77~
.qate 586 930 1052 1193 129h 1U7C 17)0, 2nR 2256 ? 3K( 13.5

G. CURRENT SURPLUS (C-F) -10 75 78 136 264 324 279 170 61 121
Centre 143 396 14148 -90 561 703 792 829 770 785
State -153 -321 -370 -354 -297 -379 -513 -659 -709 -664

H. CAPITAUL REWvIPTSrfl 376 1247 i1l72 1311 11. 1.1 170 iA5 24, 23r '123 9.2
Centre 256 1032 823 1059 1202 1429 1332 2055 1851 1552 8.7
State 120 235 249 252 242 363 493 306 199 571 11.4

I. TOTAL FIANCING AVAILABLE
(G-1) 366 1342 1150 1447 1708 2116 210 2531 2411 22 41b 8.7
Centre 399 1128 1271 1549 1763 2132 2124 2884 2621 2337 9.1
State -33 -86 -121 -102 -55 -16 -20 -353 -21C -93

CAPITAL OUTLAY 326 724 756 967 1177 1347 1266 1654 1353 12C3 9.3
Centre 127 406 436 612 81 946 776 1296 887 761 11.8
State 199 318 320 355 363 401 490 358 466 442 5.6

K. DEET PEPAYME-iTS 88 169 240 274 299 327 274 411 549 572 18.3
Centre 73 129 205 229 241 274 236 346 145 b435 19.4
sta c 15 40 35 145 58 53 38 65 104 137 16.6

L. LOANS ANýD ADVANCES 106 301 258 292 397 545 818 806 915 852 17.2
Centre 9 121 79 88 83 181 298 364 457 180 21.0
State 97 180 179 204 31 364 520 442 158 372 14.3

N. TOTAL CAPITAL DISBJUSE-
MENTS (J+K+L) 520 1194 1254 1533 1873 2219 2358 2871 2817 2627 13.1
cenbrE 209 656 72C 929 1118 1hm 1i1 2,00 6( 17R 1676 1.

311 538 534 604 735 818 1018 865 1028 951 7.6

N. OVERALL DEFICIT (!-M) -151 +1)8 -104 -86 -165 -103 -254 -3140 -406 -33
Surplus of Centre 190 772 551 620 625 731 814 878 832 661
Deficit of States -3411 -624 -655 -706 -790 -834 -1068 -1218 -1238 -1144

0. NET TRANSFERS FROM
CENTRE TO STATE 340 595 641 757 818 888 1012 1237 1126 942 9.5

N-0. Centre Surplus less
transport -150 -177 -90 -137 -193 -157 -198 -359 -294 -281

State deficit plus
transport -4 -29 -14 +51 +28 +54 -56 +19 -112 -102

OVERALL DEFICIT -154 +118 -10 -86 -165 -103 -254 -3410 -106 -383

Source: Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance 1967/68





TABLE 18
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FIN ANES

..... (RS Crores)-'

1965/6 1966/7 1967/8 1968/9 1968/9 1969/70
Accounts Budget Revised Budget

REVNUE

Tax Revenue 1781 1930 1932 2083 1995 2196

Non-tax revenue 563 570 653 677 754 804

Total 234 2500 2585 2760 2749 3000

CURRENT EXPEDITUE

D3velopmental 239 279 306 349 334 380

Defense 762 798 862 895 944 986

Other 700 789 839 907 930 998

G.rants to States 324 406 _7 hL78 _37 596

Total 2025 2272 2h81 2629 2715 2960

SUTPLUS ON CURRENT
ACC0UlT 319 2228 10h 131 h 40

ITAL RECEIPTS

Itbernal Sources
(net) 789 1126 1026 809 1158 10h7

(net) 615 702 695 850 639 6B3

Total 14o4 1828 1721 1659 1797 1730

TOTAL FINANCING
iVLABTT.LEtT 1723 256 i 12 179on1 1770

rAT)TfrAT T)(TD<W Tp

Capital Oýutl-'ay 057 0 64) 73ý7376

Total 1896 235r>'1 2031ý 2079 20611 2020u

CIVERALL DEFICIT 173 295 206 289 260 250

ce Ministry of Finance





TABLE 19

CURRENT EXPELITURES - CDETRE AND STATES
(Rs. Crores)

1955/56 1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 196>/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 Annual Average
(Revised) (Budget) Growth ()

1966/67-1967/68
Central Governmnt

A. Development 82 196- 176 186 172 200 215 233 272 298 9.1

B. Non-Development

(a) Tax Collection 13 22 21 23 24 26 30 32 36 40 7.3
(b) Civil Admizd.stration 34 59 59 75 78 82 95 123 137 1140 12.8
(c) Defense 172 248 290 125 704 693 762 798 857 89L 19.4
(d) Debt Service 43 77 83 245 278 316 371 1463 508 550 30.9
(e) Other - 1 68 1o 16 2(k 180 18L _169 2:15 16.22/

Sub-Total 311 6021' 521 908 1,253 1,321 1, 138 1,598 1,707 1,839 21.91

C. Grants to States 48 224 215 220 2341 286 3Lh8 13 __79 h5_ .1.5

(A+B+C) Total 11 826 912 1,314 1,659 1,807 2,001 2,24h 2, 458 2,595 16.9

State Governments

D. Developaent

(a) Education 104 196 234 251 279 319 373 120 501 537 114.4
(b) Public Realth 47 81 94 107 117 129 149 171 206 225 14.3
(c) Agriculture 39 66 76 85 99 122 1.56 178 196 198 16.8
(d) Irrigation 24 31 35 0 46 50 66 68 80 85 14.5
(e) Electricity 8 5 3 2 4 b 4 5 8 9 -
(f) Rural and Co=mnMty

Development 27 52 58 62 65 7L 86 75 71 72 4.6
(g) Civil WorkB 68 68 84 89 89 100 136 157 138 147 10.6
(h) Industry 4 22 24 26 27 28 29 22 28 29 3.5
(i) Other 17 _49 52 58 72 87 1_0 117 139 158 16.1

Sub-Total 338 570 660 720 798 913 1,103 1,213 1,367 1,460 13.3

E. Non-Developnent

(a) Tax Collection h6 66 62 59 6L 72 81 92 105 112 6.9
(b) Civil Administration 122 167 185 202 210 235 273 295 321 358 9.8
(c) Famdne 17 22 23 16 16 16 17 78 86 21 -
(d) Debt Service 1 26 31 8 79 92 115 170 187 21 32.5
(e) Other 62 79 91 112 127 1L2 l51 160 191 191 13.

Sub-Total 248 360 392 473 496 557 637 795 890 896 13.8

F. Interest Payments to Centre 18 58 69 68 119 1_15 152 _L86 213 2141 26.2

Total 266 418 461 541 615 672 789 981 1,103 1,137 14.8

G. Total State (D+E+F) 604 988 1,121 1,261 1,413 1,585 1,892 2,194 2,70 2,597 14.0

H. Total Centre and State
(Net) (A+B+D+E) 979 1,532 1,7b9 2,287 2,719 2,991 3,393 3,839 >,235 4,493 15.6

1/ Separate figures not available.
2/ 1967/68 over 1961/62.

Source: Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance, 1967/68.





TA3LE 20

TAX REVENUE - CENTRE AND STATES
7RTCrore: 7 -

1955/56 1960/61 1961/62 1.962/63 1963/66 1966/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/6B 1968/69 Average Annual Growth ($)
jRevised tLudge 1967/68 over 1960/61

Central Tax Revenues

Income Tax 132 167 165 186 259 267 272 309 300 320 8.7
Corporation Tax 37 111 157 221 276 316 305 329 320 320 16.3

Customs Duties 167 170 212 266 335 397 539 585 523 539 17.6
Excise Duties 165 616 689 599 729 802 898 1,036 1,166 1,286 15.8
Other 5 65 30 33 36 61 67 50 55 59 2.9

A. Total: 686 909 1,053 1,265 1,633 1,821 2,061 :2,307 2,362 2,526 14.6

Less: State's Share of:
Income Tax 55 87 96 95 119 126 123 137 176 156 10.5
Excise Duties 16 75 80 125 136 127 166 231 235 276 17.7
Other 2 17 6 66 7 7 5 7 7 -

Sub-Total: 73 179 178 226 259 258 276 373 616 637 12.8

B. Tax Revenue Retained
by Centre 730 _T TI73 2-37 3,77 1975 TO 96 27F

State Tax Revenues

Land Revenue 78 97 95 120 123 120 112 90 99 109 0.3
Stamps and Registration 29 63 7 52 61 69 76 81 88 93 10.8
State Excise 65 53 59 63 73 85 96 109 126 138 12.9
Sales Tax 82 159 181 209 268 318 368 463 503 561 17.9
Motor Vehicles Tax 16 36 38 66 57 59 66 69 78 83 12.6
Entertainment Tax 7 13 15 18 23 25 29 35 37 41 16.1
Electricity Duty 6 13 15 19 27 33 35 63 68 52 20.5
Other 20 36 35 63 68 55 66 63 66 66 9.9

C. Total: 283 666 685 570 680 766 862 933 1,063 1,161 12.9

Add State's Share of:
Central Taxes 73 179 178 226 259 258 276 373 616 637 12.8

D. Tax Revenue Retained
by States

__3 _7 -7- _7T939 1, 022 1118 1,5 7T 12.9

TOTAL STATE AND CENTRE: (B+D)
or (A+C) 767 1,355 1,538 1,855 2,313 2,585 2,903 3,260 3,6o5 3,665 16.1

Source: Report on Currency and Finance, Reserve Bank of India, 1967/68.





ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES

(Rs. Crores)

1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-6 1964-65 1965-66 166-67 1967-68 1968-69
(Revised) (Budget7

A. EVENUE 926.8 1115.1 1331.4 1716.5 1872.0 2215.9 2367.8 222.5 2S99.6

Tax Receipts 729.1 874.0 1060.0 1372.8 1561.9 1782.6 193Y. 1943.5 2C8M.L
Income fron property ail

enterl:tise! 165.3 200.5 209,1 273.2 261.7 373.6 368.b h11.3 3f'.2
Foes and m:r. receipts 32.4 h0.6 62.3 70.5 h8.24 59.7 68., 714.7 76.0

.ATuHRENT EXPEN4!TURE 859.5 934.9 1193.1 1570.5 1677.5 1862.9 2266.2 2232.8 2h2.9

Consumption expenaiture u33.o ut7.o oco.c 13. u .

Transfer nayments 1/ 426.5 457.1 532.9 567.7 671.4 753.8 1253.0 1132.2 1265.9

.AVINGS (0! *2UGhRNT ACODUOT (A-B) 67.3 18C.2 138.3 1L6.c 19h.5 353.0 1c1.. -3.3 1724.7

depreciatinn provision of 100.1 117.1 113.3 168.9 1L5.6 156.9 139.6 111.8 17C.5
railways, posts, etc.

Gross Savings 167.4 297.3 281.6 31L.9 3V0.1 509.9 21.L 1c8.5 3245.2

+ Capital Tr:msfers 38.8 L0.0 78.9 85.2 1160.4 79.5 105.t 68.6 25.C
+ Loan Repayments 2/ 121.0 197.2 169.9 213.2 293.0 373.1 b16.i 00.h 5bh.5

3.= TOTAL SA'jTNGS RECEIPTS 327.2 534.5 53C.4 613.3 771.0 962.5 762.Q 667.5 914.7

L. CAPITAL ExPNUITURE 1073.1 1307.2 1568.9 1867.2 2069.2 2382.6 2537.3 262.A 2722.6

Direct investment 307.4 343.1 L32.1 551.8 597.7 520.4 500.? 529.-4 633.1

Gross fixed capital formation 302.0 331.4 424.9 498.7 551.3 5h9.1 506.5 513.7 522.h
Increase i4n inventores 5. 1 7 7 9 .2 5.1 7.2 -28 .7 -6.3 7 17 110. 7

Indirect investment 3/ 638.7 761.2 907.3 1084.3 1213.7 1610.3 1680.L 1783.,C 1703.3
Capital transfers 677 -74i 7 U 7773 I*3 _T" =i 7776
Investment in shares 76.9 85.4 141.L 169.3 154.9 139.9 129.9 158. 196.9
Ioans for capital formation 426.2 474.8 536.9 725.8 843.0 1031.5 1039.1 950.5 988.3
Other loans 60.7 120.5 128.7 81.3 118.4 227.9 372.6 40.7 308.5
Other 6.2 6.5 9.6 10.9 -9.9 79.1 8.9 1c.6 12.7

t:r ainn oeg 171 1.t.00 c, 000 fA.Q ,t0.1 I 0) . , ,-,). r

L.ng rupee debt 109.4 137.8 182.6 176.0 189.0 173.4 182.8 259.3 2b2.0

F. OVERALL ICIT 745.9 772.7 1038.5 1253.9 1298.2 1422.1 1772.2 1975.3 1807.9
Finnoe a by:

Fcrei. . debt nL80 290.3 108.8 127.8 153.6 168.8 213.1 347.3 366.0 269.0
Other 183.9 261.3 287.2 362.8 216.4 282.4 516.1 72CC 775.0

Sm,al' Savings 108.3 86.9 75.8 128.3 127.4 151.2 118.1 109.8 119.8
OthvrVunc;w debt 43.2 39.1 43.3 80.1 91.0 90.5 72.8 101.0 324.5
i,.1 ::MPf-n.q Fund - - h1.h -7.2 1.0 - - - -

Otner 39.0 -47.4 -16.7 -10.3 20.4 -25.4 2.2 26.1 18.3

..z. BLU-1jGLdl AIJb.I DE . LLo.U- 1.L7 7 0f.'4 .LL U LU1.l4 5uj.:) 29yu.0

Treasury bills -139.6 122.2 178.1 160.9 114.2 271.9 499.8 225.5 291.5

Change in Cash Balances 24.5 -4.2 -18.4 9.5 60.3 -45.5 -62. 55., -0.7

1/ Mainly subsidies, interest payments and grants to States.
/ lainly from State Governments.

3/ M*inly grants or loans for capital formation by State Governments and Government enterprises.

Source: Ministry of Finance: Economic classification of the Central Government Budget, 1968/69





TABLE 22

PLAN OUTIAYS BY SEC'TOR
TE. 1adiT

Third
1961-62 1962-63 1963-6 1961.-65 1 66 Pla I9g 8- ___6

Total

1. Agricultural Programs 8,370 10,112 13,336 17,561 23,104 72,L83 25,387 28,487 27,024
(7.142) (7.30) (7.80) (8.86) (10.08) (8.52) (11.88) (12.71) (11.56)

2. Cooperation 938 1,354 1,852 1,748 1,662 7,55h 3,352 3,633 3,381
(0.83) (0.98) (1.08) (0.88) (0.73) (0.89) (1.57) (1t62) (1.15)

3. Comiminity Development and 5,500 5,885 5,584 5,900 5,977 28,846 4,000 3,369 2,373
Panchayats (4.88) (4.24) (3.27) (2.97) (2.61) (3.40) (1.87) (1.50) (1.02)

1. Irrigation and Flood Control 10,600 11,454 12,049 1I,912 17,459 66,474 14,399 14,716 15,469
(9.140) (8.27) (7.05) (7.53) (7.62) (7.82) (6.74) (6.56) (6.62)

5. Power 13,948 18,241 25,705 30,603 36,293 124,790 40,365 40,056 33,880
(12.37) (13.16) (15.45) (15.45) (15.84) (114.69) (16.88) (17.86) (14.49)

6. Large and Medium Industries 19,298 25,413 3h,068 23,804 35,396 137,977 37,266)
(17.11) (18.34) (19.93) (12.03) (15.44) (16.24) (17.b)) 52,085 53,933

7. Mineral Development 19h 180 23 11,017 13,744 28,369 14,179) (23.23) (23.07)
(0.:17) (0.13) (0.14) (7.07) (6.00) (3.3h) (6.63))

8,. Village and Small Industries 3,759 3,976 4,315 14,799 5,308 22,157 1,376 4,94 4,141
(3.33) (2.87) (2.52) (2.142) (2.32) (2.61) (2.05) (2.01) (1.77)

9. Railways 17,564 24,901 30,190 31,424 28,7h 132,553 19,868 18,225 17,200
(15.57) (17.97) (17.66) (15.87) (12.43) (15.60) (9.30) (8.13) (7.36)

10.. Other Transport and 12,086 12,555 15,783 19,196 18,999 78,619 22,500 24,184 25,416
Communications (10.72) (9.06) (9.23) (9.69) (8.29) (9.25) (10.52) (10.79) (10.87)

11. Education and Scientific 7,771 10,019 12,300 16,113 19,771 65,974 10,176 13,202 14,349
Research (6.89) (7.23) (7.20) (8.12) (8.62) (7.76) (4.77) (5.89) (6.1-4)

12. Health & Family Planning 5,Y]43 6,490 6,397 7,574 9,746 35,650 8,456 11,Ce0 12,261
(1.83) (4.68) (3.7h) (3.82) (4.25) (4.20) (3.96) (h.94) (5.25)

13. Other Social Service 5,959 6,541 7,086 8,792 10,806 39,182 7,805 8,543 8,131
(5.28) (4.72) (1.15) (4.4h) (4.72) (4.61) (3.65) (3.81) (3.48)

14. Miscellaneaus 1,364 1,459 2,032 1,739 2,04 8,998 1,594 2,125 16,185-
(1.20) (1.05) (1.19) (0.86) (1.05) (1.06) (0.74) (0.95) (6.92)

15. Grand Total 112,79 138,580 170,929 198,182 229,111 849,626 213,723 22h,199 233,743
(100.00) (lo.00) (100.00) (100.00) (100.00) (1CK.00) (100.00) (100.00) (100.00)

1/ Provisional.
2/ Plan provision.
3/ Includes Rs. 14,000 lakhs investment in "Buffer Stocks."

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey, 1968/69.

Note: Figures in brackets are percentages. This table includes all plan autlays by Centre, State and local governments, the bulk of which are investment expenditures.
Excluded are certain non-plan investment expenditures.





INVESTMENT IN PUBLIC SECTOR ENTERPRISES 1

(Ra. Crores)

Cumulative gross
1968/69 1969/7C Investment as on

1962/63 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 Estimate Budget March 31, 1968 h/

Hindustan Steel Ltd. (HSL) 49 75 68 55 5L 31 1083
Bokaro Steel Ltd. 6/ - 20 18 55 110 17C 93

Heavy Engineering Corp. (HEC) 38 2 44 26 27 9 211
Neyveli Lignite Corp. 19 16 14 16 6 4 175
Tndian (141 Corp 20 2/ ).. 13 12 12 0 141.

National Coal Development Corp. 11 23 26 13 18 17 167
Oil and Natural Gas Commission 5/ 22 (23) 40 45 60 58 168

Bharat Heavy Electricals 15 23 42 32 23 14 143
Heavy Electricala (India) Ltd. (HEL) ) 18 14 10 8 h4 1C
Hindustan Aeronautics 1 13 lh l8 (15) (15) 160
Other Undertakings 3/ 91 108 U2 196 I7 147 831

TOTAL 274 378 426 192 516 540 3333

1/ Includes all equity investments and loans (including aid) that pass through the Central Budget; other
sources such as internally generated funds (if au) financed less than 4% of the capital stock of these enter-
prises, as of March 1967.

2/ Indian Refineries Ltd.
51 Residual.
1 / The eleven enterprises named account for 78% of total gross investment in central public sector undertakings.

/ Includes some developmental expenditures.
b/ It may be noted that Bokaro Steel Ltd., will become second only to HSL, in terms of cumulative investment,

during 1969/70.

Source: The first four columns and the last column are from annual reoorts of the Bureau of Public Fatercrisen.
Ministry of Finance. Column 5 and 6 are from the Annual Plan for 1968/69, and Budget sources.
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TABLE 24

PROFTTARTLTY F PHRLTC EWTRPRTSR 1/ 1Q6/A AM 1Q67/A

(Re. Crorea)

Profits 1965/66 1967/68 Losses 1965/66 1967/68

Oil. and Natural Gas Commission 1.A 12.8 Hindustan Steel Ltd. ( .7' 38.0
India Oil Corp. 1.0 11.0 Heavy Egineering Corp. * 13.0
Shinning Corporation of India 1.8 5.5 Nevveli Lianite Corn. 0 6.1
Air India 1.6 2.5 Heavy Electricals Ltd. 5.7 5.6
Bharat Electronics 0.7 2.1 Mining & Allied Machinery Corp. * 5.h
FoLlizer Corporation Uf IUau e) n.1U l. AM -r HeVJ eAUGk.AMMAD nu. 9.
IndianTelephone Industries 1.1 1.6 Hindustan Photo Films Co. 1.5
State Trading Corporation 1.6 1.6 Inland Water Transport n.a. 2.0
Hindustan Aeronautics 1.2 1.3
Bharat Earthmovers 0.3 1.1
Minerals & Metals Trading Corp. 1.1 1.1
Cochin Refinery * 1.2
Others 3.8 1.7 Others 2.2 5.0
TOTAL 17.62' 48.3 7.9 81.8

(Overall profit/loss) + 9.7 -33.5

* Not in operation

1/ Covers industrial and commercial enterprises coming under the Bureau of Public Enterprises.
ild, f e avp.em,on +ha t ailways and thae manufactnringeata bain hmens, + A G+ov wernmen + me+,.4ae

2/ Profit.

13/ includes HSL. profit.

Source: 1965/66 data from Bureau of Public Enterprises; 1967/66 data from the "Economic Times" Mhrch 1, 1969.
Profits are net of depreciation, interest payments and taxes where applicable.





TABLE. 25

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SUMMARY
T UT ill io -

1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 1961/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 5
Preliminary Forecast Projecticw

1. Imports 2,22 2 ,568 0833 2,958 _771 2,632 2, 400 2 520 2,750
of which: Foodgrains 20h 303 3 T2 99 63

Others 2,016 2,073 2,190 2,241 2,282 1,903 1,941 2,020 2,120 2,b30

2. Exports 1,387 1,439 1,666 1,71h 1,692 1,512 1,598 1,770 1,875 2,000

3. Trade Balance -905 -937 -902 -1,119 -1,266 -1,229 -1,031 -610 - 645 - 750

1. Debt Servicel/ -191 -182 -209 - 255 - 315 - 365 - 444 -518 - 548 - 560

5. Other Capital and Invisibles- 29 156 - 55 - 263 - 3 - 18 - 79 42 - 20 - 15

6. IBRD Special Deposit - - - - - - 15 -30 -15O

7. Net IMF 123 25 -50 - 62 130 33 -78 -169)

8. Change in Reserves (- = increase) +13 +5 -23 +118 -101 -12 -81 -50 -

9. Gross Aid Disbursements 711 933 1,339 1519 1 623 jh96 1 560 12L 1 397 1 325
of which: Food Aid 227 300 17 229 20

Project Aid2/ 262 383 5h8 701 68 197 380 110 100
Non-Project AidxV 257 292 301 352 121 124 657 593 1, L

(including debt relief) ) 1,105
Non-Food PL 180 h8 31 90 20 L2 35 76 32 35

1/ Does not take into account debt relief which is included in non-project aid disbursements. Lebt service payments fror 1961/62 to 1966A/7 include only part of service on
suppliers' credits.

2/ Includes errors and omissions.
/ Breakdown between project and non-project aid is to some extent arbitrary.
/ Obtained as a residual. The Government estimates that T150 million can be disbursed out of non-project aid that has already been committed.

5/ As discussed in the text, the steep size in non-food imports projected for this year depends upon substantial policy changes by aid givers (involving higher new aid
conitments under more usable forms) and by India (involving appropriate changes in tivestment and imnrort 'pclicies'. ralling +hese, restrictive domestic policies
would presumbly keep imports and aid requirements at sustainable levels. It is also assumed that proper pclicies will be followed to allow export growth at about
7 percent.

6/ Not taking into account the scheduled repayment of $200 illion t- the IMF.

MJ.R. Trade figlirps are: nht.ain~pi l'rnm ' flr. t. - H" 4ht' s--v' 4"1ei'i N--,~ f- th, 'f W_ - - ',-, adutmn ;_ :=6 .rtc -k
Government impcrts in the Customs Data. This presentation of the Balance of Payments is consistent with that used in our laft report but it differs materially from
the Balance of Payments prepared by the Reserve Bank, and also fr(m the Adjusted Balance -f Payments presented by the GCvernment in the Economic Survey.





TABLE 26

I[MPORTS

(In $ý millions)

Cow.modity 1) 6 0/ 6 1 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/6d 1967/66 1968/69
Apr.-Sept. __.-St.

Cereals 38G.9 592.h 676.3 867.8 690.8 _63.9 267.0

Cashew Nuts 20.1 31.6 30.7 33.5 11.6 13.6

iRaw Wool 21.9 10.8 15.7 15.7 10.8 7.5

Raw Cotton 171.7 121.8 97.0 75.3 111.3 78.9 86.5

Raw Jute 16.0 15.3 11.7 27.5 2.b 2.1 0.1

Petroleum and Lubricants 115.4 lh. 13.3 84.1 99.7 42.6 66.2

Fertilizers and Materials 31.2 108.5 166.5 272.9 109.7 151.2

Chemical Products 156.6 136.b 128.6 6LL.8 79.8 77.0

Paper and Paper Boards 25.5 27.7 28.1 28.9 23.5 12.7 1U.b

Iron and Steel 257.3 220.5 205.7 130.5 141.6 81.6 60.7

Non-ferrous Metals 99.3 122.8 14.1 114.2 118.2 7h.2 60.1

Manufactures of Metals 18.1 35.7 38.1 23.1 18.8 10.1 9.3

Non-electrical Machinery h27.2 700.8 5U.0 8L7.9 218.5 25L.0

Electrical Machinery 120.2 18h.4 lbl.2 111.9 60.5 60.2

Transport Equiorent 152.1 15L.i 148.1 82.9 1c)1.8 47.5 86.1

Others 319.8 292.7 309.5 296.9 151.6 103.6

Total 2,393.3 2,832.) 2,957.9 2,770.5 2,631.7 1,356.1 1,277.5

Source: Di-frctotr neea f onmrilIntelligence and Statistics.





TABLE 27

EXPORTS

(In $ millions)

1960/61 196h/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1967/68 1968/69
Apr. -Sept. Apr. -Sept.

Jute anufactures 283.8 353.3 38,.0 332.6 312.1 163.h 111.0
Tea 259.5 261.8 2h1.2 211.1 2h0.2 96.5 111.h
Cotton Fabrics 120.8 121.0 116.0 84.9 87.1 1.1 h5.6
Iron Ore 35.7 78.5 88.4 93.6 99.7 38.0 51.1
Oi1 Cakes 30.0 83.5 72.7 66.7 60.7 26.7 32.4
Leather and Leather

Manufactures 52.4 57.4 59.8 82.8 71.3 36.9 47.2
Cashew Kernels 39.7 61.0 57.5 60.7 57.3 28. 44.1
Tobacco 33.1 51.2 4l.1 30.0 h7.5 31.9 33.3
Engineerinag Goods 17.9 30.1 35.5 30.7 43.6 18.4 41.6
Coffee 15.2 28.2 27.2 21.1 24.3 17.3 18 .9
Mica 21.3 20.4 23.7 18.9 20.0 9.7 9.3
Sugar 5.1 37.7 22.0 21.5 21.2 11.1 2.7
Black Pepper 17.9 14.2 23.3 16.9 17.5 6.9 5.3
Manganese Ore 29.5 27.6 22.7 18.9 14.8 7.1 8.7
Hides and Skins 19.9 19.0 20.7 22.0 10.1 7.2 2.9
Raw Cotton 18.3 22.2 20.h 15.7 19.7 10.8 8.5
Mineral, Fiuel,

Lubricants 15.6 25.7 19.6 16.9 12.3 6.1 8.9
Iron and Steel 11.6 9.2 17.0 31.6 69.2 31.6 h9.9
Chemical and Allied

Prnducts 7.2 l.6 17.4 14.5 15.9 6.4 11.5
Fish and Fish

Preparations 9.7 14.2 14.3 23.3 24.0 11.5 12.3
Art Silk Fabrics 6.7 13.7 10.3 h.5 1.9 0.8 2.4
Footwear 6.5 8.8 11.0 11.7 12.3 h.0 3.3
Vegetable Oils 26.5 21.7 13.5 8.8 10.3 3.7 14.8
Other. 302.5 339.2 333.2 302.2 305.0 147.6 189.3

Total 1,1F6~E 1,71 .2 1,692.5 1,51.6 1,59ö. 76O.T o.

oUrce : Lirector Geriral of CC .erercial Intvl.i-ree and Matistics.





TABLE 28

IMPORTS BY SOURCE

(R- .llins)

Regions/Countries 1951/52 1955/56 1960/61 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68

U.S.A. 299 (30.h) 893 3276 (28.7) 5253 7829 (37.7) 7715 (39.1)

Canada 19b ( 2.0) 68 199 ( 1.7) 305 922 ( h.A) 978 ( 5.0)

West Eurcpe 2841 (29.3) 3252 hh78 (39.3) 3894 514 (24.8) b625 (23.h)

European Common Market 834 1189 1959 2049 2983 (1h.L,) 2519 (12.8)
of which: Belgium 129 121 152 115 245 165

France 112 155 211 176 351 326
West nany 289 ( 3.0) 603 122 (10.7) 1369 2 ( 7. ) 12 ( 7.3
Italy 181 165 260 192 415 341
Netherlanis 123 1l 105 197 346 255

Other West Europe 299 ( 3.1) 336 347 ( 3.0) 353 506 ( 2.14) 527 ( 2.6)
of which: w 75 70 110 106 11.1 18i

Switzerland 100 121 104 1h5 181 134
Irish Republic neg neg neg neg neg neg

Asia and Oceania 2782 (28.7) 1749 2067 (18.1) 2313 3563 (17.1.) 3269 (16.6)

ECAFE 2514 (25.9) 1409 1793 (15.7) 2154 3391 (16..3) 2872 (14.6)
of which: Australia 176 135 178 241 590 65c

Burma 235 96 137 94 b02 92
Ceylon 56 94 41 40 27 33
Malaysia 2 5 135 12 12) 93
New Zealand 21 25 15 20 10 14
Indonesia 32 15 36 22 1 1
Iran 289 lh4 296 3h1 305 329
China 159 4b 26 - - -
Pakistan 875 271 l,O 57 1), 21
Thailand 116 5 7 289 519 2h6
Japan 255 ( 2.6) 334 608 ( 5.3) 792 1074 ( 5.2) 1069 ( 8.5)

Rest of Asia and Oceania 268 ( 2.8) 341 274 ( 2.4) 159 172 ( 0.3) 397 ( 2.0)
of whlch: Aden 9 21 2C 8 2 6

Bahrein 109 82 5c 20 1 2
Kuwait 1 13 i neg 32 79
Saudi Arabia 100 152 112 87 61 228

Africa 831 ( 8.6) 707 707 ( 6.2) 558 860 ( 4.1) 946 ( 4.8)
0Ywhich: Egypt 405 231 164 200 203 268

Kenya 186 219 12b b6 59 79
Nigeria - 5 5 2 b
Rhodesia 6 6 136 18 neg neg
Sudan 143 127 94 57 17b 117

Soviet Bloc 51 ( 0.5.) 109 443 ( 3.9) 1560 2301 (11.1) 2030 (10.3)
c)f which: USSR 14 62 159 25 113-0 958

Czechoslovakia 28 29 88 212 335 273
East Germany neg 4 33 130 209 216
Poland 3 4 44 137 179 237

Latin America 511 ( ".5)3 1 ( ".2) 3 J16 ( -.8) il I 0.8)
o' which: Argentina 16 neg 1 3 2 20

Cuba neg 7 1 -

TOTAL WORLD 9,700 6,788 11,397 13,941 20,783 19,724

(Figures in brackets are percentages)

Source: Director General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics





TABLE 29

EXPORTS BY DESTINATION

(Rs. million)

~;s/f ntri es 1951/52 1955/56 1960/61 1961/66 1966/67 1967/68

U.5 .A. 1324 (18.1) 871 1025 (15.5) 1478 219C (19.0) 2062 (17.3)

Csansr 163 ( 2.2) 14C 176 ( 2.7) 203 310 ( 2.7) 298 ( 2.5)

'est Europe 2559 (34.9) 2380 2398 (36.3) 2200 3134 (27.2) 3409 (28.6)

UK. 1897 (25.9) , 12 1 725 (26.1) 1.46. 2 (17.l 22r' N f(1n .

European Common Market 451 ( 6.2) 560 518 ( 7.8) 553 887 ( 7.7) 884 ( 7.ä)
of which: Belgium 84 90 53 95 176 2C7

France 11 71 88 112 182 15L
West Germany 94 149 199 182 259 217
Italy 80 96 93 85 153 177
Netherlands 79 154 85 79 118 129

Other West Europe 211 ( 2.9) 158 155 ( 2.3) 183 227 ( 2.0) 241 ( 2.c)
UI WIULCI11. JWUCIÅ 4u..

Switzerland 21 10 14 36 43 58
Irish Re>ublic 65 58 50 43 51 62

Asia and Oceania 2252 (30.7) 1774 1657 (25.1) 1876 2802 (24.3) 3139 (26.3)

ECAFE 2052 (28.0) 1514 1423 (21.5) 1586 2415 (2C.9' 2701 (22.6)
of which: Australia 476 248 224 175 261 280

Burma 198 125 66 36 37 38
Ceylon 168 205 184 129 185 148
Malaysia 38 14 60 123 105 69
New Zealand 79 46 74 66 86 63
Indonesia 45 117 31 8 11 59
Iran 42 52 54 60 103 142
China 71 65 53 neg neg neg
Pakistan R5I. 10 9 ne e
Thailand 88 3 32 16 43 84
Japan 148 ( 2.0) 302 353 ( 5.3) 570 1073 ( 9.3) 1357 (11.4)

Rest of Asia and Oceania 200 ( 2.7) 261 233 ( 3.5) 289 387 ( 3.4) 638 ( 3.7)
of which: Aden 63 63 54 59 59 52

Bahrein 14 23 23 16 27 26
Kuwait 38 35 31 149 73 117
Saudi Arabia 19 61 33 40 6 59

Afri 506 ( 6.9) 4 490 ( 7.4) 619 714 ( 6.2) 700 ( 5.9)
cf whir1: Egypt 65 96 134 271 250 215

Kenya 88 61 49 h9 73 60
Nigeria 71 82 57 40 46 38
Sudan 77 56 95 82 146 2C7

Soviet 'OC 88 ( 1.2) 53 496 ( 7.5) 1566 2257 (19.6) 2246 (18.8)
of which: USSR 69 33 288 930 1234 1205

Czechoslovakia 13 13 73 158 286 292
East Germany neg neg 33 137 194 203
Poland 3 3 39 91 135 220
Yugoslavia 3 3 33 113 189 116

Latin America 479 ( 6.5) 218 166 ( 2.5) 104 122 ( 1.1) 74 ( C.6)
of which: Argentina 177 111 45 42 20 6Guba 1114 14, 73j 3 neg neg

TOTAL WORLD 7329 5963 6602 8096 11529 11928

(Figures in raket arepercentages)

Source: Director General of Commercial Intelligence and Sta-tis-tic«, Calcutta





EXPRTS OF PRINCIPA1_LMMODITIES

'TIn hysical units

Commoeity Unit ol 1)60/61 1964/65 1165/66 1)6/67 3967/68 1967/6e 1968/69
Quartity - Anr.--Sept. Ar.-Seot.

Jute Manufactures 'Wý. -0. ins 799 960 900 736 753 i39L 35h

Tea mil., kzs. 19'9 212 197 hO 203 79 9?

Cotton Fabrics (mill-made) mil.sq.mtrs. 602 495 513 'Q2 h25 19L 223

Iron Ore mil. tans 3 11 12 13 14 5 7

Oil Cakes '000 tans 433 975 829 822 746 328 119

Cashew Kernels mil. kgs. U 56 51 50 51 26 35

Tobacco mil. kgs. b7 79 57 39 57 36 40

Coffee mil. kgs. 20 31 26 26 34 23 23

Mica mil. kgs. 28 31 43 19 23 13 11

Sugar '000 tons 56 271 251 35b 228 11 61

Black Pepper mil. kgs. 17 17 26 22 25 10 8

Manganese Gre '000 tans 1,166 1,552 1,2125 1,186 1,047 481 603

Raw Cotton 'CXU tons 33 17 36 33 45 25 16

Fish and Fish Products mil. kgs. 20 20 15 20 20 9 11

Art Silk Fabrics mil..mtrs. 27 57 å5 25 6 2 10

Footwear mil.pairs 5 8 10 12 11 3 4

Vegetable Oils mil,.kgs. 63 b5 25 1h 17 5 35

Ttal/ - 100 132 124 119 122 - -
1/ Volume Index 3 960/61 = 0.

Source: Director General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics.





TABLE 31

TERMS OF TRADE

(1958 100)

Exports Imports
Average Average Terms of

Year Quantity Unit Value Quantity Unit Value Trade

1960/61 100 110 128 96 115

!961/62 105 109 121 98 il

1962/63 112 106 131 94 113

163/6h 126 10 135 97 1n8

196h/65 132 107 1h6 99 108

196/66 124 113 154 1l4 1o

1o66/67 110 169 T4e 153 11n

The value iuies frU 19uo/o unwaras reflect aevaluation.

Source: Department of Commercial intelligence and Statistics.





TABLE 32 Page 1 of 2

EPORT DUTIES

As on As on As on
r... C nLC *,. -n A-1.~ 1 c4or

Jute Manufactures

(a) flessians other than carpet backing and
jute specialities (per ton) Ra. 900 Rs. 500 as. 200

(b) Carpet backing (per ton) 900 600 600

cloth and manufactures thereof (per ton) 900 500 500

Cd) lute speciali+4aes goY N90 Nil

(e) Sacking (cloth, bags, twist, yarn, rope
and twine) (ner ton) 600 250 150

(f) Cotton bagging (per ton) 600 200 Nil

(g) All other descriptions of jute manufactures
falling under sub-item (iii) to item 2 to
the Second Schedule to the Indian Tariff
Act, 193h (per ton) 600 250 150

Tea

(a) Tea other than package tea covered by (b)
and (c) below Rs. 2 per kg. 20% reduced 15,5 reduced

by 35 paise by 55 paise
per kg. or its. per kg., or is.
2.65 per ke. 1.70 per kg.,
whichever is whichever is
less less

(b) Tea in consumer pack, packed in metal container
the aggregate weight not exceeding one kilo Rs. 2 per kg. 10% or Rs. 2.76 Nil

per kilo whichever
is less

(c) Tea in consumer pack, packed in container other
than of metal, the aggregate weight not exceeding
one kilo Rs. 2 per kg. 15i or Rs. 2.76 5 percent or

per kg. whichever Rs. 1.70 per
is less kg. ihichever

is less

Coffee Rs. y.50 per kg. $0 paise per kg. 50 paise per kg.

Black Pepper

(a) Light black pepper Rs. 1.25 per kg. 90 paise per kg. 90 paise per kg.

(b) Pinhead black peprRe. 1.25 per kg. 50O paise per kg. DO paise per kg.

(c) Others Ra. 1.25 per kg. 1.25 paise per kg. 1.25 paise per kg.

Tobacco (unmanufactured) 75 paise per kg. 20 percent per kg. 20 percent per kg.

Haw 'Wool RA 1 nIpr ar. 1(0 percent Nil

law Cotton Re. 1 per kg. 10 percent 10 percent

(a) Bengal Deshi (per ton) Re. 1,000 Rs. 700 Rs. 700

(b) Linters Re. 1.000 24 nerCAnt. 24 narrant

(c) Assam Commilla/yellow pickings/Zoda cotton
pickings and sweepings (per ton) Rs. 1,000 Rs. 550 Rs. 550

Cotton daste

(a) Cotton waste other than soft cotton waste 30 paise per kg. 4O percent 40 percent

(b) Soft cotton waste 30 paise per kg. 25 percent 25 percent

Mica, (except micanite) 50 paise per kg. 40 percent 40 percent

Mica, loose splittings 50 paise ker kg. 40 percent 20 percent

Processed Mica 50 paise per kg. 20 percent 20 percent

Hides skins and leather, tanned and untanned
Sos bIng snake skins and

manuractures or leatner 15 percent 10 percent 10 percent

continued/..





Table 32
Page 2 of 2

As on As on As on
June 6, 1966 Nov. 1, 1968 April 1, 196'

Snake S'ins 15 percent 25 percent 25 percent

Coirs and coir manufactures

(-) Coir yarn 10 percent 15 percent 15 oercent

(b) Coir mnnufactures 10 percent Nil Nil

Groundnut oil cake and groundnut meal
(both deoiled) (per ton) Rs. 125 Rs. 125 -s. 125

ManCanc-e Ore

(a) :ore than Lid percent of manganese (per ton) Rs. 20 3s. 20 t. 20

(b) 1,i percent or more and up to [8 percent
of man: anese (ner ton) Rs. 20 7s. 12. 0 as. 12.5)

(c) Less than 10 percent of manganese (per ton) Rs. 10 Rs. 7 Rs. 7

Manganese Dioxide 20 percent 20 percent 20 percent

Lumpy Iron Ore

(a) 63 percent iron content and above (per ton) Rs. 10 R3. 10. As. 10.5

(b) 60 to 63 percent iron content (per ton) Rs. 10 Rs. 6 as. 6

(c) 50 to 60 percent iron content (per ton) ts. 10 Ro. 5 Rs. 5

(d) Less than 58 percent iron content (per ton) Rs. 10 ,s. 4 Rs. L

Iron Or (Fines)

(a) 1ore than 62 percent iron content (per ton) Rs. 5 L . 4 Rs.

(b) Other (per ton) is. 5 HE. 3 As.

Sillimanite 20 percent 2 )orcc-t 2" ercost

Steatite (Talc) 20 percent 2(' percen. .(' rcrcent

Kyanite (per ton) Rs. 0 Rs. Ln .s. a

Chrome Concentrates (per ton) Rs. 1 us. 15 is. 15

Note: :nme of the duties -ere quite frequently readjusted betueen June 1966 and the prns!nt tim-. The rates
prevailing in Novenher are given here because the Government has calculated the rcugh ad valoro
l.c1onts of the schedul effective at that date. These are as 1ollo:

losians other than carpet backing and
jute specialities (per ton) 22.2%

Carpet backing (per ton) 15.5

Sacking (cloth, bags twist, yarn, rope
and twine) (per ton) 15.2;

Cotton bagging (per ton) 16%

Coffee 7.9%

B3ack Pepper: Light black pepper 32',
* Pinhead black pepper

Rai Cotton: Bengal Deshi (per ton) 220
Asamm Commi11/ale'1cr pickimn/ ,oan
cotton pickings and sweepings 12%

Manganese Ore: More than [8 percen of
manganese 11%

10% or more and up to 48 percent

Lumpy Iron Ore: 63 percent iron content and above 114.61%

Tons are metric tons.





TABLE 33

GOLD AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE RPSERVES
(in millions of dollars)

Changes in
Total official reserves

Reserve Bank Official over previoUs Comiercial
aEd of Period of india/ Government Reserves . pri_o banks

1951 1,387 56 1943 - 30

1955 1,791 76 1,866 -77 34

1956 1,360 75 1,435 -431 42

1960 566 104 670 -765 42

1961 763 102 665 -5 41

1962 450 62 512 -153 50

1963 469 138 607 +95 47

1964 1447 51 498 -109 63

1965 460 139 599 +101 45

1966 515 93 608 +9 99

1967 !90 72 662 +54 70

1968 Kar. 633 81 718 +56 31

June 662 58 729 + 2 20

Sept. 683 71 754 +34 25

Dec. 627 55 682 -72 NA

1969 Mar. NTA NA 768 +86 NA

V Includes $247 million in gold through 1964, $281 million in 1965, and
$243 million thereafter.

Source: International Financial Statistics.


